




Another No. 1 
from karrimor . .. 
THEASOLO 
CHOUINARD CANYON 
Originally designed by Chouinard. 
Further developed by top Italian climber Franco Perlotto. 
Made by one of the worlds top manufacturers-ASOLO. 

e BUil T TO LAST 
e A NEW STANDARD 

IN ROCK BOOTS 

e DESIGNED TO CLIMB 
e LASTED FOR 

COMFORT & FIT. 

1'71 karrimor ... leaders in U technical excellence 
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FEATURES: 
1 Friction: 
Made from the very best hysteresis rubber 
giving the highest co-efficient of friction. 
2 Rand: 
Highest specification for stretch and tear 
resistance with same co-efficient of friction as 
sole. 
3 Ringed eyelets: 
(not rose clenched) 
Won't pull out. 
4 Leather upper - canvas lined: 
Comfort and no heat build-up. 
No perspiration - upper breathes. 
5 Leather heel spine: 
Protection, support and durability. 
6 Specially shaped tongue: 
Doesn't slip down side of foot. 
7 Leather insole: 
Won't break up. 

2 3 5 

8 English last: 
Comfort - can be worn all day. 
Fit - foot is firmly gripped. 
9 Profile: 
Low profile at toe for narrow cracks. 
10 Unique sole support: 
Allows toe to heel bend but gives lateral 
strength for edge holds. Will retain its support 
indefinitely. 
11 Flexibility: 
Despite sole support boot can tum through 
90° at the instep to facilitate "toe-cracking". 

For further details. and Technical Guide, write to 
Dept M.Al , karrimor International ltd., 
Avenue Parade, Accrington BBS 6PR, 
Lanes. , England. 
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P. 0. BOX 2131 / DENVER, COLOP.ADO 80201 / (800)525-8102 
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VECTOR I - Waterfall 

Talkczcztna Air Taxi 
High in the vast sculptured snow and ice of the Alaska 
Range are sights that will awe and astound the most 
weary and jaded world traveller .... Fly with a pilot who 
brings expeditions to mt. McKinley daily, who knows 
the mountain, it's climbers and all its lore and legend. 
We offer expedition air support, aerial photography and 
high altitude glacier landings. 

•For more information, please contact:
TALKEETNA AIR TAXI 
Box 73, Talkeetna, Alaska 99676 (907) 733-2218 

continuing 20 years of gu1d1ng & alpine mstruct1on 

PALISADE SCHOOL OF MOUNTAINEERING 

P.O. Box 694G Bishop, CA 93514 (714) 935-4330 

----
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TECNICA 
SUPERGUIDE 

at unbeatable 
prices! 

£55 ARCTIC JKT 
BRITAINS BEST VALUE IN 
CLIMBING BOOTS 

* One piece reversed leather upper 
* Full length ribbed steel shank 
* Double tongue 
* Vibram gold block sole 
* Hook & ring lacing 

with locking cleats 
* Norwegian sewn welts 
* Full size range (35 - 48) 

(2½ - 12 U.K.) 

* Two large front pockets 
* Snug collar design 
* Tough nylon zip-full length 
* Borg type fabric 
* Colour: navy or red 
* Unizex Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL 

BERJAC WATERPROOF 
Jacket only £~ £14.95 
Jacket + zipped O'trous £.P:86 £19.95 
* Tough 5 oz P.U. proofed nylon 
* Knee length 
* Full length 2 - way nylon zip 

ALPINE 
SHIRT 

0-1-:95 

£9.95 

DOWN 
BAGS 

protected 
* By Full length ve\cro storm flap 
* E \asticated storm cuffs 
* Two large side pockets with 

weatherproof flaps 
* O'Trous feature gusseted zips to 

the knee 
* Colours: royal, olive, orange 
* Unisex Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL 

2 SEASONS 
· Lig_htweight/Bivouac 
AIGUILLE 
* Total wt. 2.1 lbs 
* Ideal for back packing or 

climbing 
* 1 lb pure white duck down 
* Tremendous value 

~5 £39.95 

3 SEASONS 
-All Purpose
NORTHWALL 
* Compact size 
* Total wt. only 2 lb 10 oz 
* 1 lb 8 oz pure white duck down 
* Compare our prices with similar 

bags. 
~ £49.95 

BONAITI 
KARABINERS 

NEW HIGHER BREAKING STRENGTHS 
2000 Kg Snap each £ 1 .60 I 2800 Kg Snap each 

for 4 £ 5.75 for 4 
for 10 £13.50 for 10 

£ 2.00 
£ 7.20 
£17.00 

ALPINE SPORTS ALPINE SPORTS BLUES CENTRESPORT 

*Warm+ durable. 20% wool 
80% acrylic. 

* Two buttoned breast pockets 
* Royal Stewart (Red)or Green 

Douglas tartan or plain beige 
or brown. 

* Unisex Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL 

4 SEASONS 
- Winter Bag with zip
SUMMIT 
* Total wt. 3 lb 11 oz 
* 2 lbs new grey duck down 
* Full length zip with baffle 
* Extra length 90" 
* Many more features 
~ £69.95 

2800 Kg Screw each £ 2.40 
for 4 £ 8.50 
for 10 £20.00 ., 

.. 
10/12 Holborn, 78 Deansgate, 450 Sauchiehall St., 40 Woodhouse Lane, 

• MAIL ORDER, 
40 Crimscott St. 

London. EC1. Manchester. Glasgow G2. Merrion Centre, 

Tel. 01 404 5681 Tel. . 061 834 8695 Tel. 0413330809 Leeds. 

ALPINE SPORTS 
215 Kensington High St., 
London. WS. 
Tel. 01 938 1911 

ALPINE SPORTS 

138 Western Road .. 
Brighton. 
Tel. 0273 26874 

BLUES Tel. 0532 452917 
1 Wemyss Place. 
(West end of Queen St.) 

Edinburgh. 
Tel. 031 225 9240 

London S.E.1, 

Tel: 01 · 231 · 7610 



WINTER 
GEAR 
GALORE 

AXES & CRAMPON~S-
CHARLET, GABAROU A\\l\pQNS 
SIMOND, CHACAL CRH s,RAPS 
STUBAI, MANASLU "'1\1 fRO\\I\ 
SALEWA, CLOG 
EVEREST, HAWK 12:9 
CHOUINARD & VUL TUR£ 

TERRORS, HUMMINGBIRD 
CURVERS, SALOPETTES 
POLAR WEAR, MESNER L \CE 
PLASTIC BOOTS, YETI \\I\Ei5A fRO\\I\ 
GAITERS, PETZL AY..E 
TORCHES & HELMETS 15:95 
THE CLIMBERS SHOP 
AMBLESIDE 
TELEPHONE 09663-2297 
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NEOPRENE 
CRAMPON STRAPS 

Neoprene 
- the ideal material for crampon straps 

- it's hardwearing- non slip 
- and temperature stable. 

Available in 3 model styles. 

FREE PATTERNS with material orders, polar jacket, 
cagoule, overtrousers, gaiters, bivitent, overboot, 
Dunloprufe, polar fabric, Gore-Tex, webbing, buckles, 
zips up to 250cm, velcro, eyelets, thread. For prices, 
stamp please. 

TOR, 5 LYNDON GROVE, RUNCORN, WA7 5PP. 

FREE CLIMB: THE NORTHWEST FACE OF HALF DOME 
A spectacular free climbing film featuring Jim Erickson and 
Art Higbee pushing the limits. Directed by Robert Godfrey. 
Narrated by ROBERT REDFORD. Cameramen Tom Frost 
and Greg Lowe. 50 Minutes. 16mm., color/sound. Rent or 
purchase. Free brochure from ALPINE Fl LMS, Dept,.M, 
873 8th St., Boulder, Colorado 80302, U.S.A. 



Phoenix Mountaineering & Gore-Tex make a great teaml 

PHOENIX PHUNNeL 
A tapered tunnel tent providing 

maximum internal space for two 
persons through the use of flexible hoop 
supports and a single layer of GORE-TEX 
laminate. 

The main body of the tent is in the form of 
a GORE-TEX capsule, both ends of which can 
be zipped open as and when required 
The front of the capsule also has a full insect 
screen zipped inside the door. The spacious 
front bell is made of p.u. coated nylon and 
has two zips to allow for a wide variety 

PHOENIX 
moontaineem1G 

of sheltered openings, including the removal of the centre section. The 
p.u. coated rear bell has a single zip opening, thus allowing access to this 
very useful storage area from inside or outside the tent. 

The ultra-lightweight, flexible, tubular poles are sectioned and shock 
corded for ease of carriage and assembly and extra guying points are 
fitted to each hoop sleeve for added security when required 

All pegging points are shock corded and wall pockets are fitted for 
storage of small items. GORE-TEX seam sealant is provided with each tent. 

Height Front 95cms 3ft 2lllS 
Rear ms 2ft 

Width Front t40cms 4ft 7lllS 
Rear tOOcms 3ft 3lllS 

Length Capsule 206cms 6ft 9lllS 
Overall 350cms lltt 6lllS 

Weight 2 3kgs 51bs 

PHOENIX MINlRG JGCKet 
By combining a filling of THINSUI.ArE. which 

provides approximately double the relative warmth 
of other insulating matenals. with the waterproof 
breathable qualities of a GORE-TEX laminate shell. 
we have produced a mountain jacket of the very 
highest quality Thus in one, double-walled garment 
the wearer has the best available protection agmnst 
extremes of wind, cold, ram and snow: 

The full length, double-ended Zlp lS backed with 
an insulated baffle and protected with a 

weatherproof press-stud fastening cover 
The sleeves are cuffed with knitted elastic 

The jacket's extra length incorporates 
external side fastenings at the hem and 
an internal elasticated waist -band. all of 
which are adjustable to give a snug !ti 
without impeding movement 

There are two breast pockets with 
protected zip closures, two large press
studded external pockets with bellows 
construction for extra volume. and hand
warmer compartments also with zip 
closures. 

The detachable hood, which is large 
enough to easily cover a climbing helmet. 
fastens securely across the chin and has a 
wired visor and draw-cord for maxunum 
closure and protection around the face 

All external seams are sealed during 
manufacture and an extra tube of GORE
TEX sealant is provided with each jacket. 
Specification: 
Filling 3M THINSUI.ArE - 200gms per sq 
metre. ( Body double. Sleeves single) 
Colour: Shell - Royal Blue, Lining - Navy 
Sizes Small/ Medium/ Large/ Extra Large 
/We rage v\eight ( Medium Size) l.6kgs 
( 3lbs 9ozs). 

Phoenix Mountaineering Ltd. Coquetdale Trading Estate, Amble, Morpeth, Northumberland NE65 OPE. Tel: Amble (0665) 710934. 

REINHOLD MESSNER 
ANEW BOOK 

SOLONANGA 
PARBAT 

The amazing story of Messner 's courageous solo climb. 
Superb phorographs in colour and black and white::. £7, 95 

KAYE&WARD 
Century House, 82/84 Tanner Street, London SEL 

0 

climb 
with 

someone 
you 

trust 

friends 
1-4 

climb 
into 
the 

1980s 

mountoinsering 
squipmsnt 

by 

WILD 
c.ounrRY 

TOWN HEAD WORKS 
EYAM 

SHIEFFIElD 
530 110 
fNGLANO 

TtllPHONE 0433 30091 
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Tents for Mountain, 
Moor and Meadow. 
£ ROBERT 

~SAUNDERS 
TopTcnt, (Chigwell) Limited . 

For catalogue send to:-
ROBERT SAUNDERS (CHIGWELL) LIMITED, 
Five Oaks Lane, Chigwell, Essex, England. 
Please enclose 1 Op. stamp to couer postage. 

'THEEBOC. 
THE STRONGEST MOST ADVANCED 
ICE TOOL AVAILABLE . 

Pick & Handle are continuous, one piece, 
certified steel. All points are differentially 
heat treated to prevent brittleness . 
Available in 47° straight droop or curved 
pick . (Wt. 1.6oz.) 

Specify scraighr or curv8d pick 

For free information write or call l.C.E. 
714 - 5325954 

INTERNATIONAL CLIMBING EQUIPMENT 
421 Rancho Santiago, Orange, CA. 92669, U.S.A. 

Trak-Packer-s1eeps2 
A tent for the lightweight backpacker who needs an 
outfit not over 6-lbs. but with ample space for two 
adults. Weight: 6-lbs. (2. 72 kg.) (Above left) 

Hill packer 
Robert Saunders introduce their new Hill packer tent 
which provides an extremely large and roomy bell
end, plus a two-man size inner with a total weight of 
6-lbs. 9-oz. (2. 96 kg.) (Top right) 

Backpacker 1- Sleeps 1 
A solo tent on a smaller scale than the Backpacker 2 
but offering the same all weather protection. 
Weight 3-lbs. 12-oz. 1.69 kg.) (Lower right) 

Manuf■ctur■ra of high quality garments. Smlthfold Lane WORSLEY 
MANCHESTER M28 6AR. ENGLAND. Telegrams 'HENRILLOYD ' 
WALK DEN'. Telephone:061-790 2277/8 & 061-799 6480 (2 lln■s) 

-Telex: 666766 D HENRI G. 



troll 
MK 5 SIT HARNESS 

A HARNESS FOR ALL SEASONS AND REA~ONS 

This very strong Two-Piece Sit Harness has been developed 
by Troll to give the last word in comfort and versatility. 
Both Waist Belt and Leg Loops are made from 3" wide tape 
for maxi mum comfort and are sold separately in several 
sizes so that a perfect fit can be obtained. Ideal for all 
advanced mountaineering techniques such as prusiking etc. 
Incorporates back and front Belay Loops and Holster 
Attachment Strap. Links easily with the rope to a Chest 
Harness to make an excellent Body Harness when required. 
Leaflet on request from : 

SADDLEWEDGE TM 

and 
WEDGE FAST TM 

A brilliant designed range of 

double tapered wedge shaped 

chocks from Campbell Mountain 

eering of the U.S.A. See them 

in the shops or write for a 

comprehensive booklet. 

Exclusive U.K. Distributors . 

DID YOU 
KNOW? 
That Troll make a range of 
Canvas and Nylon Gaiters that 
are extremely good value for 
money. As gaiter weather is 
now upon us, why not ask to 
see them in your local shop. 

Galibier 
PEUTEREY 

THE INTERNATIONAL STANDARD OF QUALITY 

Wide fitting and low fit around the ankles, with very 
comfortable padding makes the Peuterey the ideal all 
round mountain boot. For maximum waterproofness 
and snug fit the upper and the bellows tongue are cut 
from ·one piece of leather of the finest quality, double 
tanned and reversed . Full length spoon shaped steel 
shank topped by a wooden shank for ideal rigidity and 
insulation. Great with crampons or on rock. Special 
Galibier sole. Need we go on? In short the finest 
materials, craftsmanship and design available 
anywhere. 

Further detail s on request. 



A kernmantel rope consists of two 
parts, the Kern (core) and the Mantel 
(sheath). 

• The Kern, the inner part of the rope 
is the main load bearing section, 
and is responsible for the strength 
and stretch of the rope. 

• The Mantel, the outer part of the rope 
is braided to protect the Kern against abrasion. 
The Mantel also provides the "feel" 
of the rope. 

The original perlon Kernmantle rope by its 
construction is soft and easy to handle, has high 
abrasion resistance and is totally dependable . 

Ask your dealer for an Edelrid catalogue. It 
contains the world's fullest range of climbing ropes 

in 
mpion? 

"I completely trust Edelrid ropes." 
'I completely trust Edelrid ropes and take them 

on every climb, they've a nice feel and handle 
extremely well in any conditions. Edelrid are the 
best . 

And I suggest that as your life depends on it, 
and safety fittings or write to 
Edelrid Postfach 1240, D7972 lsny, 
West Germany. DELHI 

you'd be a fool not to go for the 
best: 
• Ron Fawcett : BBC2 Rock Athlete= 1980 

8 
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Shirts 
MOAC Rangers, 
hardwearing, 
long lasting shirts 
designed for 
outdoor activities. 
Available in a 
wide range of 
fabrics, 
colours 
and styles. 

BECK 
CRAMPON 

STRAPS 
• Hand-made of neoprene nylon in our smal l shop 
• Used by the most active climbers in Europe 
• Relied upon for Karakoram and Himalaya expeditions 
• Makers of the Chouinard crampon straps 
• Unconditiona ll y Guaranteed 
• International order1 we/come - Fa,t service 
• Send 15<! stamp or equivalent for ca talog . 

Beck , Dept. K, 4025 State St., #54 Santa Barbara , CA 93110 USA 

PHOENIX pHaraoH D 
DESIGNED FOR THE SPECIAIJST 

This is a doub!e construction bag with all seams 
alternated.designed for all-year-round use but 
particularly suited for winter conditions. It has a 
double filling weight of 7oz per sqyd (.2kgs per 
metre). a full hood. box fool and polyester cotton lining 

Average weight: 2.2kgs ( 4lbs 14oz). Length: 72" 

I PHOENIX 1 moontameermG 

( 183cms) excluding hood. 
Width: (Shoulder) 30" 
(76cms). Filling: DACRON " 
Hollofil. Cover: Ripstop 
Nylon. Lining: Polyester 
Cotton. Stuf1 Sack: 

I 
I 

Compression type 
:::Only manulacturers whose products 
conform to Du Font quality slandards are 
permitted to use the quality label DACRON' 
Hollotil 

Coquetdale Trading Estate. 
Amble. Morpeth. 
Northumberland. NE65 OPE 
Te1Amble(0665) 710934 

A Phoenix quality product. Don't settle for less. 

9 
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omite 
NEW ALPINIST 

- a double boot with a 
hardwearing waterproof 
polyurethane outer and 
comfortable leather inner. 

Sceptical 
- just try them' 

K2AVIATION 
ALASKA EXPEDITIONS & WILDERNESS FLYING 

Glacier Pilots 
KITTY BANNER• KIMBALL FORREST 

P.O. BOX290 
T ALKEETNA, ALASKA 99676 
TELEPHONE (907) 733-2291 

CERTIFIED AND INSURED 

I 

charlet mo~er 
• ice tools at ag,, 

t • Sole U.K. Distributors 

Ou": a' ft A vailable from leading 
• ~ 1 1,. clim bing shops 

93 Castleton Road, Hope, via Sheffield S30 2RD. 

Tel. 0433 20516. 



The Bodyhuggers 

Our exciting ff ormat frame is constructed 
from twin aluminium strips moulded into 
double thickness karrimat material with extra 
protective padding. It fits into a special frame 
pocket and is additional to the chevron
stitched padded back. 

The ff ormat can be shaped to fit you 
personally. It enhances the superb comfort of 
the "bodyhuggers" and, coupled with the 
precisely located harness attachment points, 
ensures maximum stability in action. It's tough, 
malleable and doubles as a bivi seat. 

For further details, write to 
karrimor International ltd., Box BHM. 

Avenue Parade, Accrington. 
Lancashire. 

... or visit your nearest 
karrimor specialist dealer 

The ff ormat is only one of many important 
design improvements to the Alpiniste. 
Others are:· 

* A new extendable flap. * A new 'S' cut 
back for stability and comfort. * A rising base 
to keep the load close to the body and to reduce 
the risk of the sac catching on steep descents. 
* A narrower, yet thicker, harness for greater 
comfort. * Double nveted haul loop for 
greater security. * The Haston tunnel for hip 
belt storage {i/{ustrated) . * A new shape and a 
new colour in KS-1 OOe ... the material specially 
developed for rucsacs by karrimor. 

11 
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~Chouinard 
Piolet U.S.A. 

.___ _____ , ____ __. 

' 
The new Chouinard Piolet is now 
manufactured in its entirety at our factory 
in Ventura, which allows us total control 
over the quality and finish of every ice axe 
we make. The head, now made of stamped 
parts welded together, is lighter and stronger 
than ever. The pick is thinner to lessen the 
amount of ice displaced and the energy 
required to achieve a secure placement. A 
perfect angle for the droop of the pick is the 
result of years of testing and use . The new 
shaft is made of aluminum for high impact 
strength, graphite for high tensile uni
directional strength, and fiberglass for 
excellent grip, abrasion resistance, and 
insulation . The shaft breaking strength is 
750 kg. Available in 60, 70, and 80 cm 
lengths. 

For more info on Chouinard Equipment, 
send $2 for our new Winter 1980 catalog. 
See what 23 years of experience can 
build ... 

GREAT PACIFIC HON \\OR.KS 

PO Box 150, Dept. AM 
Ventura, CA 93002 
U.S.A. 

NTAIN 
Number 76 November/December 1980 UK 70p US $2.25 
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GREATER HIMALAYA 

Messner solos Everest 
3 day climb via North Col/NE Ridge 
NEPAL 

Everest (29,028ft) 
The magnificent achievements of 
the Poles (winter ascent, South 
Pillar) could only have been up
staged by Messner. This he duly 
did by soloing the mountain in 
August via the North Col and 
North East Ridge. The theatrical 
quality which has come to 
surround both Messner and his 
climbs, stemming from the 
theatrical publicity which both 
receive, should not be allowed to 
cloud the achievement. Develop
ing from a very strong technical 
background in Alpine climbing 
Messner has made himself into 
undoubtedly the greatest 
Himalayan mountaineer. 
Following the loss of seven toes 
through frost-bite on Nanga 
Parbat in 1970 he has amassed so 
much experience of Himalayan 
climbs and conditions that he 
more than compensates for the 
physical disability. His new lines 
on Hidden Peak and Nanga Parbat 
demonstrate that he reads the 
Himalayas better than anyone. His 
performance on K2 last year 
showed that he can still climb 
very quickly on technically 
difficult ground. With his 
knowledge and ability it was 
obviously theoretically possible 
for him to solo the classic North 
Side Route as it contains no 
enormous technical difficulties at . 
altitude, according to the Chinese 
and Japanese parties who have 
done it. Messner was forced to 
select the monsoon period for the 
climb as being the only available 
time slot, but his knowledge of 
the Himalayas made a virtue out 
of that necessity. During the 
monsoon there are often periods 
of stable weather with relatively 
little wind and cloud cover 
against dehydration, ideal 
conditions for exteme high 
altitude without oxygen. His 
ascent took 3 days, August 18 to 
20, following a period of acclima
tization. Fuller details are in the 
Dyhrenfurth article in this issue. 
Yazuoh Kato beat Messner by a 
few months to be the first non
sherpa to climb Everest twice. 
Technically Kato also climbed the 
last section to the summit (from 
26,500ft) solo. He would certainly 
agree that Messner's truly solo 
effort is a major landmark in the 
history of Everest in particular and 
Himalayan climbing in general. 

Hidden Peak (26,473ft) 
A remarkable two man French 
expedition, Maurice Barrard and 
Georges Narbaud, made the first 
ascent of the South West Ridge 
using no oxygen, porters etc in 
truly Alpine style. 
In the first attempt on July 1 they 
climbed Hidden Peak South 
(23 , 192ft) by the South West 
Arete. 

To climb the main peak the two 
climbers made a traverse using 
cross-county skis, and roped, to 
cross the 3½ mile snowy plateau 
at around 25,000ft. They installed 
a tent at 25, 100ft before climbing 
to the summit on July 15 at 1.30 
p.m. They used cross-country ski 
boots on their feet with super 
gaiters and crampons over the 

---Two excellent peaks climbed by small parties. Top : North East Face, Uzum 
Brak (Conway 's Ogre; 21, 069ft) climbed by Tony Saunders and Will Tapsfield 
(UK). Scottish 4, Alpine D / TD, 7 days climbing. Below: North Ridge (Skyline}, 
Bra mah Peak (2 1, 050ft) Kishtwar; climbed by Dominique Julien, Emmanuel 
Schmutz and Roland Stieger (France) in 3 days, Alpine TD. 

top. The descent took 2 days and 
in all they spent 32 days on the 
mountain . 

Broad Peak (26,394ft) 
Georges Bettembourg and Patrick 
Vallencant descended on skis 
from 25,500ft to their base camp 
at 15,500ft at the beginning of 

August. They were unable to 
complete the ascent of the peak 
via the Original Route because of 
bad weather. 

Mitre Peak (21,325ft) 
Yvan Ghirardini climbed this peak 
solo on June 2. He reports great 
difficulties due to the bad 
weather. 

13 



CHINA 
News Report 
by Alan Rouse 
and Ken Mac Taggart 

One mill ion square kilometres of 
China are above 4,000m, a tenth 
of the total area of the country. As 
most of the world's unclimbed 
mountains lie in China, 
mountaineers have eagerly 
awaited their opening to foreign 
mountaineers. On the 20th 
September 1979 the Chinese 
Mountaineering Association 
announced that eight peaks were 
now open to foreign expeditions. 
In Xizang (Tibet), Everest and 
Xixabangma (Shishapangma) are 
now available. There are still three 
obvious unclimbed routes on 
Everest ; North east Ridge, East 
Face.and the facet between the 
North and North East ridges. 
Because Everest is fully booked 
for many years ahead from the 
Nepalese side many teams have 
already applied for permission to 
approach from Tibet and very 
soon the mountain wil I be fully 
booked from all directions. 
Xixabangma (26,286ft) was 
ascended this pre-monsoon 
season by a German team and is 
bound to remain popular with 
collectors of 8000m peaks. It has 
an interesting and unclimbed 
South face. 
One mountain in the Tien Shan 
has become available: Bogda Ola 
(17,864ft). We went to see the 
mountain as it lies very close to 
Urumuchi. We were amazed to 
find that the snowline was some 
7,000ft in June so that the 
mountain is more interesting than 
its height might suggest. There 
are some very interesting peaks in 
the Tien Shan, particularly Pik 
Pobedy (24,406ft on the Sino
Soviet frontier) which has been 
climbed once by the Russians. 
The Chinese indicated to us that 
more peaks would become 
available in the future and the 
Tien Shan should become a 
fascinating new region for 
mountaineering. 

The other peaks that are now 
open in Xinjiang (Sinkiang) all lie 
in the Pamirs, just to the north of 
the Karakorum . They are Mustagh 
Ata (24, 757ft), Kongur Tiubie 
(24,918ft) and Kongur (25,325ft) 
which are all close together and 
easily reache.d by the Karakorum 
highway from Kashgar. We chose 
to go to Kongur because it was the 
only unclimbed peak on the present 
list, as well as being the highest 
peak in the Pamirs. These three 
peaks are all rather I umpy 
although the north face of Kongur 
looks far from easy. 
In Sichuan (Szechwan) Gongga 
(Minya Konka 24,902ft) is the 
only peak open. Anyemaqen in 
Qinghai (23,419ft) is also 
available. Both these peaks are 
not particularly difficult given 
their altitude. The really big prize, 
Namche Barwa, a superb 
unclimbed peak of (26,443ft) 
near the Assam Chinese border, is 
stil I closed to foreigners 
unfortunately. 
All the permitted peaks are close 
to existing roads, unlike in Nepal 
or Pakistan where walks of several 
weeks are common . In 
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Above: Alan Rouse on an unclimbed 20,600ft peak in China. The left peak in the background is unclimbed 
(22,000ft), the right hand peak is Kongur (South Face). 

preparation for the first Chinese 
Everest expedition they built a 
road right up to the Rongbuk 
glacier. The Chinese told us that it 
was unlikely that peaks, such as 
Ulu Mustagh in the Kun Lun, 
which were a long way from the 
road would become available in 
the near future. 

The regulations governing 
mountaineering in China are 
based on those in force in other 
Himalayan countries. Unfortu
nately the prices are extra
ordinarily high even for us 
affluent capitalists. The pre
monsoon Japanese Everest 
expedition this year cost some
thing approaching £1,000,000 
(sterling), probably a record . By 
my calculations even a Ii ght
weight expedition would cost 
each member over £5,000, 
whereas a comparable trip to 
Nepal would cost between 
£1,000 and £2,000 a head, and in 
Pakistan between £1,500 and 
£3,000. If a long approach march 
were to be undertaken in China 
the cost would be truly 
astronomical. To give an example 
we used twelve yaks to reach base 
camp and a similar number to 
return. The journey took some five 
hours each way and the total bill 
for yaks and yak herders came to 
2,592 yuan (c£760) . It is 
necessary t.o have a basic staff of 
Liaison Officer, Cook and 
Interpreter no matter what the 
size of the party. Our total bill of 
expenses in China, despite cost 
cutting wherever possible, came 
to a hefty 44,000 yuan 
(c£13,000) for three people for 
about five wee1<s in the field. We 
did not have much gear as it was 
a reconnaissance trip for next 
years Kongur expedition. There 
was also a fee of 20,000 yuan for 
the privilege of taking a movie 
film. 
The organisation is al most 
entirely carried out by the Chinese 
Mountaineering Association who 
we found to be most helpful and 
efficient. All their Liaison 
Officers are experienced 
mountaineers and they are able to 

fulfil a very positive role at every 
stage. The terms of each 
expedition need to be negotiated 
separately with the Chinese 
Mountaineering Association in 
Beijing (Peking) before the trip 
and so it seems essential to fly out 
prior to the trip. 
The high cost makes sponsorship 
essential for all but very wealthy 
climbers. We were fortunate in 
finding Jardine Matheson to 
sponsor us, but for how long the 
large sums of money necessary 
can be raised as the initial interest 
wears off is yet to be seen . It may 
be that market forces wil I 
eventually dictate a change of 
policy. Everest wil I always be in 
demand of course but most of the 
other permitted peaks are of only 
limited interest relative to the 
peaks in Nepal and Pakistan. For 
the Chinese, mountaineering is a 
good way to earn foreign 
exchange. They commented that 
although they greatly admired 
Messner for his solo attempt on 
Everest, small expeditions did not 
bring much money to China and 
were unlikely to be looked on 
favourably. In fairness to the 
Chinese it should be pointed out 
that Nepal has a rather similar 
attitude. The secretary of the 
CMA informed us that an 
American party h2d offered a 
"peak fee" of 150,000 dollars for 
permission to climb Namche 
Barwa . Fortunately the individual 
Chinese that we met were 
scrupulously honest and the CMA 
seems to be allotting mountains 
on a first come first served basis, 
with the reservations about size of 
team just expressed. 
What fascinated the Chinese 
mountaineers that we met was 
why we climbed7 As usual we 
were struck dumb or forced to 
issue the usual cliches, according 
to taste. After speaking to many 
Chinese mountaineers we saw nb 
reason to doubt their ascent of 
Everest in 1960. We were not 
able to ascertain whether the 
individual climbers knew of 
western doubts about their 
Everest ascent. 

Mountaineering in China 

China is opening up to foreign 
mountaineers at a rapid rate, and 
nearly 100 groups from over 30 
countries have already made 
applications. Despite the high 
costs involved, new mount
aineering protocols are being 
signed in Peking on an almost 
weekly basis between the Chinese 
Mountaineering Association and 
outside parties. 
Earlier this year, China invited 
applications from foreigners to 
climb eight of its highest 
mountains, and to date around 30 
firm agreements have been 
reached with teams from over 1 7 
countries. 
The door to China's inaccessible 
peaks began to open in 1977. 
Following Chairman Hua's visit to 
the Shah of I ran, an invitation was 
extended to Iranian mountaineers 
to climb Everest from the north, 
but subsequent events in that 
country meant that their 
expedition never materialised . 
Instead, a large Japanese party 
took their place, and they climbed 
the traditional north -east ridge 
and a new route -on the north face 
last spring . 
All the peaks available lie in 
China's four western provinces 
and autonomous regions - Ti bet, 
Xinjiang, Sichuan and Qinghai. 
Qomolangma is better known to the 
rest of the world as Mount 
Everest, and routes on the north 
side and on Changtse, its northern 
subsidiary, are open. There are 
currently two routes from the 
north - the north -east ridge, and 
thlr 1 980 Japanese north face 
direct. 
Xixabangma otherwise known as 
Shisha Pangma or Gosainthan, 
and its lower summits make up 
the only other mountain group 
available in Tibet. The subsidiary 
tops include the unclimbed 
Molamenqing (25,272ft). 
Xixabangma was the last 8,000 
metre peak to be climbed, by the 
Chinese in 1 964, and received its 
second ascent May 1 9eyo by six 



West Germans. 
In the Xinjiang Uygur region, lying 
to the north of Ti bet between the 
U.S.S.R. and Mongolia, four 
peaks are permitted - Muztagh 
Ata (24, 757ft), Kongur 
(25,325ft), Kongur Tiubie 
(24,918ft) and Bogda Ola 
(17,864ft). Konguralone is 
unclimbed. Muztagh Ata has had 
three ascents: a Sino-Soviet 
expedition in 1956; a party of 
Chinese men and women in 1959; 
and American s Ned Gillette, 
Galen Rowell and Janet Reynold 
July 1980, when they skied down 
the west slope. 
At the eastern extremity of the 
Himalayas, Sichuan province has 
only one peak open. Gongga, 
Min ya Konka (24, 790ft) has 
previously been scaled by two 
Americans, Terris Moore and 
Richard Burdsall , in 1932, and by 
six Chinese trade unionists(!) in 
1957. Its unclimbed subsidiary 
tops, Zhongshan (22,989ft) and 
Jiaji (23,622ft) are also 
permitted. 
The eighth mountain group 
accessible to foreigners is 
Anyemaqen in the Burhan Budai 
mountains of Qinghai province. It 
has had one previous ascent, by 

THE ALPS 

MONT BLANC 

The season in general was good, 
notably late July and early 
August. 
The E.N.S.A. Rassemblement 
(International Meet) with 37 
climbers from 18 countries was 
held from July 21 to August 2. Ice 
and mixed routes climbed 
included North Face Direct, Les 
Droites; North Couloir Direct, Dru; 
McIntyre/Co/ton, Grandes 
Jorasses. On rock, such climbs as 
the Contamine, West Face Petites 
Jorasses; American Direct and 
Bonatti Pillar, Dru; South Face, Fou 
etc. were repeated. But it was not 
only the guests at the Meet who 

· were active, many other climbers 
made notable ascents. 

Pointe Pre-de-Bar 
The Ice Gully to the right of the 
Ghilini/Charlet was climbed by 
Eric Carquillat in 10 hours April 
29, E.D. 

Mont Dolent 
The same team on April 12 
climbed the 1,500ft Ice Gully 
leading to Point 3534 on the 
North East Arete. Many very steep 
and vertical sections, E.D. 10 
hours. 

Petit Dru 
Philippe Martinez qnd the 
brothers Claude and Yves Remy 
climbed a new line to the jammed 
block on the West Face. The 
2,000ft T.D + free climb takes a 
line between the American Direct 
Start and the West Face, original 
route. 
Romain Vogler and Jean Greloz 
climbed the American Direct and 
the West Face on the Dru entirely 
free except for the Pendulum to 
reach the 'German's Bivvi '. They 
report by today's standards that 
there are many pitches of 5 and 
5 +, with five pitches of 6 on the 
Direct and two pitches of 6 +, 
athletic and sustained, in the 90 
metre diedre. 

eight Chinese geologists in June 
1960. 
The approximate registration fees 
for peaks in China are, per 
expedition: Qomolangma, 
£1,125; Xixabangma and 
subsidiary tops over 8,000m, 
£900; peaks above 7,000m, 
£675; peaks above 6,500m, 
£450; peaks below 6,500m, £22. 

Forthcoming Expeditions 
The following list is not compre
hensive, but includes most major 
expeditions and gives a fair 
indication of the level of activity. 
QOMOLANGMA. Reinhold 
Messner is currently making the 
first monsoon period attempt, via 
the north-east ridge, and a French 
army group made a reconnais
sance this spring for an 
expedition early 1981. A 14-
member team from the Royal 
Netherlands Al pine Association, 
led by A. Verrij n-Stuart, is booked 
on the north-east ridge for 
autumn 1982. Smaller British 
groups are also applying. 
XIXABANGMA.Fritz Moravec and 
seven other Austrians are making 
a post-monsoon attempt in 1980. 
In 1 982, a British expedition led 
by Nick Prescott plans an Alpine-

Yugoslavs Francek Knez and 
Jamuz Skok climbed a line to the 
rig ht of the Bonatti Pillar on 
August 20/21 in 22 hours. 
The North Couloir Direct was 
repeated by some half dozen 
parties including a solo ascent in 
4½ hours by Christophe Profit on 
August 3. 

Les Droites 
Jean Marc Boivin, Philippe 
Martinez, Christophe Profit and 
Dominque Radigues made the 

style ascent of the 1 0,000ft 
south face, which is remarkably 
similar to Annapurna. Other team 
members wil I be Jim Curran, 
Martin Boysen, Mo Anthoine, 
Brian Hall and John Minors. 
Mo/amenqing, Xixabangma's sub
sidiary, is to be tried pre
monsoon 1981 by an eleven 
member New Zealand team led by 
Austin Brookes, and including 
some members of the N.Z. 1977 
Everest expedition. 
KONGUR.The Karakorum Club of 
Kyoto, led by Naoki Takada, wil I 
tackle the peak in 1981. The 20-
member expedition has already 
been preceded by an advance 
team led by Keiichi Tsukamoto, 
which wil I decide on a route. 
Chris Bonington wil I take a British 
party to the mountain next July. 
Bonington will have Pete 
Boardman, Alan Rouse and Joe 
Tasker with him to attempt the 
long South West Ridge in alpine 
style. 
BOGDA.Seven Austrians from 
Salzburg, led by Marcus 
Schmuck, are trying the peak 
autumn 1980. 
GONGGA.This is one of the most 
popular Chinese peaks. Two 
American expeditions are booked 

for autumn 1 980. Lance Owens 
wil I lead a six-man group on the 
unclimbed south face in October, 
and at the same time 1 2 others, 
led by Albert Read, will try the 
north -west ridge. Japanese and 
Italian reconnaissances are out 
this year preparing for 1981. The 
Hokkaido Alpine Association will 
go in spring, followed by Tatsuro 
Arioka's 15-member expedition 
from the Ichikawa Mount
aineering Association . Arioka is a 
veteran of Ti rich Mir from 1 965 
and 1967, and the team includes 
women. 
Major W. H. Day wil I take a British 
Army expedition to Gongga's 
sister peak, Ja,ji between April 
and June next year. Day reached 
27,500ft on Everest in 1976, and 
he wil I be accompanied by Dick 
Hardie, Frank Philip, and five 
others. Another of Gongga's sub
sidiary tops is Zhongshan, to be 
tried post -monsoon next year by 
ten Italians. The leader is 
Professor Marco Vitale, who 
recently made a short recon
naissance. 
ANYEMAOEN.Tamae,Masaki is 
taking a 15-member party on the 
west slope in autumn 1981. 

Above: Grandes Jorasses, North Face, Shroud area. 1 = MacIntyre/Todd. 
2 = Super Shroud. 13 pitches, ED. Graham/Hyslop, 1980. 3 = Direct Start. 
4 = Original Route. 5 = Direct Start (marked too far right in Mountain 54, the 
finish marked is possible, but unclimbed and subject to stonefall}. 
6 = Desmaison Route. 7 = Rolling Stone. 

Photodiagram: Hyslop. 
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second ascent of the 
Co/ton/Brooks Route North Face, 
West Summit in 13 hours on July 
26. They added a Direct Start to 
the lower two thirds of the Face. 
The complete line is very difficult 
and provides a very serious route. 
It was repeated within the week 
by Graham Desroy and Arnie 
Strapcans (U.K.). 
Bernard Cousy soloed the Axt 
Route in 9 hours, August 17 . 

Petites Jorasses 
The first all female ascent of the 
West Face, Contamine Route, was 
made by Polish climbers 
Aquiescka Smolska and Maria 
Slensk in 17 hours August 1 / 2. 
On the North Face Patrick 
Gabarrou and Alexis Long 
climbed the Hanging Glacier and 
steep ice gulleys to the East 
Summit in 12 hours in mid May .. 

Les Courtes 
The Ice Fall on the North Face, Col 
de la Tour des Courtes was 
climbed by Yugoslav Franeck 
Knez, Romain Milan, Tic Dani and 
Pecovnik Katjaz, 2,500ft D August 
15. 

Grandes Jorasses 
Yugoslavs Knez and Snok climbed 
a new line on the North Face, 
Pointe Young, August 23/ 4 . The 
3,000ft climb takes a line to the 
left of the 1958 route which it 
joins at the top, D. 
Canadians Dwayne Congdon and 
John Lauchlan made the second 
ascent of the McIntyre/Co/ton 
Route, Pointe Walker, July 28. The 
route was also repeated July 28/ 9 
by G. Modica and A. Noury in 22 
hours. 

Tour Ronde 
Jean-Marc Boivin and Patrick 
Decorps climbed a new line on 
the West Face taking a large crack 
system and the arete to the 
summit, T.D. -

OISANS 

Barre Des Ecrins 
Patrick Gabarrou and Francois 
Marsigny made the first ascent of 
the Ice Gully on the South Face, 
July 31. 

Pelvoux 
Patrick Edlinger soloed the North 
Face, East Co/via the Seracs in 
May. Later in the year Edlinger 
soloed the Central Ice Slope, North 
Face, descending by the Violette 
Glacier and the Couloir Chaud 
reaching the valley in the same 
day. 

Ailefroide 
Patrick Edlinger soloed the 
Sombardier Gully, North Face, 
Ailefroide Orientate. 

VALAIS 

Matterhorn 
Jean-Marc Boivin soloed the 
North Face in 4 hours 10 minutes, 
August 5. Not content with the 
upward speed record he used his 
hang -glider to make the fastest 
safe descent of the mountain . 
Some days prior he had skied 
down the East Face starting just 
below the Head Wall. 

Correspondents: Contamine, 
Vogler. 
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AUSTRALIA 

AUSTRALIA 

Mt. Arapiles 
With Kim Carrigan oversea s the 
level of activity has predictably 
slackened despite the con~erted 
efforts of the likes of Mark 
Moorhead and Rod Young who 
appear to be tireless in unearthing 
new routes from the strangest 
places. 
Tiger Wall has been one of their 
main stamping -grounds and a 
number of one-pitch 'routes' have 
emerged. Young led the arete 
Wall Street (22), near Bard, and 
they both seconded Eddie Ozols 
on a new unnamed pitch (22) 
right of No Future. A more 
substantial effort was Moorhead's 
and Young's Out of the Blue (24) 
with its two roofs. Left of this 
Moorhead, with Rod McKenzie, 
added another hard pitch : Into the 
Black (25) which is also a roof 
problem. 
Another ready source of 'instant 
classics' has been the Northern 
Group. Here Moorhead and 
McKenzie added Terminal Drive 
(23) and Cheap Trick (23) to the 
impressive Curtain Wall which is 
already crowded with hard routes. 
Moorhead led Chris Shepherd up 
Women 's Weekly World Discovery 
Tour (24), an overhang left of Fade 
Out. Shepherd seconded his 
brother Lincoln on nearby 
Mysteries (23) which diagonals 
into Rosshalde. 
Young and Chris Shepherd 
mopped up a number of short but 
hard problems including Auntie 
Florrie (23) near Kryptonite Krack 
and direct starts to Bulger (22) 
and Sound Chaser (22), the last
named being led by Shepherd. 
Young and Art Prehn found Lock
smith (22) through the roofs left 
of Raison d'Etrier on the Bluffs. A 
climb in an exposed position in 
the same area is Glenn Tempest's 
and Kevin Lindorff's Station to 
Station (25) which starts up 
Thunder Crack before tackling the 
dramatic left arete of that climb. 
Apparently some protection was 
pre-placed. In the Yesterday Gully 
they found another overhung 
arete, left of Yesterday - Lunatic 
(23) 
Two routes by Carrigan and 
Lindorff, previously unreported, 
are the short problem Guideline 
(22) in the Organ Pipes Gully and 
their second pitch (22) to Wall of 
Horrors. 
Without doubt, however, the best 
recent new route was the 
extremely bold and unlikely wall 
climb led by visiting Californian 
ace Mike Graham left of 
Windsong. Ride Like the Wind (26) 
as he called it, has only four 
runners, two of them bolts, in a 
long and sustained lead, Moor
head followed . 
Another foreign visitor was British 
Lakeland climber Jeff Lamb who 
appeared to be living at the cliff 
for some months. He found a 
couple of new routes including 
Cruel Britannia (23), wlth Denis 
Ismay, through steep country 50ft 
right of Conceptions on Kitten Wall. 
Further right on this wall the 
Sorenson/Allen gem Tjuringa 
Wall is repelling all comers like 
flies before an electric fan. No one 
has been able to even see how to 
get up the 'grade 23' wall before 
tackling the crux pitch - a grade 
25 ceiling! 

Above: Kim Carrigan on 1st ascent Rape and Carnage, Arapiles. Photo: Chris 
Baxter. 

Interestingly, there have been no 
aid eliminations in recent months. 
But on the 'repeat front' mention 
must be made of 'Steady Eddie' 
Ozols' ascent, over very many 
days (33, according to one 
pundit!) of Proco/ Harum (26). It 
was about the fifth ascent and 
involved the co-operation of 
countless belayers. 

The Grampians 
Another new cliff has been found 
in the western Grampians. It is a 
short wall discovered by Stephen 
Lake and called Cherub Wall. 
Forty or more middle-grade 
routes have been put up, some 
surprisingly incorporating aid. 
The hardest is Farewell to Friends 
(20) by Craig Peacock and Wayne 
Maher. 
On Burma Wall Phillip Armstrong 
found The Food of the Gods (21) 
and on the lower cliff at Mt. 
William put up Just a Dream (20) 
with Dave Maclean - three 
pitches of good cracks. 

Rest of Victoria 
At the You Yangs near Melbourne 
Hugh Foxcroft finally led a fine 
diagonal crack which he called 
Nicholas (21) in honour of his 
friend Nick Reeves killed recently 
on Annapurna Ill. He was 

seconded by Dave Gairns and 
Peter Megens. Another new route 
here is Daggers of Dawn (21) by 
Craig Nottle and Jim Van Gelder. 
At Mt. Buffalo the main effort to 
report was the first one-day 
ascent of the 900ft aid climb 
Ozymandias (Direct) by John 
Fantini and Pete Giles. On the 
other side of the Gorge Young 
and Moorhead found Surface 
Tension (21 ). 

South Australia 
Moonarie, in the Flinders Ranges, 
saw some hard efforts before 
Carrigan's departure overseas. 
Pride of place must go to three 
superb routes on the roof-capped 
Curving Wall. Carrigan and Ozols 
freed the route of the same name 
(25) which involves a massive 
double ceiling two hundred feet 
up. They then put up Insect Fear 
(25) and Carrigan and Moorhead 
added Triple O (24) . 
In the Great Wall area Carrigan 
and Louise Shepherd did a variant 
on Downwind ofAngels, calling it 
Angel Dust (21 ). They also 
knocked off an old problem -
Arapiles Crack (23). 
Finally, near Callitris Corner, Colin 
Reece and Ozols found an 
excellent line - Grape Session 
(23). 



UNITED STATES 

COLORADO 

Free Climbs 
Activity continues to be brisk in 
the Boulder area. Well over 1 00 
new free climbs, mostly in the 
5 .10 and 5.11 grades, have been 
recorded, led by a variety of 
climbers. The following report 
contains only a selection of the 
more significant. 
On Bell Buttress, Grand Inquisitor 
(5 .12) climbs the arete left of 
Gates of Eden, giving one of the 
most varied and interesting 
climbs on the cliff. The crux is the 
first fifteen feet . Climbed by Alex 
Sharp, Chuck Fitch . The Arms 
Bazaar (5.12) takes the steep 
crack in the wall on the right of 
the dirty gully: Sharp and Richard 
Carey.Epiphany (5.11) is the thin 
cracks in the wall just left of Arms 
Bazaar with some very technical 
climbing at the top : Fitch , Sharp 
and Carey. Three Minute Hero 
(5.11) takes the flakes and crack 
system just right of Arms Bazaar: 
Sharp and Martin Taylor. 
On Blob Rock. Mile High Comic 
Crack (5.11) is the thin crack just 
right of Nighthawk, giving a climb 
comparable in length and 
steepness to Supremacy Crack, 
although a fair bit harder: Sna,p 
and Dan Hare. 
At Boulder Falls. The Prisoner 
(5.12) in the Wall of Winter 
Warmth area climbs the flake 
corner on the overhanging right 
bounding wall of the rock, with 
hard moves to gain the corner: 
Sharp and Fitch . 
On Castle Rock, The Campaigner 
(5 .12) is a very difficult route up 
the crack that leads right from the 
practice aid roofs: Jeff Achey. 
In Eldorado Canyon. Bastille area 
Polynesian Concepts (5.10) climbs 
up the West side of the Bastille. 
right of Hair City: Kevin Donald, 
Duncan Ferguson . 
On Peanuts Wall, The Empire 
Strikes Back (5.10) is just right of 
the crack of Star Wars in a small 
corner: Dan Michael. 
Physical Crag, is situated high up 
on the West Ridge, about one 
third of a mile past Cadillac Crag. 
It is split into two tiers, both over
hanging , and the outstanding 
feature of the cliff is a magnifi 
cently overhanging off-width 
crack on the upper tier. Bacon and 
Ergs (5 .11) climbs the off -width 
crack in strenuous fasion : Alec 
Sharp, second did not follow. 
Crown Joules (5.11) is to the left 
of Bacon and Ergs up a gently 
overhanging right facing dihedral 
which gives a varied and 
strenuous climb . At the right side 
of the lower tier is a large wall 
bounded on the left by an obvious 
crack line. Fission Chips (5 .11) 
takes this crack: Earthquark (5 .10) 
is just right of where Quark of 
Nature goes through the bulge, 
up a thin crack and flake , then 
traverses the wall on the left in 
serious position. Hertz of Gold 
(5 .10) is an excellent route taking 
a rising line across the wall at the 
right side of the lower tier. There 
is one hard move, the rest being 
rather easier, but this is 

compensated for by sparse 
protection in places. To the left of 
Crown Joules is a large tree and 
beside this is a left facing corner 
leading to a large flake crack, 
Ohm on the range (5, 10). Quark of 
Nature (5.1 0) takes the crack line 
left of Fission Chips on the lower 
tier. All the climbs are by Sharp 
and Fitch. 
On Redgarden Wall, Scary Canary 
(5.1 2) free climbs the first pitch 
of Canary Pass before moving left 
and climbing the roof between 
Wisdom and Le Toit:Roger Briggs, 
Bill Briggs. Genuine Risk (5.11) is 
the right leaning overhanging 
dihedral between Whittle Wall 
and Balance of Terror: Jim 
Erickson, Jim Garber. Long Way 
Home (5. 1 0) is a rising traverse of 
Red garden Wall from Old Bad Aid 
Crack to Psycho, giving some 
interesting climbing: Sharp, John 
Bremer. 
On Rincon Wall Climb of the 
Century (5.11) climbs the 
impressive corner just left of 
Wendego giving some interesting 
climbing: Sharp, Casey Newman, 
Jeff Butterfield . 

Climb of the Century (5. 11) Rincon Wall. Photo: John Kirk. 

Raccoon Soup (5.11) climbs the 
wall and thin crack between the 
5.10 and 5 ,8 variation starts to 
Rincon:Chris Peisker, Christian 
Griffith, No :.4rm in It (5.10) takes 
a spectacular overhang and 
bulging wall to the left of the 
second pitch of Center Route. 
Holds are good, but protection is 
rather lacking : Sharp, Casey 
Newman. 
Just to the rig ht of Physical Crag 
is a large cliff that is dominated 
by an impressive slab The Veil. To 
the right of the slab is a prow, 
with an obvious crack running up 
the face to its right, Zabrina 
(5 , 10): Mark Rolofson, Alfredo 
Len, 
Midway between Sidewall and 
Sooberb is a red, right-facing 
dihedral, The Human Factor 
(5, 11 ): Sharp, Dan Hare. 
Just downhill from Pool of Blood 
is a vertical wall with some thin 
cracks up it. Pins and Needles 
(5, 10) climbs the bulge and crack 
near its right side: Dan Hare, Dan 
Michael. 
At Mental Rock. Sleeper (5.1 2) 
climbi; the thin crack to the right 

of Manic Depressive: Chris 
Peisker, Mark Rolofson. 
At Practice Rock, above and to the 
ri gtit of Practice A id Crack are 
several levels of cliff. On the 
second level, above some orange 
streaks, is a left leaning corner. 
Traverse in from the rig ht to the 
corner to get Bloodstone (5.11 ): 
Dan Hare, Kurt Klinger. The Harder 
they come (5.11) is an obvious 
finger crack: Casey Newman. Kent 
Lugbi/1. 
On the Shadow Canyon Cliffs, 
Dream Street Rose (.5. 11 ) takes a 
previously aided line up the north 
face of the Maiden. reaching the 
ridge just above the crux wall on 
the East Ridge: Jeff Achey, Paul 
Meyers. 
In Skunk Canyon, Super Power 
(5.11) climbs the impressive 
crack in the long roof between 
Solid State and Dreadnaught: Jim 
Erickson, Roger Briggs. 
At Spasmodic Rock, Joker and the 
Thief(5.11) ison the bulgirg rock 
about 1 50ft left of the Brick Wall: 
Mark Rolofson, Frank Stern. 
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BRITISH ISLES 

SCOTLAND 

Arrochar 
On the North Face of the South 
Peak of the Cobbler Ruskoline 
should be upped from E4 to E5 
6a5a; and on the North Peak Wild 
Country from E4 5c6b to E5 5c6c. 

Dumbarton Rock 
After abseil inspection Robert 
Kerr climbed the right hand side 
of the grey wall to give Datura (E3 
5c), which he soloed. 

Craig-V-Barns 
At Polney, Hot Tips (E3 6b) free 
climbs Ivy Chute. The Excuse ( E1 
5b) climbs the obvious groove 
and overlap to the left of Cuticle 
Creek, while Dynamo climbs a line 
para I lel and left of The Excuse at 
HVS 5a. All three routes were 
climbed by Rab Anderson and 
Dave Cuthbertson. Live Wire (E2 
6a) takes the left edge of Chute 
and was climbed by Mal Waft and 
party. 
On the Upper Tier, Cave Crag, The 
Laughing Gnome (E4 6a) climbs 
the short but fine overhanging 
arete above the Gnome. Climbed 
by Cuthbertson after being 
inspected and cleaned by abseil. 

Creag Dubh: Newtonmore 
Instant Lemon (E2 5a5b) is an 
excellent route up the obvious 
line left of Jump so high; Cuth
bertson and Derek Jameson after 
abseil inspection and cleaning. A 
direct start was also added at E2 
5c which joins the end of the 
hand traverse on the first pitch. 
This was climbed by the afore
mentioned pair, Pete Hunter and 
Cameron Lees. 
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Bulger (E2 5a5a5b) climbs the 
steep rib left of Rib Direct then the 
obvious band of quartz going 
diagonally left across the wall 
finishing up the final crack of 
Strapadicktaemi: Cuthbertson and 
Tom Prentice. 

Auchinstarry 
I Spy (HVS 5b) climbs the obvious 
curving cracks at the left end of 
the quarry and was done by Neil 
Morrison and Tony KaV: 
Walk on the Wild Side (E1 5a) is 
the previously unled Sunset Slab 
which was soloed, after a 
previous top roped ascent, by 
Robert Kerr. It is said to give 
excellent climbing on poor rock 
and with no protection! The Midas 
Touch (E1 5b) is the previously 
unled Gold Fever and was climbed 
in the same fashion as the 
previous route by Mike Patman. 
The Graduate (E1 5b) climbs the 
scoop between Trundle and Quick 
Silver. The Psychotic (E1 5b/c) 
takes the obvious eliminate line 
left of Scream. Power Play ( HVS 
5b) takes the groove and over
hang right of Foxy Waxy. All these 
routes have proved to be as 
popular as any in the quarry and 
were climbed by Robert Kerr. 
Maypole, Direct Start is a serious 
piece of climbing and as yet 
unrepeated at E2 5c again led by 
Kerr. The Pod (HVS 5a) climbs the 
obvious pod left of/ Spy and was 
climbed by Mike Patman. 

Glen Lednock 
On Eagle Crag, Disco Dancer (E2 
6a) climbs the steep right of 

· Tigger. Jessicated (E1 5c) climbs 
the crack in the wall right of Black 
September and just left of Tigger. 
The former route was climbed by 

Contemplation, effort and reward. Bern Woodhouse on the 2ndascentCosmik 
Debris (ET, 5b), Warton Main Quarry. Photos: Phil Martin. 

Ian Duckworth and on the latter 
he was accompanied by Neil 
Morrison. 

NORTH WALES 

Tremadog 
On Bwlch Y Moch, Strawberries 
had its 2nd ascent from Jerry 
Moffat. One day was spent 
getting the runners in, next day, 
threading the rope through his 
top runners (as Fawcett did) he 
climbed the pitch in¼ hour 
taking 2 falls. Moffat was only 
leading 5c one month before, but 
spent that month at Tremadog ! 
Other notable repeats were, 
Mongoose (E5 6b) by Pete 
Gomersall with no runner in Void, 
and Sexual Salami which had 3 
repeats by John De Montjoy, Pete 
Gomersall, and Pete Livesey, all 
confirm the E5 6b grade. 
Livesey brothers Pete and Alec 
also climbed Heart of Gold, Pete 
finding it the hardest and most 
serious route he had done in 
Wales. 
New routes include Emily St (E2 
5b5a) by Bonny Masson and Pete 
Gomersall (alts) and Pete Livesey, 
which is a line up the right side of 
The Brothers wall. Clean Edge (E2 
6a) by Paddy Elliott, John Cousins 
and Gareth Dady is the crack and 
wall left of the first pitch of 
Kestrel Cracks, finishing up 
Broken Edge, Tweek (E3 6b) by 
Jerry Moffat and Simon Kennedy 
is a flake and groove traversing 
tight to finish up Starship Trooper. 
On Pant /fan, Sonic Sinbin (E3/4 
6a) by Moffat and Law, goes up 
Falcon, then takes a groove 
system which is followed 
rightwards over an overhang to 
the top of the crag. 

Snowdon South 
On Craig YC/ipiau, Brys (E1 5a) 
was soloed by Elfyn Jones and is 
a direct line up Asahel slab. 
Trick of the Tail (HVS 5a) by Jones 
and Robin Griffiths is the corner, 
crack and slab on the left of the 
crag. 

Carneddau 
At Craig Yr Ysfa, Amadeus (E4 6a) 
by Gary and Phi I Gibson is the 
overhanging groove, wall and 
crack through the roof direct to 
the perch stance of Mur Y Niwl. A 
sustained pitch which looks very 
good indeed. 

Llanberis Pass 
On the Grochan, Cockblock (XS) 
by John Redhead, Chris Shorter, 
Keith Robertson is the much tried 
arete right of Brant Direct. 

PEAK/PENNINE 

Limestone 
On Limestone the developments 
continue unabated. Chee Dale 
seems to be providing an 
inexhaustible supply of new 
routes, though the emphasis 
could well shift to Water Cum 
Jolly as the days draw in. 
Dovedale and the Manifold 
continue to be largely ignored, 
but with the forthcoming guides, 
the frantic happenings of 
Northern Limestone should be 
duplicated here. The climbing 
fraternity seems to be awaiting 
the coming of a new season with 
great expectations. Literally 
dozens of people are now leading 
above 6A and if these climbers 



could apply their technique more 
widely, then hard new routes 
would no longer be the preserve 
of the few and many myths would 
be shattered. On High Tor the 
E5's of the last year were 
repeated . Tales of Yankee Power 
by John Cod ling and A 6 by the 
evergreen Pete Livesey. New 
routes have been done by Ed 
Cleasby and Livesey. Robespierre 
(E4 6a) by Cleasby, essentially 
free-climbs Happy Hooker: 
beware of the grade. Musical 
Women by Livesey (E5 6a/ b) 
starts up Bastille, moves right to 
join Decadence, follows this until 
high enough to move left back 
across Bastille, Supersonic, and 
joining Tales of Yankee Power at 
at the situ sling. It then finishes 
up Yankee Power. A somewhat 
esoteric gem. 
At Beeston, Phil Burke partnered 
by Rab Carrington has added Born 
to be Free (E4 6a,5c). The route 
free climbs the roof of Black Alice 
then moves right onto the wall 
and straight up to Beeston 
Eliminate;then takes the second 
set of roofs moving R. John 
Codling has climbed the bold 
Temptress (E4 6a) on Raven Tor, 
Dovedale. The route takes an 
impressive line between Southern 
Rib and Left Hand Route. 
On Northern Limestone Pete 
Livesey has added a major route 
to Chee Tor, Golden Mile (E5, 6a) 
the wall between Apocalypse and 
Mortlock's Arete. This was a 
much fancied line and several of 
his new route names demonstrate 
a rivalry with his former 
apprentice Ron Fawcett. Who will 
come out on top? We wait with 
bated breath. John Fleming 
climbed Heart of Darkness (E2, 
5b) up the wall between 
Sergeyenna and Hergiani. Finally 
Livesey again, he put out Blind 
Alleys (E4 6a) up the wall 
between Sergeyenna and 
Ob./omov. 
Higher up the Dale Ron Fawcett, 
unseconded, climbed Spizz 
Energy (E5 6b) left of Mad Dogs 
and Englishmen. 
At Stai den Burke, seconded by 
George Cooper, climbed the steep 
wall left of Liquid Courage, to give 
Cathy's Clown (E3 6a). 

Gritstone 
Gritstone seems to be going 
through a period of consolidation. 
Now that the new guide for Staf
fordshire is nearing completion it 
is becoming obvious that Hen 
Cloud and the Roches are 
probably the finest of gritstone 
climbing areas. The new guide 
will tell all. On the Roches Upper 
Tier John Woodward has climbed 
a hard new route over the roof left 
of Bed of Nails, (6a/ b). 
Some of Gary Gibson's routes are 
acquiring a reputation for quality 
especially Licence to Run (E2 5c), 
the wall right of Matinee and 
Carrion (E2 5c) a direct on Kestrel 
Buttress. 

At Curbar Tim Leech has 
climbed the vague line left of L' 
Hor/a at a very impressive 6c . The 
route was only completed after 
many falls, by a leader who has 
been repeating Peak District 
desperates in fine style. At Higgar 
Tor John Woodward climbed the 
arete and wall right of Bat out of 
Hell at 6c. Further north on Kinder 
Nick Colton mainly with Con 
Carey has been very active putting 
out many routes. Above: Barker on an early ascent of Circe (E5), Stony Middleton. Photo: John 

Kirk. 
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insulate in 
him half the cli 

For top class mountaineers like 
Alan Rouse, keeping warm in severe 
conditions is a matter of survival. 

Until now the answer has always 
been bulky clothing, which in turn 
has caused another problem: lack of 
mobility 

Now 3M have developed a new 
material specifically designed to 
overcome this problem - Thinsulate 
Thermal Insulation. 

Warmth Without Bulk. 
Thinsulate material is unlike any 

other existing insulation material 
because it's construaed of microfibres 
one-tenth the size of any other syn
thetic fibre. 

This gives 20 times more surface 
area in which to trap air, and air is the 
most effective insulator. 

_ POLYESTER FIBRE THINSlJLi'JE INSULAJ10N 
Magnified 750 times. 

This means that Thinsulate 
Insulation material is nearly twice as 
warm as any other clothing insulation 
of the same thickness. 

So a jacket filled with Thinsulate 
Insulation material can keep you as 

warm as the best down 
or polyester fibre filled 
jackets-but will be half 
as thick and far less 
cumbersome to wear. 

Because the 
material is simply cut 
in one piece and will 
not settle or bunch 
like down, a jacket 
with Thinsulate 
Insulation material 
requires far less 
quilting. 

This reduces 
the problem of cold 
spots which occur 
along the stitching of 
many heavily quilted 
jackets. (And means that 
even a ripped jacket will 
still be totally effective.) 

And unlike down, 
Thinsulate Insulation 
material will keep you 
warm even in damp 
conditions because its 
fibres absorb less than 1 % 
of their own weight in water. 

Scientifically Proved. 
To develop 

Thinsulate Insulation 
material 3M used 
every laboratory test 



ulation made 
ber he used to be. 

available, and scientific
ally controlled field 

tests with Alaskan pipeline 
workers were carried 
out in the most severe of 

Arctic conditions. 

the new product's worth, but field tests 
supplied the proof. That's why we 
asked Alan Rouse to wear it on a climb. 

He wore it on Nuptse with so 
much success that he's chosen to wear 
it on his next expedition, the first 

British winter 
ascent of Everest. 

So if you, like 
Alan Rouse, want 
to keep warm 
in the great out
doors but still 
have the freedom 
of movement to 

THERMOGRAM A THERMOGRAM B 
Comparative heatlossshownthroughthermograph'c enjoy it, look for 

One of the tests the garments with the Thinsulate label. 
made use of a new infra- They're all guaranteed to make you 

red photographic tech-. half the climber you used to be. 
nique-Thermography For further information on 
Thermogram A shows the Thinsulate Thermal Insulation write to 
problem of an ordinary Ray Longbottom, 3M United Kingdom 

down filled jacket-heat loss Limited, 3M House, ~ 
at the seams (hence the PO Box 1, Bracknell, 7 

lighter blue.) In Thermogram Berks. RG12 l]U. 
B, the right half of the jacket is 
filled with Thinsulate material, 
the left with an equal thickness 
of polyester. The dark blue 
of the Thinsulate half demon

strates its better overall 
heat retention. 

Proved in the Field. 
These tests indicated 

J 
Thinsu ate® 

3M and Thinsulate are trademarks. 
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The Geology of Everest 
Everest is the world's highest mountain 
largely because it is one of the world's 
youngest. CHRIS HARRIS summarizes the 
geology. 

Introduction 
The summit of Everest is made up oflimestune 

with fragments of a fossil stemmed marine 
animal, a crinoid, in it. These rocks must have 
been laid down under the sea. If the rock was 
formed in situ then the sea must have covered the 
whole world at that time, and, since then, 
dramatically decreased in volume. However, as 
the volume of sea water on the Earth has probably 
remained relatively constant since the formation 
of the oceans, this is obviously untrue. The rocks 
of the Himalayas must have been subjected to a 
massive uplifting process, thefoldsand faults seen 
in the Himalayas bearing witness to this uplift, 
which raised them up to 8000m above sea level. 

Mechanisms of Uplift 
Areas of high altitude are not scattered at 

randomovertheEarth's surface, but occur in well
defined belts, for example the Alps - Caucasus -
Himalayas belt, the Alaska-Rockies belt, the 
Appalachians, or the Urals. Classical geology 
accounted for their origin by having mountain
building periods, or orogenies, occurring from 
time to time throughout the Earth's rJstory as part 
of a cycle. This commenced with deposition in 
large basins, or geosynclines, between continents, 
which, as they became filled with sediment, sub
sided deeper and deeper, until the surrounding 
stable masses were pulled together, and the whole 
lot was deformed. Some parts were uplifted to 
form high mountains, other parts were melted to 
be intruded later as magma to form the igneous 
rocks which are found to accompany all mountain 
ranges. Such a cycle might have taken 10-100 
million years and different cycles resulted in 
different mountain-building periods, the latest 
being the Apline about 50 million years ago. 

However, in th elate 1960's a revolutionary new 
idea called Plate Tectonics was put forward, which 
elegantly explained much of the behaviour of the 
continents and oceans. Mid-ocean ridges were 
discovered where molten material from the 
Earth's Mantle welled out long great cracks in the 
ocean floor, pushing each side of the ridge apart 
with successive intrusions. Today Europe and 
North America are moving apart at between 5 and 
10 cm a year. For a short time geologists thought 
that the Earth might be expanding, but then zones 
where the Earth's crust is being destroyed were 
discovered. In these Subduction zones oceanic 
crust is forced down beneath continental or other 
oceanic crust. These are associated with earth 
movements and volcanic activity and also provide 
the mechanism by which great mountain ranges 
can be formed. These plates are therefore moving, 
by the addition ofnewmaterialatocean ridges and 
the destruction of old material at subduction 
zones. The way in which they move though is far 
from clearly understood. 

Subduction is fundamental in producing uplift 
and is of two types; Steady state subduction is 
where oceanic crust is subducted beneath 
continental crust, resulting in a steady build up of 
material in a mountain range like the Andes, or 
where oceanic crust is subducted beneath oceanic 
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crust, prod1Jcing a line of island volcanoes, (or 
island arc) along the edge of the non-subducting 
plate, where melted oceanic crust reaches the 
surface as a magma. If either of these first types 
combines for long enough, the second type of 
subduction will occur. This is where subduction 
of one continent beneath another continent, or an 
island arc, or subduction of an island arc beneath 
another island arc or a continent is happening. 
Obviously, there is not going to bea very good fit, 
and this partially or completely interrupts the 
steady state. It is naturally hardest to subduct a 
continent under a continent and in the resulting 
collision the kinetic energy of the moving 
continent is absorbed by the continental edges, 
which act rather like a crash barrier; the result is an 
area of uplift. 

Because of these plate movements, the Earth's 
geography has been constantly changing over the 
last few hundred million years at least. Just how 
long plate tectonics has been in operation is not 
clear, but it was certainly in full swing well before 
the formation of the Himalayas. In the Triassic 
System, 200 million years ago, all the Earth's land 
area was bunched together in a single super
continent known as Pangaa. Pangaa began to 
break up about 175 million years ago, and these 
pieces, which have been moving ever since, 
eventually became the continents as we now know 
them. 

The Himalayan collision zone was formed 
when India arrived ata subduction zonejustsouth 
of Asia about 20 million years ago. India had 
moved some considerable distance from south of 
Tropic ofCapicorn to almost its present position 
in only 80 million years - quite a speed by plate 
tectonic standards. This speed coupled with the 
fact that India is part of the same plate as Australia, 
which has had no barrier to inhibit its movement, 
has resulted in a continental movement oflndia 
against Eurasia, although with an anti-clockwise 
sense of rotation. India is at present moving at 
3cm/year and Australia at 8cm/year relative to 
Eurasia, so the Himalayas are still being uplifted. 

The General Geology of Collision Zones 
There are numerous characteristic geological 

features seen in collison zones. The rocks are 
deformed, folds can occur on a microscopic - to 
lO's of kilometres scale, although many of the 
rocks involved with the large- folds show no 
evidence in their microscopic structure. Faults of 
varying sizes and sense of movement represent 
planes of movement which occur, allowing 
extension or compression of a rock formation in a 
particular direction. Nappes, which are either 
thrust nappes or fold nappes, are the result of 
considerable horizontal movement of one group 
of rocks over another. 

Igneous activity is widespread, as molten rock, 
or magma, is produced from the melting of 
subducted material. Granites are especially 
common as they are generally less dense than 
their surroundings, so rise towards the surface, 
forming domes (or batholiths), when they 
crystallise slowly beneath the surface as coarsely 

crystalline masses, to be exposed later by erosion. 
Metamorphism results __ when rocks are 

subjected to high pressure and/or temperatures 
for significant periods of time. This can result in 
widespread changes in the fabric and mineral 
composition of the rocks, although the composi
tional change is limited by the unmetamorphosed 
composition. This type of metamorphism is 
known as regional metamorphism. If a material 
from an external source, such as a granite-b"ody, is 
introduced when molten or semi-molten, then a 
rock with a partial or completely new fabric, called 
a migmatite, may be produced. Complex areas, 
such as the Himalayas, have rocks which have 
suffered numerous metamorphisms of varying 
intensities, and these rocks are thus polyrneta
morphic. Other rocks which show little or no 
metamorphism are also common. Schists are 
metamorphic rocks with an alignment of platy 
minerals known as schistosity. Gneisses have 
suffered more intense metamorphisms and the 
minerals have been redistributed in bands, and 
they are thus foliated. These are some of the basic 
rock types met when considering the specific 
problems of the geology of Everest. 

General Himalayan Geology 
Let us take a cross section of the Nepalese 

Himalayas. From left to right, the first unit is the 
Siwalikunitwhich isa molassedepositmade upof 
debris from the eroded high land. Thrust over this 
is the Sanguri unit, and thrust above thii,t is the 
Bruanese Nappe, which itselfis made up of several 
smaller fold nappes. At the top of the Buranese 
Nappe, in the Tumlingatur unit, an imbrication 
belt is seen, with migmatites and a varied 
sequence of low grade metamorphic rocks. The 
imbrication is in the form of many successive 
small, high-angle reverse faults cutting the rock 
adjacent to the thrust. This represents the zone of 
movement between the upper and lower lesser 
Himalayan Nappes (the Buranese and Tinjure 
nappes). The upper, Tinjuri Nappe has notgotthe 
same folded character as the lower nappe. 

The boundary between the great and lesser 
Himalayas is formed by steep boulders and scree 
slopes formed by the distribution of the Main 
Central Thrust, and the boundary between the 
Great Himalaya and the Tibetan Himalaya, on 
the North side, may be drawn along the ~ 

selectively curved-out junction of the crystalline ~ 
schists of the Great Himalaya with the less 0 

,:: 
resistant sedimentary sequence to the north, -s:: 

~ which were deposited in the Tethys Ocean. This c 
existed from 300-25 million years ago between 0 
India/ Africa and Europe/ Asia. However, the cf 
southern most part of these sediments was 
included in the structure and relief of the main ~ 
Himalayan Ridge, where it constitutes, today, the ~ 
summit portions of some prominent peaks, c5s 
Everest included. ~ 

The main orographic features of the Himalayas E 
are therefore controlled by the geological ~ 
structure, but as the relief developed polygeneticJ -

~ ally, different rock assemblages were included in ., 
different relief entities. The alpine relief of the ~ 





Above: The Central Sec/ion of !he Soulh Wes/ Face, showing lypically shauered rock. 

Great Himalayas occurs on three different rock 
assemblages. The lower relieflevel was modelled 
on the crystalline schists of the lesser Himalaya 
type; the main, middle level on the crystalline 
schists of the Great Himalayan type; and the upper 
level on granties and Tibetan sedimentary rocks. 
These relief levels range more than 8000 m in 
relative height in a distance of60-70 Km. 

Between the Main Central Thrust in the south, 
and the Tibetan Himalayas in the north, the rock 
assemblages are of roughly moderate dip towards 
the NNW, forming a normal succession of beds 
(i.e. becoming younger in an upward direction). 
In this monoclinal sequence, secondarily 
complicated by nappe and fold structures, the 
degree of metamorphism diminishes from its 
base to the roof. The metamorphosed lower part 
of the sequence (the crystalline schists of the Great 
Himalaya proper) is called the Barun Group, and 
the upper weakly metamorphosed portion is 
called theChom'olongmagroup. Thecomplicated 
granite Makalu formation follows the boundary 
between these two groups and consists of large 
platy bodies of granite, and migmatite zones. 
These were intruded about 10-15 million years 
ago. 

The Barun group consists of strongly metamor
phosed rocks called gneisses, and migmatites of 
various types. The age of deposition of these rocks 
is assumed to be Precambrian (greater than about 
570 million years ago) but the last metamorphism 
occurred between 10 and 18 million years ago. 
The Chomolongma group is seen in the summit 
parts of the Chomolongma massif (Lhotse -
Nuptse - Everest - Changtse - unit, locally 
known as the Khum bu unit, and the Chomolong
ma Nappe as a whole is a zone of migmatites 
known as the "Serie de clochetons", which are 
bent into an anticline with a N - Saxis. 
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The Struggle of Everest and its Evolution 
The structure of Mount Everest is highly 

complex, and to deal with it thoroughly one must 
consider the whole of the Himalayas as well. 
Consequently a short outline only is given here. 

The 1973 Czech Himalayan Expedition 
interpreted the basic structure as two stages of 
nappe thrusts. The earlier occurred essentially 
prior to the intrusion of the Makalu Granite 
Formation, and the latter essentially after the 
granite intrusion. During this first stage the Great 
Himalayan Nappe was thrust as an entity on to the 
Main Central Thrust Plane. In the Second Stage 
this nappe was divided up into partial tectonic 
units of part nappe and part slice character. 

Two main units make up the Chomolongma 
Massif; the Ba run, or Khum bu unit, and the upper 
part, the Chomolongma massif proper, which is 
built up of the granites and Palaeozoic formations 
previously described. 

The Czechs concluded that the migmatites of 
the deformation zone below the granite represent 
the lower injection zone of the overlying granite 
body, transported at the base of the 
ChomolongmaNappeand tectonically piled upat 
its front. This zone may also comprise the rocks of 
the Khumbu unit's roof deformed by the 
movements of the Chomolongma Nappe. 

The position of the granites is also useful in 
dating the movements, i.e. the main movement 
must have been younger than 18 million years. In 
the Khumbu and Imja valleys, there are 
peneplaned glacial levels, which were formed in 
the Plio-Pleistocene period with granite exposed 
in the Peak regions. These levels plunge under the 
younger relief of the Chomolongma masses, 
showing that the main thrust of this and other 
smaller peaks, and weakly metamorphosed silty 
(or pelitic) limestone sequence. The pelites 

predominate in the lower part and purer 
limestone sediments in the upper. The lower part 
is known as the N uptse-Lhotse formation, which 
makes up the gigantic southern wall of the N uptse
Lhotse massif, and the younger, upper part is 
called the Sagarmatha formation, as it is presenti n 
the summit pyramid of Everest, otherwise known 
as Sagarmatha. The Sagarmatha formation was 
probably laid down sometime in the 
Carboniferous - Permian periods (325 - 250 
million years ago). 

The Nuptse-Lhotse formation is 1000-2000 
metres thick and is mostly metamorphosed silty 
rocks (or meta-pelites). The main rock type is a 
dark green/grey shale-like rock often with a 
hornfels appearance, but always with 
conspicuous foliation . There a re also some clayey 
sandstones and limestones. Clearly visible on the 
South-West face of Everest, and on the South Wall 
of Lhotse is a light coloured band of rock. This is 
the lower yellow band, which lies within the 
Nuptse-Lhotse formation. It is cut by a qui te 
steeply dipping thrust fault passing approximately 
through the South Col, below the summit 
pyramid of the mountain. 

The "Yellow Band" as identified by British 
climbers on the North side is in fact the upper 
yellow band, which forms the base of. the 
Sagarmatha Formation, and is about 120 metres 
thick, and about 500 metres above the lower 
yellow band. It consists of shaly clay, silty and 
sandy limestones. The top limestones overlaying 
them are greyish sandy limestones, often 
dolomitic or shaly with crinoid debris, and lack 
the clay component. Their banded nature is due to 
the alternation of pure limestone with sandy 
layers, both several mm thick. 

In the lower part of the Nuptse-Lhotse wall a 
thick granite body ofMakal u granite is found and 
its lower boundary coincides with the abrupt rise 
in gradient of the face. The width of this granite 
body varies from 500 to 2500m; this is a function 
of the relation between the dip of the granite body 
and the dip of the slope, but overall , the thickness 
of granite in this wall increases from East to west. 
The granite is light coloured and homogenous, 
with characteristic block disintegration. 

The last word goes to Jan Kalvoda, who 
together with Josef Jaros did much of the work on 
which this review is based : 

"The masses of Chomolonga relief 
Nappe and its partial slices are under
going intensive destruction under the 
con di lions of permanent tectonic activity 
and under a semi-arid and extremely 
cold climate. The genesis of the Sagar
matha is a phenomenon of the geologic
ally present time. " 
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Summary 
A resume by a climber/geologist of the 

geological reasons for and nature of the world's 
highest mountain. 
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SO YOU'RE AN 
EVEREST 
CLIMBER 
by Peter Boardman 

Soyou'rea climber. HaveyoueverclimbedSnow
don/Ben Nevis/the Ma(terhornlthe Eiger!Everest? 

Five years on, and it seems as if someone else 
made the climb. All my cells have died or changed. 
Was that really me? But I haven't forgotten the 
answers. Must be even stranger for Ed Hillary 
though. They still ask him, 'Who got to the top 
first? You or Tenzing?' twenty seven years later. 
And it is thrilling to hear Odell describe his last 
sighting of Mallory and Irvine. Of course the 
answers now have historical rather than contemp
orary interest. But the questions are a life 
sentence. 

What, to the very top? 

President Eisenhower once gave a reception at 
the White House, to some members of the 1953 
team. All America's press was there. Eisenhower 
said a few words, Hunt responded, and then it was 
Hillary's tum. As Ed spoke the television lights 
suddenly lit up, bulbs flashed and microphones 
homed in. Afterwards, an embarassed Hillary 
collared a departing journalist. 'Why all the fuss 
for me?' An emphatic pointing finger snarled in 
reply 'Cos you got to the top'. 

When was that? 

Ask the average American, "Who first climbed 
Everest?" and he'll say 'Ed Hillary'. Ask him who 
was the first American up and he'll shake his head. 
Ask the British man-in-the-street and he'll answer 
'Chris Bonington' every time. The '53 Everesters 
were feted for 3 of 4 years like heroes. We '75 
Everesters were busy for a year before our 
reputation bubbles burst. Now there are over 100 
Everest summiteers at loose on the world's 
surface, and there are so many Everesters that 
someone is starting an international club! The 
medias' overload of celebrity has prompted Andy 
Warhol to observe drily 'In the future everybody 
will be famous for 15 minutes.' Only the 
mountaineering subculture remembers any 
details. Publicity is increasingly more fickle, and 
the Everester's aura quickly fades amid the rising 
standards and iconoclastic mood of each new 
generation. Nevertheless I can remember vividly 
my sense of relief when, as theawestruckyoungest 
memberofthe '75 British team, I first stepped into 
the icefall in the company of several superstars. 
They were gasping in the rarefied air as much as I 
was! 
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What did itfeel like on top? 

Monsieur le President, Madame President, 
peopleofFrance', said Mazeaud from the summit 
live, on French radio. 'The people will love it' he 
had planned, and they did. 'I felt like God', it was 
reported of Messner on German television, and 
the people rallied to his lectures. Meanwhile an 
American reviewer commented, 'In Everest he 
found no more than an 8848 metre extension of 
himselr 1 

Did you see any sign of Mallo,y and Irvine? 

In between wars, the public needs civilian 
heroes; and dangerously succumbs to the 

uncannily fascinating influence of living 
archetypes. And it is out of today's living 
archetypes that tomorrows legendary heroes are 
fashioned. Frank Herbert has recognised this 
process and warned of the dangers inherent in it: 
"Greatness is a transitory experience. It is never 
consistent. It depends in part on the myth-making 
imagination of mankind. The person who 
experiences greatness must have a feeling for the 
myth he is. He must reflect what is projected upon 
him. And he must have a strong sense of the 
sardonic. The sardonic is all that permits him to 
move within himself. Without this quality, even 
occasional greatness will destroy a man. '2 

Ten years ago the BBC interviewed the 
surviving 1924 Everesters, and the public saw a 
deeply impressive display of both a ' feeling for 
myth' and a 'senseofthesardonic'. Somervell said 
'The thing I insisted on was we must have enough 
jam. I always eat jam, it's full of good nourish
ment.' It could, he added, also be mixed with 
snow to make a passable sorbet. Tinned chicken 
and quail were 'very nice for a change.' He 
described stopping on the climb when he 
developed a death rattle," I could not breathe in or 
out. I thought 'Oh well, this is the end. Cheerio 
everybody'." Nevertheless he gave himself 
artificial respiration and survived. Odell, "felt, 

The /922 party at breakfast in Tibet. Left to right (sitting): Dr. Wakefield, John Morris, General B,uce, 
E. F. Norton, Gurka, Geoffrey B,uce. The Northern approach is long, hot and dusty hence the solar to pees 
and goggles it also took more than 6 weeks walking. Photo : Finch. 

with Norton, that Mallory and Irvine had died to 
keep alivethespiritthatmadethe British Empire." 
Somervell concluded "Death in the mountains is 
a far more honourable thing than death in war." It 
was a gifted performance, delivered with a sense of 
responsibility rarely seen today. Laconic, stoic, 
heroic - I believe they really were like that. But old 
age can afford such relaxed easy wisdom, such 
magnanimity, for it does not have to compete any 
more. 

14'ho else was with you ? 
Look at the names linked together in the 

attempts and ascents during the last decade. How 
much these climbers have gone through together! 
True, many of them have since died. But the 
others - few climb together, for they have fallen 
out with each other, or taken different paths. They 
never really became friends, because climbing 
Everest led them away from interpersonal 
exploration - for a time they had to withold much 
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'Everest can deliver you from the prison of 
ambition.' 

of their feelings so as to unite to climb the 
mountain. Occasionally the pressure of media 
and of too much publicity broke through these 
restraints, and then the whole framework of the 
expedition collapsed, such as happened to the 
International Everest Expedition of 1971. 

Perhaps the days of large expeditions are 
numbered, but this wise avoidance of character 
probing isjustas necessary for the success of small 
expeditions. Consequently the limited 
communal interaction of ambitious young studs 
of similar ability on an expedition should hold 
little interest to a world which needs more to 
improve communication between largergroups 
men, women, children and old people. 

Less publicised, and less obvious tensions arise 
with theories who weren't inv.ited - 'the Lads'. 
For the paranoid guilt-ridden Everester, his 
pockets prostituted with silver from posters and 
entrance fees, every climbing pub holds in waiting 
a taunting knot of lads, equally deserving, who 
have not had that lucky break in the clouds when 
the golden hand of Chris Bonington descends, 
heralding one to high snows and easy money of 
which one has only previously dreamt Beware, (if 
you care that is) for once you have trodden the 
snows of Everest, you are tainted, and the flock 
will spurn you as surely as if you were working for 
the BMC! Everest creates its own caste system of 
professional mountaineers. 

Have you written, or given slideshows about it? 

If you want to guarantee the sales of a book/ 
·mm/slideshow, then, all you have to do, no 
matter who you are or how badly the product is 
written/made/presented, is to somehow include 
the word 'Everest' in the title. After it, Before it, 
Over it, Above it, Beneath it, Down it, On it, Up it 
anywhere will do. Everyone is interested in the 
world's highest mountain; so there's no need to 
posture a stil I small voice. Even a sensitiveclim ber 
like Hornbein soon learnt 'Everest is not a private 
affair, it belongs to many men'.3 You've got to 
keep the sponsors satisfied. Sign the contract - the 
expedition owns your diaries for a year. There's no 
room here for Emerson's personal dictate 'My life 
is for itself and not for a spectacle'. Show me the 
Everest climber who is not an egotist, who has 
climbed the peak anonymously, nurturing his 
success as a private joy. He cannot have escaped 
the net! 

How much did it cost? 

Nobody but a blockhead would attempt 
Everest without money. Since the public, and 
hence the press, needs heroes; since the material 
world needs adventures what Noyce called a 
'marriage of convenience'4 is possible. Of course 
the profit margin will depend on success, but 
everyone should benefit to some extent First the 
project has to be sold by beating the gong. Everest 
has been climbed, so this has become increasingly 
difficult. However, man's facility for conjuring up 
new stunts for Everest is inexhaustible - and now, 
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just as ideas are waning, Nepal has opened up a 
winter season and China is allowing access from 
the North. Like 99p, they are transitory but 
effective selling points. A vital ingredient, so as to 
ensure th;it the expeditions fate will stun the 
public, is to sprinkle seeds of doubt - 'The odds 
are stacked against us', 'Everyone tells me it's 
impossible, but I must try - so as to find out what is 
possible for mankind.' Regular news reports keep 
the public's awareness at fever pitch. Remember 
to comeupwith thegoods - thestory, the film, the 
advertising photographs - and you are poised for 
the post-expedition plum picking, with the lecture 
dates fixed a year before and the sponsors chafing 
to help you and themselves recoup some money 
and generate even more publicity. If rumours are 
true, I st prize for speed and enterprise must go to 
Mazeaud for writing his Everest book in a day and 
selling 60,000 copies by the Christmas after his 
post-monsoon ascent. Everest is good marketing 
for everyone - including the Nepalese (only their 
culture and ecology suffer). Even the climbing 
magazines jump on the band-wagon of Everest 
inflation. 

Would you do it again ? 

Very high mountains have different characters, 
which you divine whilst trying to climb them. 
Their characters change, depending on how they 
are treated. Crowds stumble up to Everest Base 
Camp, 3 or 4 expeditions in the Western Cwm 
bring an incongruous alpine atmosphere, and the 
South Col is a junk heap. The package deal to 
Everest's summit is not far off. But flying a clean
up team from the States probably does more 
damage to the ionosphere than the rubbish was 
doing to the Khum bu. For a few years anyway, as 
Tenzing says 'The Giant need not worry'. 

Why should the Everest summiteer return? 
Mountain monomania loses its nobilitywhen it is 
on the stage too long. After the 1964 traverse, 
Dhyrenfurth quoted Nietzsche: 'There are two 
tragedies in man's life. One is not having reached 
onesgoal,and the second is having reached it. The 
second is the greater'. 5 Who likes to admit that? 
Climbers are seldom honest about competition 
and ambition. One climber who is painfully 
honest, Dave Roberts, writes, 

"Competition for status plays a strong role. Any 
local climbing area bears this out. A lot of 
mountaineers quit, or at least trail drastically 
off. qjier their 'big climb '. Surely a certain itch 
gets partly satisfied in the back-slapping of 
one's peers. Fame breeds contentment and 
makes it all the harder to go back to square one 
of risk and hardship. 'ti 
The Fame Game, once entered, can bury the 

springs of adventure with its own momentum. 
The glare of public attention limits the experience 
of the famous while opening doors and widening 
their range of connection. Instead of having 
experience they can now have experiences 
provided for them. Fame homogenises life, and 
this inevitably brings its own creative impoverish 
ment. Fame can bring money and addiction. For 

the addict short of cash a return to Everest is the 
only answer. After all, as Mike Thompson said, ' if 
Everest didn 't exist we'd have to invent it' .7 

Why do you do it? 

Most aspiring Everest climbers are Ahabs after 
White Whales (The walk in to Everest often 
reveals Ahabs - one thinks of the restless, fanatic 
pace of Mallory, Hillary and Haston). The 
Everester is a mountain monomaniac, and exalts 
Everestfascistically during what Winthrop Young 
called 'The storm years of his strength'. 8 From the 
summit, one direction he can take is the classic 
Greek destiny ofhubris and nemesis - a feeling of 
invincibility that leads to over-reaching intensity 
and ambition. Unquenchable ambition can 
channel him towards self destruction, 'He must 
decide to what extent climbing should be part of 
his life. Wt! 1 the intensity of experience gained be 
more valid in the long run than the sacrifices made 
in his emotional development?' 9 Yet all is not lost, 
for the summit of Everest also offers other 
directions. Everest can deliver you from the 
prison of ambition, and you can begin to tackle 
other peaks at your own pace in your own style. 

Surely there's nothing left, once you 've climbed 
Everest? 

The questioner asks, 'What will you do next?', 
and he smiles with disbelief when I smile back 
'The summit of Everest was presented to me on a 
plate. My ascent was a hollow victory. Many other 
climbs I have done have given me more 
satisfaction, have been more important to me'. 
Afterall, who believed Shipton or Longstaff when 
they commented about the first ascent, 'Now 
people can get on with the real climbing'? From a 
mountaineering point of view, they were right. 
But it is as a metaphor and in Everester's careers 
outside mountaineering that Everest has its full 
impact on the world. 

Whether he likes it or not the public life of the 
Everest summiteer is stamped by one event. It is 
up to him what he does with it. David Roberts has 
discussed a similar situation facing polar 
explorers: 

'/ think Polar explorers have very much the 
same mentality as climbers. They 're excessively 
monomaniacal when they 're interested in the 
Pole or getting the furthest North, especially in 
t_he years from say 1880 to /920, the great 
golden age of Polar explorers. Well, some of 
them like Nansen went on and did superb 
things after their exploring days. Nansen won 
the Nobel Peace Prize for his refugee work. 
Others like Cherry-Garrard, who was with 
Scott on one expedition only (which, of course, 
was Scott 's famous last expedition) seems to 
have burned himself out very much in terms of 
interest in Polar exploring. He lived the rest of 
his l(fe puzzling over and reliving that one 
expedition, and ended up very much a psychia
tric case, paranoid, very depressed in the psy
chiatric sense, even probably crazy. 



Right: Reinhold Messner and Peter Habe/erduring 
the 1978 climb. The clothing is more modern but the 
style as flamboyant as 1922. Photo: Dickinson. 

So, I thinkjust as with scientists or poets, you 
can't generalise really. The monomania can 
work either way. It can narrow one down, make 
one bitter and competitive andjea/ous, or it can 
open up and turn you into a human being'10 
Then it ceases to be monomania. The parallels 

are obvious among mountaineers for whom 
Everest climbing has been either a vocational 
springboard or has given incidental impetus to 
their broader talents - Somervell (medicine and 
missionary work), Longland (education), Hunt 
(innumerable), Hillary (Sherpa aid), Whittaker 
(business and politics), Mazeaud (politics). These 
are the Einsteins and Chomsky's of Everest -
known for one achievement, but with many 
Eve rests to their credit in the less forgiving outside 
world. But wait, what about Tenzing? 

Tenzing Norgay Sherpa reached the summit of 
Everest when he was 39 years and he has not been 
on an expedition since the successful one of 1953. 
His previous mountaineering experiences were 
on Nanda Devi, Banda Paunch, Tirich Mir, 
Nanga Parbat and 6 previous attempts on Everest. 
He has had threedifferent lives - as a yak herder m 
his boyhood, as an ambitious climber (unusual 
among Sherpas, particularly in his singleminded
ness about Everest) and then, after Everest, the life 
of a teacher of other climbers, of a world traveller 
and family man. 

Tenzing was perhaps the first humbly born 
Asian in all history to gain international stature 
and renown. The euphoria that accompanied the 
1953 ascent has since faded; yet to the crowds that 
chanted 'Tenzing Zinabad' in Nepal and India, 
Tenzing began to symbolise Asia triumphant. 
The pressures that came onto him were immense. 
Both India and Nepal claimed him. On a number 
of occasions he was tricked by people intent on 
exploiting his prestige for their own purposes. 
Journalists misconstrued his remarks and distant 
relatives he had never heard of before settled on 
him. He had to rely on his Tibetan mastiff to 
discourage curious tourists from pestering him at 
his house! These were far greater strains ·than 
Everest had been and he became ill. 

In 27 years Tenzing has travelled all over the 
world and met most of the spiritual and political 
leaders from North America and Russia to 
Australasia. In these travels he has attended 
Everest reunions and receptions and given talks 
about Everest and his work at the Himalayan 
Mountaineering Institute, and received showers 
of tributes. After each trip this 'man ofEverest' has · 
returned to Darjeeling weighed down with 
medals and gifts, and feeling exhausted after 
replying to the perpetual stream of the same old 
questions about Everest and after being treated as 
public property. Is there a point in it all? . 

When in 1955, Pandit Nehru appointed 
Tenzing as the Director of Field Training at the 
HMI, Darjeeling, with instructions to 'train a 
thousand Tenzings ', he misunderstood 
fundamentally the metaphorical significance of 
Tenzing's Everest ascent. Tenzing did not climb 
Everest in order to promote outdoor activities. 
Anais Nin wrote, after reading one ofTenzing's 
biographies-

'Just to satisfy one's ego. Not at all. It gives 
courage to others. You can choose to question 
the motivation or the application of it, but you 
cannot question the example of courage and 
endurance. I read it as a metaphor. It seemed 
to me that all of us are trying to climb Mount 
Everest. That we do risk wounds, falls, pre
cipices, frozen feet and hands, snow blind
ness'11 
Everest as metaphor also struck C. Day Lewis: 
"Those Himalayas of the mind 
Are not so easily possessed 
There 's more than precipice and storm 
Berweenyou and your Everest. '1 2 

So, Everest climber, your pursuit of Everest is a 
metaphor, like chasing after Moby Dick is a 
metaphor. Then call us Ishmael. 
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NORMAN DYHRENFURTH completes 
the work started by his father G. 0. 
DYHRENFURTH by recounting the history 
of the world's highest, and the Himalayas 
most often climbed, mountain. 

"In this issue we begin a series of twenty-five 
articles dealing with the highest mountains in the 
world. All are in the Greater Himalaya. The series 
starts with Nanda Devi (25,645ft) and will finish 
with a major feature on Everest ... " Those were 
brave words Ken Wilson wrote in Mountain 41 of 
January 1975, at a time when G. 0. Dyhrenfurth 
was still alive, happy in the knowledge that his son 
Norman would carry the ball. When - at age 88 -
he died on April 14th that year, his loss was felt 
deeply by those in the mountaineering world who 
had come to rely on him and his extensive work as 
a Himalayan historian, a true labour of love. 

As I struggled through the years, working my 
way through the hierarchy of great peaks, I was 
filled with ever-growing dread by the thought that 
one of these days the moment of truth would 
come, that I would have to tackle Everest, the 
'Third Pole'. "There is no end to this Kingdom of 
Adventure", wrote George Leigh-Mallory. He 
could not have foreseen that the mountain would 
become the 'playground of the multitude' and the 
number one prestige-getter of nearly every nation 
even remotely concerned with the sport of 
mountaineering. Words of one of yesteryear's 
angry young men? perhaps, but I believe many 
will agree that what we are expecting today is 
something of a "throng before the crib ... " 

The history of Everest exp/orations and climbing 
until 1975 has been presented in a Table on 
pps. 42/43. The more interesting and/or contro
versial personalities involved are covered in the 
People column. 

It is important that mountaineers differentiate 
the various South Col route expeditions 'thronging 
before thecrib'from other recent climbs of technical 
merit. Ed. 

Spring 1976: Lt. Col. Tony Streather led the 
Joint British and Royal Nepalese Army 
Expedition which comprised 34 members. 
Advanced Base was established on April 7th. 
Captain Terry Thompson died on April 11th 
when he fell into a crevasse nearby. The South Col 
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was reached on May 4th. Since only ten high
altitude Sherpas had been hired, the members did 
most of the heavy load-carrying. Camp 6 was sited 
at 27 ,500ft, where the American camp ofl963 had 
stood. Sergeant J H Stokes and Corporal M P 
Lane sat out a storm there on May 14 and 15. On 
the 16th they reached thesummitat3.15 p.m., but 
were benighted and had to bivouac on the way 
down. Severe frostbite resulted, and they have 
since lost all their toes and five fingers between 
them. 

Autumn 1976: The American Bicentennial 
Everest Expedition, under the leadership of 
Phillip R Trimble, totalled twelve members. In 
addition, mountaineer and film-maker Mike 
Hoover headed a CBS film-crew of five men. 
Camp 5 at the South Col was established on 
October 1 and stocked for two assaults. The first 
team - Chris Chandler, Bob Cormack and Ang 
Phurba-leftCamp 2 on October 5th, reached the 
Col on the 6th, and pitched Camp 6 on the 7th. 
When Ang Phurba's oxygen system broke down, 
Chandler and Cormack went on to the summit 
alone. They got back to the tent after dark and 
continued their descent the next morning. There 
were no further summit attempts for reasons of 
deteriorating weather, exhaustion and reluctance 
on the part of the Sherpas. They were anxious to 
get off the mountain. 

Spring 1977: Another South Col attempt was 
made by an expedition from New Zealand which 
numbered eight members, led by Keith 
Woodford. Base Camp was ready on March 10. 
Above this point no porters were used. Poor 
weather and logistical problems made for slow 
progress. Camp 4 (22, 100ft) was pitched on April 
20th, Camp 5 (24,825ft) on the 25th. Michael 
Mahoney and Michael Brown pushed through to 
the South Col on May 14th, but a combination of 
heavy storms and exhaustion caused the 
expedition to fail. 

Autumn 1977: Another country wished to share 
the glory of Everest. Under the leadership of 

Young-do Kim, the 15-man Korean Mount 
Everest Expedition chose the regular route. 
Camp 5 (27,900 ft) was sited on September 8th. 
Sherpa Ang Phurba and Sang-yul Park made a 
summit try on the 9th which ended 350ft short of 
its goal in bad weather and with malfunctioning 
oxygen equipment. A bivouacat28,350ftwithout 
oxygen caused no casualties. The second team of 
Sherpa Pemba Norbu and Sang-don Ko left Camp 
5 at 4 a.m. and reached the top at 12.50 p.m. on 
September 15, only 37 days after Base Camp had 
been established. A fine success, but reports from 
Kathmandu indicate that only two Koreans out of 
16 reached the South Col, as compared to 22 high
altitude Sherpas and 6 lcefall porters, a ratio of28 
to 2 ! A shortage of oxygen - despite five years of 
planning and preparations - may have accounted 
for the poor performance of the Koreans. 

A quote from Mike Cheney's report: "By all 
accounts except their own, the Koreans were the 
most incompetent and disagreeable expedition to 
climb Everest. The expedi lion was an outstanding 
success for the Sherpas under Ang Phurba, 
climbing sirdar, and Lakpa Tenzing, Base Camp 
sirdar. Of all the Everest expedi lions, this was the 
most blatantly political and nationalistic. It was a 
calculated exercise in prestige politics, financed 
half-and-half by the government of South Korea 
and South Korean business. It was sponsored by 
the South Korean National Assembly. The 
expedition enjoyed the best weather conditions 
ever known by an Everest expedition, no serious 
storms or periods of bad weather. The success 
seems to have been the result of the high Sherpa to 
Korean ratio and extremely good weather. If 
nothing else, it would seem to prove that Sherpas 
are quite capable of climbing Everest by 
themselves." 

Spring 1978: Wolfgang Nairz (Innsbruck) led a 
strong team with the full backing of the Austrian 
Alpine Club. Along went the highly successful 
duo of Reinhold Messner (Southern Tyrol, Italy) 
and Peter Habeler. From Western Germany came 



Right: An image that was to one generation what 
photos of men on the moon were to be to the next -
the limit of human exploration. Tenzing on top of 
Mount Everest 29th May 1953. Photo: R. G. S. 

Reinhard Karl, and from the UK Leo Dickinson 
and EricJones, who were to make a television film 
of the Messner-Habeler "by fair means" attempt. 
Messnerand Habeler's ambitious plans called for 
a new route between the Southwest Face and the 
slope to the left of the Geneva Spur, but on closer 
inspection they opted for the "South Col Walk" 
instead. Camp 1 stood at the entrance to the Cwm, 
Camp 2 near its upper end, Camp 3 at 23,652ft in 
the Lhotse Face, and Camp 4 on the South Col. 
On April 18th Sherpa Dawa Nuru fell into a 
crevasse - his body could not be recovered. 

The first assault team of Horst Bergmann, 
Wolfgang Nairz, Sirdar Ang Phu and Robert 
Schauer reached the Col on May 1 and placed 
Camp 5 at 27,900ft on May 2nd. On May 3rd, 
despite wind and spin-drifts, they gained the 
summitat noon. In perfect weather they spent one 
and a half hours there before descending to the 
South Col. Dr. Raimund Margreiter, Helmut 
Hagner and Hanna Schell were to be the second 
team, but when they left Camp 3 on May 4th, the 
fixed ropes were buried under a foot and a half of 
snow. Trail-breaking proved so exhausting that 
they had to give up. Messner-Habelerwere next in 
line, moving up to the Col - "unmasked" - on 
May 7th. They continued along the conventional 
route on May 8th and got to the top after eight 
hours of steady climbing. Another milestone: The 
first known ascent of Everest with out the use of 
supplementary oxygen, though not as a "death
defying commando-raid" of two men by 
themselves - as described in much of the 
boulevard-press, but carried out within the 
carefully planned and logistically sound frame
work of a large Austrian Alpine Club expedition. 
It is also difficult to ascertain the exact number of 
Chinese and Tibetans who did - or did not - avail 
themselves of an occasional whiff of oxygen 
during the 197 5 northern "migratory movement". 

On the way down Habeler was swept off by a 
windslab avalanche but was able to extricate 
himself and descend to the Col. Messner spent 
some time on the summit, made some tape
recordings to test his remaining brain powers, and 
followed Habel er to the Col. Dr. Oswald Olz and 
Reinhard Karl (the first German on Everest) re
peated the climb on May 11th with oxygen, but 
also directly from Camp 4. On May 13 Josi Knoll 
and Franz Oppurg spend a night at Camp 5, and 
after Knoll 's oxygen-set broke down the next 
morning, Oppurg went to the summit alone. 

A highly successful expedition which received 
an extraordinary amount of world-wide publicity 
thanks to the Messner-Habeler "extravaganza". 
Three books and two films were produced about 
one and the same expedition which chose the 
easiest way to the top, a "walk" by modern-day 
standards, which Sherpa Tashi, when opting for 
support of AMEE 63's West Ridge team, had 
termed a "Mickey-Mouse route". The accounts by 
Peter Habeler and Reinhold Messner became 
bestsellers, and the official book by expedition 
leader Nairz - in order to remain competitive on 
the market - was hailed as the story of the 
"expedition of world records", something that 

caused considerable eyebrow-raising in climbing 
circles. Just for the record: Horst Bergmann did 
not take the first motion picture from the summit 
of Everest - that honour goes to Lute Jerstad of 
AMEE 63, and Oppurg was in all likelihood not 
the first man to "go it alone". 

Some personal comments: When Messner
Habeler succeeded in their quest, I too was 
impressed, but not surprised. That the day should 
come when some well-acclimatized men would 
accept the "ultimate" challenge was obvious. One 
should not forget, however, that British 
mountaineers - pure amateurs, who couldn't 
even dream of the current professionalism - had 

reached heights of almost 28,250ft without 
supplementary oxygen, and with almost "pre
historic" clothing and equipment When Jim 
Whittaker, first An1erican on Everest, asked for 
pern1ission to go for it "unmasked", my answer 
was an emphatic NO! As expedition leader I 
refused to accept the responsibility for possible 
brain damage. For my part I am not convinced, 
that an Everest-ascent without oxygen is very 
meaningful,"sinceaman in such poor physical and 
mental condition - due to oxygen starvation he is 
almost reduced to the "vegetable" state - misses 
out on most of the joyful elation that a successful 
climb to the "Third role" would normally offer as 
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Above: Everesr from rhe air. Pharo Indian Ai,force. Roures (I) North Coll 
Norrh Easr Ridge (2) Norrh Face Direct (3) West Ridge Direcr (4)Sourh Wesr 
Face 1975 (5)Sourh Pillar 1980(6) Original Roure. A - Firsr step. B - Second 
srep. H - Hornbein Couloir. W - Wesr Shoulder. S - Sourh Col. The /963 
American Traverse left rhe Wesrern Cwm below The phoros ro gain the Wesr 
Shoulder and rhen rhesummirvia rhe Hornbein Couloir. Left: TheSourhSide, 
numbering as above. Below: Everesrfrom rhe Norrh, rhe Norrh Easr Ridge 
facing camera, roureji-om rhe Norrh Col is on rhe righr,joining below summir. 
The sharp gap, leji, is rhe Sourh Col. Lhorse on left. 
Right: The Kangshung (Easr) Face. 





a just reward. Kurt Diem berger, with five 8000ers 
to his credit- of which Broad Peak and Dhaulagiri 
were climbed wirhour oxygen - recently put the 
matter in a different perspective:" . . . itisn 'tknown 
as yet whether a prolonged stay at such heights 
causes some brain cells to die off, thus leading to 
permanent brain damage. For my part I don't 
consider it a matter of whether it is "fair" or 
"unfair" to bring oxygen into play on a 8000-
metre-peak, but quite simply a question of 
intelligence. No one among the "world-elite" can 
be certain, that his "grey cells" might not have 
been reduced. I certainly am not sure. It is quite 
possible, that such brain damage may make itself 
felt when we reach old age. I for one shall not 
deprive myself of the use of oxygen in the 
future ... " 

Autumn 1978:Anunusualcombined "jumbo"
undertaking took to the field, again by the South 
Col route. Dr. Karl-Maria Herrligkoffer of 
Germany and France's Pierre Mazeaud joined 
forces in leading a German-French expedition 
with strong media-support. Contrary to 
expectations, there was a minimum of 
"infighting" during this "show" which - in the 
case of Pierre Mazeaud's summit climb on 
October 15 - was filmed in synchronous sound by 
Kurt Diemberger, with radio messages of the 
newest French "victory" being picked up in Paris 
from the very top of the world. In all, 16 people 
reached the summit, including 7 Germans, 3 
French, I Swiss, I Austrian, 3 Nepalese and the 
outstanding Polish woman climber, Wanda 
Rutkiewicz. Hans Engl ofHerrligkoffer's German 
team made i tto the top with out using oxygen, with 
Joseph Mack breaking trail for him most of the 
way. Mazeaud ( 49) and Diem berger ( 46) were the 
oldest men on Everest until Gerhard Schmatz 
(50) broke their record a year later. The Sherpas 
Mingma and Ang Dorje duplicated the 
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"oxygenless" performance of Messner-Habeler 
and Engl, though with considerably less shouting 
from the rooftops. Although all climbs were made 
by the conventional route, the vast operation was a 
resounding success, with Wanda Rutkiewicz as 
the third woman - and first European - to step up 
to the highest pinnacle. 

Spring 1979: A project that had been 
contemplated during IHE 71 was carried through 
to a highly successful conclusion: The 25-man 
Yugoslav team under Tone Skarja made the first 
ascent of the 4 mile West Ridge along its entire 
length. They placed Camp I to the left and north of 
the saddle of Lho La, after having installed an 
'aerial tramway' for getting the loads up. From 
there they moved up through the left flank of the 
West Shoulder, thereby avoiding the avalanche 
threat which was the undoing of the French in 
1974. A total offive camps were sited, the highest 
at 26,650ft on the West Ridge. They used oxygen 
for the upper sections, encountering technical 
difficulties between II and V. On May 10th Viktor 
Groselj and Marjan Manfreda made an 
unsuccessful summit try which ended at26,900ft. 
On the 12th Dusan Podbevsek and Roman Ro bas 
carried out another attempt which took them to 
27,250ft and on May 13th NejcZaplotnik, Marko 
and Andrej Stremfelj put the final touches on this 
longest and perhaps most difficult route when 
they gained the summit at 1.51 p.m.! On the way 
down they took to the American route of! 963 and 
descended the Hornbein Couloir to Camp 4. 
Theirs was a magnificent achievement indeed! 
After a day of storm, Stane Belak, Stipe Bozic and 
Sirdar Ang Phu went to the top, but were delayed 
somewhat by Bozic's filming. They bivouacked at 
27,000ft in the Hornbein Couloir. Another 
summit team - Borut Bergant, Ivan Kotnik and 
Vanja Matijevec - spent that same night at Camp 5 
on the West Ridge. Greatly concerned about the 

others with whom they had no radio contact, they 
decided to meet the second summit-trio on its way 
down. When the twogroupsmetonthemorningof 
May 16th, Ang Phu suddenly lost his balance, fell 
on his back and slid down the Hornbein Couloir. 
Perhaps the element of surprise, exhaustion and 
the loss of his ice-axe all contributed to his 
apparent lack of effort to arrest his fall. His body 
was found a day later some 6000ft below and 
buried there. In view of this tragic event the 
expedition was terminated. Once again an 
important milestone in the Everest-Saga, was 
marred by tragedy! 

Autumn 1979: The "Swabian Mount-Everest
Expedition 1979" stood under the leadership of 
Gerhard Schmatz. Once again they chose the 
South-Col-"highway". Camp 4 on the Col by 
September 24th. Hermann Warth, Sherpa Lakpa 
Gyaltsen and Hans von Kane! (Swiss) gained the 
summit on October 1st, followed by leader 
Gerhard Schmatz and Sirdar Pertemba. Three 
further teams moved up the next day: Tilman 
Fischbach and Sherpa Ang Phurba, Gi.inter 
Kampfe and Nick Banks (New Zealand), and 
finally the Sherpas Sundare, Ang Shambu with 
Hannelore Schmatz, wife of the leader, and Ray 
Genet, the Swiss Mount McKinley guide. 
Everyone reached the summit including Gerhard 
Schmatz, who, at age 50, bested Pierre Mazeaud's 
record by a few months. Radio contact at 10.30 
p.m. on October 2nd revealed the strong 
possibility of an accident: Sundare, Hannelore 
Schmatz and Ray Genet had not returned to the 
South Col! They were forced to bivouac at 
28,000ft, on the crest of the ridge. Ang Sham bu 
attempted to persuade them to continuetheirslow 
descent, but finally went down alone to get help. 
Faithful as he was, he first brought up two half-full 
oxygen-bottles to the bivouac-site which an earlier 
summit team had deposited on their way up. Ray 



Left: Captain Noel's original, painsrakingly hand 
coloured, ofrhe norrhern sideofEveresr. Theaurhor 
of these remarkable phorographs is still alive. (See 
People Mountain 60). Right: rheSouth Wes/ Face of 
Everest looming over ro the trench of rhe Wesrern 
Cwm. Pharo: John Cleare. 

Genet died during the night. Sundare, after a 
terrible night, fetched some more oxygen
cylinders from below, but for Ray it was too late. 
Sun dare led Hannelore down some way, but then 
her oxygen-bottle was again empty. This was the 
end, the night had taken too much out of her. The 
brave Sherpa remained with her until it was ail 
over. Later he Jost four toes ... 

Ajoint Chinese-Japanese reconnaissance took 
place on the Tibetan side of the mountain, with 
Naomi Uemura among the members. Three 
Chinese climbers are said to have been killed. 

1980: 
The first expedition allowed to attempt the 

mountain in winter was the Polish Expedition led 
by Andrzej Zawada. They succeeded literally on 
the last day they were permitted to be on 
Everest. Zawada and other Poles had long been 
exploring the possibilities of winter mountaineer
ing in the Himalayas. In 1972 they had climbed 
Noshaq (24,580ft) in the Hindu Kush. In 1974 
they had reached 27,050ft on Lhotse (27,923ft) on 
December 25th. The knowledge they gained there 
of weather in the Everest Massif made them keen 
to try Everest itself. Andrzej Zawada reports: 

"Base camp was established on 31 December 
1979. Next day we started searching a way through 
the Ice-fall in very hardwinterconditions,frequently 
in hurricane winds and frost. The lowest 
temperature in the Base Camp at that time was 
-24°c (and lareron rheSouth Col at -4JOc). 

On January 8, 1980 camp 1 was established by 
A. Heinrich, K. Wielicki, R. Szafirski, W. Fiut and 
K. Zurek. Camp 2 was established next day by the 
same team plus A lwow and M Piekutowski. 

Third camp was pitched on 15th of January 1980 
at the23,500ftlevelby K. Zurek, R. GajewskiandM. 
Pawlikowski. 

Unfortunately, afier pirching camp 3, 
climbing was stopped due to strong hurrimne winds. 
Several al/empts to reach the South Col were un
successful. Numerous members fell ill or got frost
bitten. Consequently, one of the members K Zurek 
was compelled to go back to Poland. 

Due to the severe wind and storms camp 3 was 
completely destroyed and had to be re-established. 
However, at last, after about one month's efforts on 
February 11, 1980 the 4th camp was established on 
the South Col by K Wielicki, L Cichy and W Fiut. 

The first night in camp 4 was very hard 
because of very strong winds, and it was impossible 
to pitch the tent. Thus they had rospend rhe nigh! ina 
small bivouac tenr. Only the next ream managed 
ro pirch a bigger tenr bur rhe weather condirions 
were still making an attack on the peak impossible. 

At last, on the 17th of February 1980 the weather 
permilled leszek Cichy and Krzysztof Wielicki to 
plant the Nepali and Polish .flags on the top of 
Mount Everest - the highest mountain in the world. 
This added a new chapter in the history of world 
mountaineering in winter." 

Barely a month after this epic of endurance five 
of the climbers, Zawada, Krzysztof Cielicki, 
Ryszard Gajewski, Zygmunt Heinrich, and 
Kazimierz Rusiecki with thesirdar, PembaNorbu 

and Mingma Tensing were back at Base camp to 
try a new route to the right of the British South 
West Face line, the South Pillar. 

Andrzej Zawada writes: 
"The expedition reached their Base Camp on the 

25th March, 1980. Camp 1 and camp 2 were the 
sameasthoseestablished by the Winter Expedition. 
Camp 3 at 23, 620ft was established on the 7th April 
by E. Chrobak and K. Cielecki, while camp 4 
(26,400ft) was set up by A. Czok, Z. Heinrich, J. 
Kukuczka, W. Olech, W. Wroz on 28th April. 
Between camp 2 and4 the route took a line through a 
series of icefields on the right hand sideqfthe Pillar. 
Fixed ropes werefound to be necessary. Above camp 
4 a 600ft rock band barred the way and proved to be 
the most difficult section of the route. All the 
members of the team were involved in overcoming 
this technically difficult problem. Camp 5 was 
finally established above the rock band, at an 
altitudeof27,250jion the 14th May, by RGajewski, 
J Kulis and K J Rusiecki. 

On the 18 May, A Czok and J Kukuczka moved up 
to camp 5 and spent a difficult night harassed by 

strongwindsand snow. Undeterred they began their 
summit bid at 5 o'clock the following morning. 
Throughout the day they encountered deep snow, 
strong winds, and very low temperatures which 
made the climbing slow and exhausting work 
despite the use of oxygen. After seven hours of 
cominuous ef]orr the two climbers reached the South 
Summit. Their oxygen finished, they decided never
theless to push on for the main summit without 
oxygen, and at 4 pm they stood on the Roof of the 
World. Their return to camp 5 involved a long 
struggle deep into the night. When they finally 
reached the sanctuary of the tent they had been in 
action for seventeen laborious hours, and a new 
route had been opened on Everest. 

Throughout the time the expedition was on the 
Mountain the weather proved to be considerably 
worse than expected. Nearly every day of May saw 
first snowfall creating quiteconsiderableavalanche 
danger. 

These rwo Polish successes on Everest have only 
been made possible by the help and cooperation of 
the Nepali members of the expedition, as well as all 
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Nepalese institutions and specially the Ministry of 
Tourism, HMG of Nepal." 

At the same time a Basque Expedition 
succeeded on the Original Route. MartinZabaleta 
and Pasang Temba Sherpa reached the summ iton 
May 14 bivouacing near the South Summiton the 
way down. 

Meanwhile, on the North side, the first 
'outsiders' to be allowed to climbfor42yearswere 
active. A large Japanese expedition, under heavy 
commercial sponsorship necessitated by the cost 
f,ictors explained in the Info column of this issue, 
climbed two routes. The classic North Col and 
North East Ridge and a direct line on the North 
Face. Tsunemichi Ikeda, of The !wa to Yuki, puts 
the trip in perspective: 

"Much has been reported in Japan through 
various media about the most expensive mountain
eering expedition in history: the two successful 
Everest summit bids by the NE Ridge and N Face in 
early May. Nobody, however, could satisfy ITY's 
doubt; why only one bid by the NE Ridge, and three 
by the N Face were made, even though the massive 
siege employed the help of 21 Chinese "assistant 
climbers"? 

What !TY has found so far are; 1, there were 
actually two clear parties wi thou/ inter-communica
tion on the mountain; 2, the headquarters of the 
expedition was in Tokyo some 5,000km away and 
its remote control was able to manage the deploy
ments; 3, theintervention of the media sponsors was 
negligible, though suspicious rumours were 
rampant in mountaineering circles. 

The approach to CMA (Chinese Mountaineering 
Association) started in October 1977 when 
Eizaburo Nishibori (77, president of the Japanese 
Alpine Club) visited China as a member of a 
goodwill mission. There were at least two other 
competitors in Japan for permission to climb 
Everest. Some members of JMA (Japanese Moun-
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taineering Assoc.) were JAC's rivals. Compromise 
was reached in the spring of '78 and JAC took the 
initiative for the organization. Naomi Uemura 
made a trip ro Tibet the following June (sponsored 
by Mainichi Broadcasting System (MBS). On rhe 
way, he proposed rhat the CMA give permission ro 
JAC. The protocol was exchanged in early Aug. 
MBC withdrew from sponsoring the expedition 
when the budget was revealed to surpass Y400 
million (£800,000). Instead Yomiuri Shimbun 
Newspapers and Nippon TV Network guaranteed 
the expedition. 

The original plan was only to climb the NE Ridge 
and to move a VTR to the summit. Later, rather 
abruptly, another siege on the North Face was 
added. The planning was done hastily in the 
summer of '79, and a 9-man reconnaissance party 
was sent to the mountain in mid-September. Two 
routes were investigated until late October. Four 
Chinese "assistant climbers" were killed in a 
crevasse by an avalanche. 

The party was announced by Yomiwiin the New 
Year's day paper of '80. After rhat Yomiuri gave 
much space ro the expedition until May. Wesrern 
media's interesrs mainly focused upon the 
unidenri/ied body on rhe N Ridge at 26,500Ji. 

Base Camp was made on May 5 and deployments 
starred simulraneouslyon rheNorth East Ridge and 
North Face. little problem occurred/or the Norrh 
Face team. Hideki Miyashita's logistics worked well 
and the route was smoothly developed on steep ice 
and snow slopes to the Hornbein Couloir. Ropes 
were fixed up to 27,400ft on Apr. 22. Chinese 
membersferried loads to C4 (25,500ft). 

On the other hand the NE Ridge team, led by 
Yoshioh Hamano soon encountered dijficulties. Y. 
Kato and S. Nakamura developed the route all 
through, the others were devoted to load ferrying. 
When the pair rested in lower camps, the roure was 
nor pushed. Incessant high winds also dislifrbed the 

Left: The desperarely loose climb to the Lho La. 
Above: In a couloir on the Wesr Ridge at 26,00Q/i. 
Right: The North Face above rhe Upper Rongbuk 
Glacier. The Hornbein Couloir is rhe prominent 
Gully below the summit. West shoulder on right 
skyline. Photos: Yugoslav Wesr Ridge Expedirion. 

activiries on the ridge. 
Telecommunications between Tokyo and Everest 

via Peking worked well every day. Tokyo analyzed 
the sate/lire pictures of the clouds over the area and 
forecasted for the party. The summir bid days on 
May 3 and 10 were set by Tokyo headquarters. Also 
theheadquartergraspedthedeploymentsquitewell. 
The general leader, usually a nominal title only, of 
the party, Nishibori, seems to have taken effective 
leadership of the party ji-om Tokyo. He decided to 
a//empr one summir bid by the NE Ridge ream. 
Climbing leader Y Karo had the impression that it 
was possible to make two because sufficient loads 
had been ferried ro highercampsand May 3 (thejirst 
bid day) was early compared with former 
expeditions on rhe lidge. 

The N Face team's plan was hampered by the 
frostbite of K Takami in late Apr. Then Akira Ube 
was killed by an avalanche on May 2. Finally, two 
summit bids by 6 members were reduced to one by 
two members. 

Just as rhe a//empt on the SW Face by JAC's 
expedirion to Everesr in '70, the siege of the N Face, 
much more fascinaring rhan rhe NE Ridge, was 
added /arer ro the original plan. Time/or prepara
rion was only half a year, and the two team leaders 
did nor seem to exchange opinions well during rhe 
planning and also in deployment. Obviously, logis
tics/or rhe NE Ridge involved many problems. 

The climbers individually were considered strong 
in Japanese mountaineering circles. But they merely 
obeyed to work on the massive siege and could not 
fully use their own power on the mountain. It is 
·regrettable that theJapaneseAlpine Club, the oldest 
and still biggest mountaineering group in Japan, 
could notconsiderany "challenging" element/or the 
expedition but only schemed an oldfashioned siege 
in rhe '50s style. " 

But there was more amazing climbing to come 
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in this landmark year. On August 20 Reinhold 
Messner stood alone on the summit of Everest 
having made the first solo ascent from the Tibetan 
side. Arriving in mid-July Messner, accompanied 
only by his girl friend Nena, soon established an 
Advanced Base at 21,300ft. But the weather 
proved to be too warm during the monsoon for 
climbing. After a six week wait Messner tried 
again on August 18 after there had been two weeks 
of fine windy weather to move much of the snow. 

Leaving Advance Base at 5 am he had only 
climbed some 1,500ft before he fell into a 
crevasse. Despite this frightening delay he 
reached the North Col (23,900ft) by 9 am. The 
rock on the ridge and the North Face was snow 
free and he climbed on in good weather to make 
camp at 25,600ft. As on Nanga Parbat, the solo 
climb on which gave him the preparation for 
Everest, he carried a small tent, as part of the 15 
kilo load in his sac. He was too tired to move his 
half-pitched tent down hill to a better site, also 
dehydrated by the high altitude sun. 

The following day he left a small food cache -
two tins of sardines, some soup and tea - and 
climbed on in deep snow towards the Great 
Couloir, Norton's route. The effort was so great 
that he failed to notice the worsening weather. By 
3 pm he was forced to camp, which hedidonarock 
promontory some 200ft to the left of the Norton 
Couloir at a height of27,000ft. Despite the 'short 
working day' he was too tired to remove his boots 

EVEREST: 

and slept in them. 
In the morning the weather was not markedly 

better but he chose to trywi th out his sac. Climbing 
with just his axe and camera he went up the 
Norton Couloir. High in this he climbed a snow 
gully splitting a steep, striped-rock wall which 
though easy left him exhausted in knee deep 
snow. The visibility continued poor but as he 
joined the North Ridge a vertical rock wall barred 
the way. He thought this was the 2nd step and he 
turned it to the left. Continuing up the ridge, he 
reached the summit at 3 pm, August 20th. His 
second visit, and again no view! The summit was 
deep in monsoon snow he noted. He did not stay 
long before commencing the descent which took 
20 hours. 

Messner's ascentclimaxesa fine yearwi th three 
important ascents of the mountain. His oxygen
less solo will define the style of ascent for the 
future (a British expedition will attempt the West 
Ridge without oxygen this winter, accepting the 
new style) The South Col route will undoubtedly 
remain the most popular climb in the Himalayas 
i.e. the most trodden, but after 1980 it stands to 
Everest climbing as the original way up Mont 
Blanc does to Alpine climbing. 

As this lengthy account is being completed, 
other Everest assaults are either contemplated, 
carried out, or hoped for. "There is no end to this 
Kingdom of Adventure!" Or is there? 

This year, in commemoration of the first ascent 

of Dhaulagiri twenty years ago, Max Eiselin is 
selling membership in a "commercial" expedition 
to the sixth-highest mountain. There is no reason 
to doubt the possibility of a similar venture being 
organised in, say, 1983, to celebrate the thirtieth 
anniversary of the first ascent of Everest. Some 
may shudder at the thought, but that seems to be 
the direction in which we are heading ... 

Robert Browning's words may provide some 
hope: 

"Speak as they please, what does the 
mountain care? 
Ah, but a man's reach should exceed his 
grasp, 
Or what's a heaven for?" 

Summary of statistics: 
(Approximate, due to scanty information from 

the northern side of the mountain.) 
Total projects: 61 
Reconnaissances: 7 
Climbing attempts: 51 
Successful climbs: 25 (?) 
Routes: 
Rope-teams on top: 
Women on top: 
Individuals on top: 
Deaths on Everest and 

during approach: 

7 
41 (?) 
4 

112 (?) 
50 (?) 
50 (?) 

Thed1soovcryofthc h1ghes1pcak was the work ofthcsurveyoflndia and 
wasach1evedbygradualstages,andas aresu ltofmct1culousde1a1lcdwork. 
Between 1845and 1850atnangulauonofthcplamstothc south of the 
Himalaya was undertaken, and the surveyors were instructed to log any of 
thcpcaksvmblefromtheirstat1ons. Ccrtamprom1nentmountams,suchas 
NandaDev1,DhaulagiriandKangchcl'1JUngawereeasilyre.cogrusablcfrom 
the plams: others were simply indicated by a survey symbol among them 
the somewhat un1mpress1vc Mpcak XV" m the remote background. When 
the field work was done, the business of cakulatJon and evaluation was 
begun 1n the Compuung Office at Dchra Dun and Calcutta. and m 18521he 
head of the CalcuLatmg Office advised the Surveyor General, Sir Andrew 
Waugh, that Peak XV was tugherthan anyothersumm1tsofarobscrved. In 
1856th1smountalflwasgiventhename 1nhme1obeoome world-famous 

of Mount Everest. m honour of the distmgu1shcd Head oflhc Survey of 
India between l82Jand 1843. Sir George Everest. though he had actually 

highest mountain. Wasn't there an older (and more beautiful) local 
designation? The Bnllsh Resident m Nepal Bnan l-lodg.son, a noted 
linguist. suggested MDcvadhungaM. but this wasqu1teobv1ously based ona 
m1sunderst.and1ng, and after some controversy this name which had no 
solid geographical foundatwn was dropped. Another name, 
MGaunsankar', which gradually became well-«oown. met with more 
sua:css. This nch-soundmg word won a firm place, and for half a century, 
passed for the historic Mpropcr" name of the mount.am. Hermann von 
Schlagmtwe1l, the famous German, Asia and lhmalaya-p1oneer. was 
responsible for th1serror. Hav1ngamved m India m 1855, he tned toobt.am 
exact mformauon. al least from a distance, about this mount.am which 
calC1Jlatwns had only recently elevated to such 1mpress1vc heights. His 
endeavours led him, as we know today, mto a double-lrap: When he 
attempted to observe Everest from S1kk1m, i.e. from the southeast., he was 
misled into thinking that Makalu (27 ,82Sft), that huge 8000crwh1ch seems 
to dominate everything near 1l, was Evcrcsl He then went to Nepal, and 
from K.aulia, a hill •sta tion 10 the northwest of Kathmandu, he drew a 
beaullful panorama supposedly reprcscntmg the Everest Group from the 

west. The most tmprcss1ve peak m 1hed1rcct1onofEveresl, which from this 
vantage pomt appears to dwarf C'olerything else and which Schlag1ntweit 
assumed to be Everest.. 1s a mountain known in Nepal as Gaunsankar. In 
this way Schlagintweitamved al the false CQuat10n: Gaunsankar Mount 
Everest Peak XV (29.02211: or 8.840m). Whereas the cautious Survey of 
India nC'olerd1dadopt this error. based on two false premises. this position 
was attnbuted by many people to ~sn11sh narrow-mindedness~ The 
Survey. they sani, were merely ms1stmg lhat the English n.ime should be 
maintained. oome what may, in favour of lhc bcautJful local name of 
Gaunsankar. And so 1t oime about that this error was oop1ed m many 
atlases and taught m many schools. 

SaratChandraOas'sfamousTibet.and1ctionary,ChomoKangkar.mcaning 
~The \llh1te Snow of the Mother-Queen~. This lovely old Tibet.an name, 
however. seem s to have been used occasionally without finding general 
acceptance. After a time 1t disappeared from all European maps. 

SmcethefirstEverestExpcd1t1onofl921,thenameChomalungma,also 
wntten Chomo Lungmo. has found an established place. As long ago as 
1910, C G. Bruce had msisted empha!Jcally on this local name, Quoungas 
sponsors the topographer Natha Singh and his own Sholl.a porters who 
hved m the Dudh Kos1 valley to the south ofEveresL In more recent times 
the speU1ng of lhc Tibet.an name has been modified lo Chomolongma 
( -Goddess-Mother of the Land), the Nepalese name 1s Sag,umatha 
( - Summit of the Sky), and the Chinese call it Mount Jo/mo lu11gma or 
Quomola11Kma Fmx. 

AOthmg lo do with the d1soovery, having retired k> England a long wtule 
before. 

The world did not take kindly IO the sober, rather prosaic name for rts 

On the instructions of Lord Curzon. the re1gnmg Yic:eroy of India, 
Captain Wood v1s1tcd K.aulla, surveyed the oontroversial peaks and 
established beyond the shadow of a doubt that Gaunsankar and Mount 
Everest were definnely two d11ferent mountains - Gaunsankar being one 
and the sameas~Peak XX" of the Survey, about forty miles to the west of 
Everest and ~only~23.442fl tugh. 

Another local name for Mount Everestappcarcdonthe~ne m 1902 m 

For more than a hundred years the official hei ght or Everest was fixed at 
29,002ft (8840m). bu ton the basis ofcak:ulatKlns made between 1952 and 
1955,thcSurveyoflnd!a'sad.Justedfigureis29.028fl(8848m). 
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Cyclops System 
The Cyclops Anatomic System is comprised of three main ele
ments - the internal frame, padded back and hip belt - each 
part playing a vital role in achieving the supreme comfort 
afforded by all Cyclops models. 
Special features include: 
• Integral aluminium alloy frame contoured in three dimensions 

to follow the shape of the back and spread the load through the 
pelvis. It maintains the anatomic design and prevents the sac 
sagging away from the back and is further adjusted to suit 
individual back shapes. 

• Canvas back, padded and upholstered to prevent sac contents 
digging into the back. 

• Adjustable padded straps curve over a wide area of the shoul
ders for maximum stability and comfort. 

• Top tensioning straps, which, when tightened, draw the top of 
the sac closer to, and slightly over, the shoulders giving a much 
more relaxed upright posture. 

• Hip belt shares the weight of the load between hips and shoul
ders. 

• Hip fins leave the sac at an angle ensuring no chaffing or 
discomfort from the hip belt. 

• Quick release Bergbuckle allowing simple, fast adjustment. 
• A range of sizes for varying back lengths. 

CYCLOPS ECHO CYCLOPS ROC 



A.B.System 
This advanced sac is designed to give full adjustability for dif
ferent back lengths, and also allows air circulation over much of 
the back. Two key features for many climbers and walkers! 
Special features include: 
• The 'X' frame provides an extremely stable carry. It can, and 

should be bent to frt the individual's back, and it can be 
removed if required. 

• The fit of this back is fully adjustable over an equivalent range 
in Cyclops of Size O to in excess of Size 3. The fit can therefore 
be changed when desired, to suit friends or accommodate 
growth in the case of a younger person. 

• Adjustment is effected by slotting the top tensioner straps 
through any one of the 4 slots provided. The strap adjustment 
patches are mounted on top of the 'X' frame tunnels, and so are 
set in a slight Vee. The straps come slightly closer together 
when positioned for a shorter back, thus adjusting to the 
anatomy of the wearer. 

• After the adjustment of the top tensioner straps, the padded 
Vee take-off patch is adjusted by means of the vertical strap 
and buckle, arranged under the lumbar pad. 

• Only 2 comfortably padded areas are in contact with the back 
- the lumbar pad and the top pad attached to the shoulder 
straps. 

• The hips fins are long and generously padded for maximum 
comfort. 

A.B. 65 A.B. 95 

Delta System 
The system features a fluted back In the shape of t:, from which 
the system derives it's name. These flutes Incorporate foam 
padding and house the malleable aluminium 'X' frame, which 
may be bent to the desired shape of the wearer. 
Special features include: 
• The two smaller capacity models have short backs and are 

suitable for short expeditions or carrying loads up to about 
201b. 

• The model 40L has a longer back, which Increases the stability 
of the load and has a waist strap. This Is suitable for slightly 
heavier loads and can of course, accommodate longer items of 
equipment. 

• The two top models in the range have hip fins and belt with 
quick release facilities. The back is fluted with two different 
thicknesses and densities of foam. This gives a cooler carry and 
the semi-rigid central spine of foam gives good stability for 
heavier loads. 

• The back of all these models Is of Oxford nylon/GORE-TEX 
which gives a non-absorbent yet comfortable surface which 
dries extremely quickly. This combines the advantages of can
vas and nylon. 

This system is designed to fit most back lengths with one size 
and is suitable for loads up to 501b. 

DELTA40L DELTA 55 



Everest Historical Summary 

Geographical location of Mount Everest : in 
Kingdom of Nepal/Tibet, China 27 59' 16" N., 
Latitude 18 55' 40" E. , Longitude. Height8848m ; 
29,028 ft . 

Comments in italics: D = Dyhrenfurth, 
M = Mountain, from other sources. 

c1590 The first known sketch map of the 
Himalayas, drawn by Father Anthony 
Monserrate, a Spanish Jesuit. 1661 
Grueber and d' Orville travel Peking
Lhasa-Khatmandu-Patna. c1717 First 
maps of Tibet and the Himalayas pro
duced by Chinese lamas. 1733 Jean 
Baptiste d'Anville (French), mapped 
Tibet, using the measurements and 
observations of the Jesuit missionaries 
in China. Published in Paris as 'Atlas 
of China' in 42 sheets. 1811 Charles 
Crawford produced the first map of 
Nepal, 7 ½ miles to inch . 1849/ 50 Peak 
XV observed from six separate 
positions 1 00 miles away. 1852 The 
Survey results indicated that Peak XV 
measured 29,002ft (8840ml, higher 
than any known mountain. 

1893 Bruce and Younghusband plan an 
ascent, but get no further than the polo 
field where the idea started. 1906 C. G. 
Bruce, T. G. Longstaff and A. L. Mum
mery plan an expedition to Everest in 
1907 but no permit obtained. 1910 
Kellas takes first photos from North 
side. 1913 Captain Noel takes photos 
within 40 miles on North side. 1915 
Rawlings' plan for climb stopped by 
war. During this period the Royal Geo
graphical Society, especially Hinks, 
maintain research interest, publishing 
photos etc. 1920 Sir Charles Bell, 
British Political Agent in Sikkim, visited 
Lhasa and received official permission 
from Tibet for an expedition to Mount 
Everest. 

1921 Colonel C. K. Howard Bury leads 1st 
Mount Everest expedition, a Recon
naissance. After several weeks Mallory 
and Bullock found the approach over 
the East Rongbuk Glacier to the North 
Col. It is important to note that no guides 
were taken though they had been in 
cluded in all previous expedition 
plans. M. Kellas dies. 

1922 2nd British Expedition. Leader: General 
C. G. Bruce. 8000m mark was passed 
for the first time. First use of oxygen 
apparatus on the mountain. An ava
lanche killed seven Sherpa porters. D. 

1924 3rd British Expedition. Leader: Lt . Col. 
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E. F. Norton. On June 4 he reached 
28, 100ft without oxygen. George 
Mallory and Andrew Irvine were lost 
attempting the summit; they were last 
seen by Odell climbing by the 1st or 
2nd step. Remembered for the tragic 
deaths of Mallory and Irvine. Perhaps 
should be remembered more for 
Norton 's climb. D. Maybe causing the 
first Himalayan access problem. A 
cultural clash between the climbers 
and Tibetans, aggravated by misunder
standings between climbers and the 
British Agent, Bailey, led to a nine year 
ban . 

1933 

1934 

1935 

1936 

1938 

1947 

1951 

1952 

4th British Expedition . Leader: Hugh 
Ruttledge. Camp VI w as established 
at 27,350ft. Wyn Harris and Lyn Wager 
reached a height of over 27,750ft, as 
did Frank Smythe a day later. Despite 
using the whole Kamet Team (highest 
climbed summit 25,447ft 21st June, 
1931) a classic high altitude expedition, 
argument/personality clash cost two 
fine days and the chance of success. Had 
the narrowness of the margin of defeat 
and the personal lessons been apprecia
ted, Everest could have been climbed 
sooner. " It may be that we lost not two 
days but twenty years.'" Raymond 
Greene 1933 Expedition member. M. 
1st aerial photos taken by Houston 
Everest Flight. 

Maurice Wilson tried solo, died below 
North Col. 

A strong British reconnaissance team 
(5th British Everest Expedition) arrived 
late in the season and only reached the 
North Col. Leader: Eric Shipton. The 
expedition made several ascents of 
summits in the Everest region. The first 
photographs were taken looking down 
into the Western Cwm. Much maligned 
for climbing twenty-three unclimbed 
"small summits " (20-23, 000ft). It was 
intended only as a reconnaissance (took 
first photographs of Western Cwm). 
Because of misunderstood 1933failure, 
the Committee fears took precedence 
over climbers ' judgement, with a man
date not to try for the summit A proper 
try should have been allowed. M. Sherpa 
Tenzing's first expedition . 

6th British Expedition . Leader: Hugh 
Ruttledge. Hampered by bad weather 
didn't get far above the North Col. ''The 
rejects " (Odell, Tilman) climbed Nanda 
Devi. John Hunt turned down because 
of "weak heart " ! M. 

7th British Expedition . Leader: Bill 
Tilman . A height of c27,750ft was 
reached . North Col reached from the 
West. A small expedition which 
showed you could get results without 
spending much money. 

Solo attempt by Canadian Earl Den
man, who climbed to within a short 
distance of the North Col. Nepal opens 
its borders to outsiders. 

1st British reconnaissance of the 
Nepalese side of Everest by Bill Tilman 
and Charles Houston (U .-S.). They 
reached the foot of the Khumbu lcefall. 

2nd Briti sh reconnaissance led by Eric 
Shipton . First ascent of the Khumbu 
lcefall stops right at end of crevasse of 
Western Cwm. 
Solo effort by a Dane, R. B. Larsen, on 
the North side ; he reached the North 
Col. 

Swiss Expeditions. Leaders : E. Wyss
Dunant and G. Chevalley. The pre
monsoon climbers pioneered the route 
through the Western Cwm, over the 
Geneva Spur to the South Col and the 
South-east Ridge. R. Lambert and 

1953 

1956 

1958 

1960 

1962 

1963 

1965 

Sherpa Tenzing reached a height of 
28,250ft. The post monsoon climb 
used the Lhotse Face to the South Col 
(their high point) and this has since 
become the classic route. 
Alleged tragedy to Soviet North Ridge 
Team under Wladimir Kaschinski at 
27 ,000ft. 

FIRST ASCENT. May 29 Edmund 
Hillary and Sherpa Tenzing in the 
course of the British Expedition, led by 
Colonel John Hunt. The first ascent of 
the South Summit was made two days 
earlier by Charles Evans and Tom 
Bourdillon . What had started as part of 
the Edwardian quest for " the poles of the 
earth " was finished by a supremely well 
planned climb using old experience for 
training and food and modern (oxygen) 
technology.M. 

Swiss Expedition . Leader: A. Eggler. 
Two teams reached the summit. E. 
Schmied and J. Marmet on May 21 and 
A. Reist and H. van Gunten on May 22. 
The first ascent of Lhotse was made on 
May 18 by two members of the same 
expedition . A truly fine effort. The first 
expedition to climb two 8,000m peaks. 

Soviet-Chinese trip under J . A. 
Beleckij . Again no confirmation. 

Chinese claim an ascent of Everest via 
the North Ridge. Experts have doubted 
whether the summit was in fact 
reached because of bad weather at the 
same time on the South side and lack 
of photographic evidence. Comparing 
the few photographs with earlier shots. 
a height of 8,500 metres (plus or minus 
50 metres) was certainly reached . A 
Chinese film of the expedition was 
made and alleged members have been 
interviewed since. Reaching the 
summit is still in doubt. First Indian 
Expedition under Gyan Singh , failed in 
bad storms. 

Second Indian Expedition under J . 
Dias, failed at South Summit. A group 
of three Americans including 
Woodrow, Wilson, Sayre and one 
Swiss made an unauthorized attempt 
from the North, reaching just above the 
North Col. 

American Expedition. Leader N. 
Dyhrenfurth. Two successful ascents 
of the South-east Ridge route by Jim 
Whittaker and Sherpa Gombu on May 1 
and Barry Bishop and Lute Jerstad on 
May 22. 
W . Unsoeld and T. Hornbein made the 
first traverse of Everest, climbing the 
West Ridge and descending the South 
East Ridge. With Bishop and Jerstad 
they bivvied at 28,250ft, descent the 
following day. Often billed as a "lush 
budget" American production ; 
"Without the backing of Government, 
industry, Alpine Clubs, Himalayan Com
mittees etc. that has been extended 
to Everest expeditions ofother nations .. . 
The truth of the matter, known to the 
very few, is the sad fact that the man 
who conceived, organized and led the 
expedition has been teetering on the 
brink of bankruptcy ever since . .. " D. 

Third Indian Everest 
Leader: M. S. Kohli . In 
assaults, nine men 
summit. 

Expedition . 
four-separate 
reached the 



1966/ 
7/8 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

Assorted Chinese attempts. As the 
reports are phrased in the Thoughts of 
Chairman Mao, facts are hard to come 
by. Nepal closed until 1969. 

Post-monsoon. Japanese climbers 
reconnoitre Everest South-west Face 
from the Western Cwm. They reached 
a height of 26,500ft in the Central 
Gully. 

A big Japanese expedition. Four 
members reached the summit by the 
South-east Ridge route, first post
monsoon ascent. Japanese Ski Everest 
Expedition accomplished first ski 
descent (with parachute) from the 
South Col to the Western Cwm. Six 
Sherpas were lost in the lcefall. No 
progress on South West Face. 

International Everest Expedition. 
Leader: N. Dyhrenfurth (participants 
from 13 nations). Reached 27,850ft on 
the South-west Face; an attempt on the 
West Ridge failed. Media exaggera
tions of personality clashes which were 
not the real cause of failure; bad weather 
and illness operating together. D. M. 
Whillans and Haston spent twenty-one 
days above 24,500ft, new value for time 
available at altitude. M. 
Argentine expedition under H. C. 
Tolosa failed. 

A European expedition under K. M. 
Herrligkoffer failed on the South-west 
Face (8,300m). Media exaggerations 
again but this time the climbers believed 
the press resulting in Anglo German 
dispute. M. 
First British Expedition to the South
west Face, led by Chris Bonington 
made no further progress. 

64-member Italian expedition led by 
Guido Monzino. 8 climbers go to the 
summit via the normal (South-east 
Ridge) route. 
48-member Japanese expedition, led 
by Michio Yuasa, on the South-west 
Face, no progress. 

Unsuccessful Spanish Expedition. 
French Expedition attempted the West 
Ridge via Lho La, without oxygen. 
Expedition leader Gerard. Devouas
soux and 4 Sherpas were killed 
in an avalanche, another sherpa died 
the following day. 

Japanese Ladies' Expedition led by E. 
Hisano. Junko Tabei first woman on the 
summit, May 16. 
Very large Chinese Expedition climbed 
the North Ridge. The deputy leader, 
Phantog a Tibetan lady, was among 8 
Tibetans and 1 Chinese on the summit, 
May 27. 
British South-west Face Expedition 
under. Bonington successful. Dougal 
Haston and Doug Scott (Sept 24, 
bivouac on the South Summit,) and 
Peter Boardman with Sherpa Pertemba 
(Sept 26) reached the summit. Mick 
Burke was lost in the vicinity of the 
summit on Sept, 26. 
Note that the Chinese used little oxygen, 
only at stops. The South-West Face 
Expedition was the quickest to the 
summit so far. M. 

EVEREST - SUMMIT ROSTER 

1953 1976 
Edmund Hillary 
Tenzing Norgay 

1956 

New Zealand S. E. Ridge Brummy Stokes 
Bronco lane 
Bob Cormack 
Chris Chandler 

1977 
Sang -Don Ko 
Pemba Norbu 

Ernst Schmied 
Juerg Marmet 
Adolf Reist 
Hansrudolfvon Gunten 

1960 

Sherpa 

Swiss 
Swiss 
Swi ss 
Swiss 

1978 
Wang Fu -Chou 
Kombu 

Chinese N. E. Ridge Wolfgang Nairz 
Horst Bergmann 
Robert Schauer 
Ang Phu 

Chu Yin -Hua 

1963 

Chinese 
Chinese 

Jim Whittaker 
Nawang Gombu 
Barry Bishop 
lute Jerstad 
Willy Unsoeld 
Tom Hornbein 

1965 

U.S. S.E. Ridge Reinhold Messner 
Peter Habeler Sherpa 

U.S. 

~1 W. Ridge 

First no oxygen 
Oswald Olz 
Reinhard Karl 
Franz Oppurg 
Hans Engel 

U.S. & Traverse 

A. S. Cheema 
Nawang Gombu 

Indian S.E. Ridge Sepp Mack 
Hulbert Hillmaier 
Pierre Mazeaud 
Jean Afanassief 
Nicholas Jaeger 
Kurt Diemberger 
Wanda Rutkiewicz 

Sonam Gyatso 
Sonam Wangyal 
Vohra . C. P. 
Ang Kami 
H. P. S . Ahluwalia 
H. C. S. Rawat 
Phu Dorje 

1970 
Naomi Uemura 
Teruo Matsuura 
Katsutoshi Hirabayashi 
Chotare (or Chotaley) 

1973 
Rinaldo Carrel 
Mirko Minuzzo 
Lhakpa Tenzing 
Sambu Tamang 
Fabrizio lnnamorati 
Virginia Epis 
C. Benedetti 
Sonam Gyalgen (Gyaltzen) 

1973 
H1sashi lshiguro 
Yasuo Kato 

First Post-Monsoon Ascent 

1975 
Junko Tabei (Mrs .) 
Ang Tshering 

1975 

Sherpa 
(2nd ascent) 

Indian 
Indian 
Indian 
Sherpa 
Indian 
Indian 
Sherpa 

Japan 
Japan 
Japan 
Sherpa 

Italy 
Italy 
Sherpa 
Sherpa 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Sherpa 

Japan 
Japan 

Japan 
Sherpa 

R. Allenbach 
S. Hupfauer 
Wilhelm Klimek 
Mingma 
Ang Dorje 
Georg Ritter 
Berndt Kullman 

1979 
A. Strempfelz 
N. Zaplotnik 
S. Belak 
S. Bozic 
Ang Phu 
Dr. G. Schmatz 
H. Warth 
H. von Kaenel 
Pertemba 
Lakpa Gyalzo 
R. Genet 
Mrs. Schmatz 
Dr. T. Fishbach 
G. Kaempfe 
N. Banks 
Ang Phurba 
Ang Jangbu 
Sundare 

Phantog (Mrs.) 
Sodnam Norbu 
lotse 

Tibetan N.E. Ridge 
19BO 
L. Cishy 

Tibetan 
Tibetan 
Chinese 
Tibetan 
Tibetan 
Tibetan 
Tibetan 
Tibetan 

K. Wielicki 
Y. Kato 

T. Ozaki 
T. Shigehiro 
M . Zabaleta 

Hon Sheng-tu 
Samdrup 
Darphuntso 
Kunga Pasang 
Tsering Tobygal 
Hgapo Khyen 

Doug Scott 
Dougal Haston 
PP.ter Boardman 
Pertemba 

Br. S.W . Face 
Pasang Temba 
A. Czok 

BL 
B,. 
Sherpa 
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ded inthebookMountEverest: TheRecon• 
naissance (C. K. Howard Bury and others 
- Amold, 1922). Issued by RGS Scale 
1:100,000. 

1 924 1 :63,360 Mount Everest and the Group of 
Choma Lungma. By Charles Jacot• 
Guillarmod. after E. 0. Wheeler 1921 and 
Hari Singh 1924, published by the 
Everest Committee and reproduced in The 
Fight for Everest: 1924 (E. F. Norton and 
others, Amold 1925). (Dissatisfied with 
the work of the Survey of India, Hinks at 
the RGS commissioned this map. des
cribing Guillarmod as the greatest rock• 
artist among the contemporary carto 
graphers. Guiltarmod worked on this at 
the RGS, then sadly died just before its 
publication.) 

1935 1:20,000 The Northern Face of Mount 
Everest drawn by M. Spender of the 1935 
Reconnaissance party (reproduced both 
in HJ IX and in Everest. The Unfinished 
Adventure, by H. Ruttledge, Hodder 
1937). 

195 7 1 :25,000Chomolongma - Mount Everest 
by Erwin Schneider and F. Ebster, Vienna 
1957. 

1965 I :50,000 Nepal Himalaya - Khumbu 
Himal E. Schneider and F. Ebster. Vienna 
1965. 

1976 1: 100,000EverestRegion, RGS. 
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The Dead Peacocl< 
by Jeff Long 

During the late spring thaw in 1962 a People's 
Liberation Army patrol was hunting Tibetan 
guerillas, stray drokpas (nomads) and any wild 
game they could find in the wilds of southwest 
Tibet. It had been four long years since an 
attempted rebellion against Chinese rule had 
taken place in Lhasa, but there were stil 1 tenacious 
ripples in the provinces, men with guns, fathers 
with out their families, fierce monks who had lost 
their lamaseries. At the mouth of the valley, half 
exposed to the elements and carnivores, the 
soldiers found two corpses. One was Chinese the 
other seemed to be Tibetan. The curious thing was 
that they had died of the cold together, both 
wearing unusually heavy quality jackets and 
boots. Even the soldiers had never been given 
access to such wam1 clothing, and so the mystery 
began. 

The soldiers, though practically illiterate, were 
alert enough not to bury the bodies, recognizing a 
certain method that should be observed in such 
unusual cases. After considerable debate the 
decision was made to return the corpses to Lhasa. 
This later proved to be just the first leg of the two 
dead men 's journey back to the wam1er tiles of 
Tien An Men Square in Peking where it's said the 
Chinese climber's father brought a beautiful 
peacock to release by the grave of his only son. 

At the time though, the PLA soldiers had no 
inkling these two bodies were those of climbers. 
As the second of the bodies was being extracted 
from the snowbank a startled grouse began 
giggling several yards away to distract the soldiers 
from her nest, and a camera spilled from the 
corpse's pocket. The Chinese boys were really 
intrigued by this and speculated on where the 
expensive camera might have come from, 
whether the dead men might have been spies of 
some kind or heroes of a secret mission. Each 
silently coveted the camera for himself. Only later, 
as an afterthought in Lhasa, was a single, half
ruined roll of film removed. Only one photo 
could be salvaged - a summit photo. The soldiers 
never imagined the camera might contain such a 
morsel of history, they were used to exercising 
more fundamental thoughts. That night they ate 
grouse eggs for dinner. 

By the time the bodies had finally been 
transported to a border road and a vehicle 
procured for the ride back to Lhasa, their decay 
had begun. The smell was quite bad by the time 
the patrol reached Lhasa in early July. Word was 
immediately sent to their commander, who in 
tum contacted the vice-Chairman of National 
Minorities Affairs. Within half an hour, rapid by 
any bureaucratic standards, not only the vice
Chaim1an but also his superior and another 
Chaim1an had hurried to the street where the 
bodies lay on wind-stained asphalt. These 
important officials arrived in Chinese vehicles 
escorted by other PLA soldiers in fresh grey 
unifom1s. After sunset Lhasa was a dangerous 
city, and any official without protection was 
courting assassination. Beneath the shadowless 
loops of telephone wire strung between neat two 
story barracks, one of the officials recognized the 
deathmasks. One Chaim1an laid claim to them 
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"for the Party", the other went even further and 
declared that the two corpses were a veritable 
symbol of Chinese Tibet. 

As the story was told to me, a crowd ofTi be tans 
had meanwhile gathered, wary of the dead which 
could have been their own, and wary too of the 
soldiers who were Han and hated inferior 
minorities. Suddenly there was a long, scraping 
sob, and with that one of the dead men received a 
second and conclusive identification. A Tibetan 
woman had discovered at a glance that her two 
years of waiting had ended, her husband had not 
survived the mountain. 

With professional elan the PLA dispersed the 
crowd, driving the young widow away too. One 
long sob revealed her that late afternoon, then she 
simply vanished, one of those brief mermaids 
who at times surface and are half glimpsed just as 
they slip back into the sea of more dominant facts . 
Twelve days later Radio Peking announced the 
funeral of the lost climbers of Everest, reiterating 
the accomplishments of that glorious ascent in 
1960. 

* * * * 

I heard this story near Darjeeling more than a 
year ago, but it wasn't until recently while 
meandering through news clippings in a stifling 
university library in Calcutta that I fully under
stood the hoax the Chinese possibly never meant 
to perpetrate, the ascent of Everest that was not 
Everest. As dark Indian students feverishly 
cracked their volleyball back and forth in the 
steaming games-field by my window, I 
encountered first one drab report, then another 
and another. By the sixth article relating 
tangentially to Everest hours had passed, but 
something in a grainy wire service photo caught 
my attention. It was displayed as the summit 
photo, positive proof of the Chinese assault in 
1960 . . . but one of the mountains beneath a 
quilted climber's am1 was arresting. For the 
following three days I sat beneath the green ceiling 
fan that gently rustled book pages and news 
clippings and dozens of 2 rupee photocopies of 
pages and clippings, each documenting a little 
more a separate continent in time, a reality that 
stands as fiction because it was never exposed. 
The Chinese did not climb Everest in 1960. 

The reason behind their claim of ascent was, as 
reasons for many things are, political. Facts have a 
way of dancing in and out of focus the moment 
politics enter the scene. In 1959 massive PLA 
contingents drowned an attempted rebellion by 
Tibetans in their capital Lhasa. That was the year 
of the Earth-Hog, a year of outrage and grief, 
thousands of refugees depicting atrocities that the 
Chinese in turn depicted as hysterical fantasies 
told by bandits, criminals and displaced 
aristocrats. In that year maps sighed and gave up 
Tibet. Chinese soldiers flashflooded the southern 
regions of that country, killing and wrecking and 
absorbing every acre of territory possible before 
India and Nepal demanded their halt at the 
borders. The borders, however, were only 
general, being imprecisely formed by the thick 

Himalayan belt. Not since medieval treaties had 
borders been really discussed, and they had never 
been scientifically measured, never accurately 
demarked. There was great tension in those 
months, and furious accusations that the Chinese 
were engaged in 'cartographic aggression' , the 
misrepresentation of boundaries on published 
maps. When asked to take a stance on unoccupied 
territory the Chinese would declare the old maps 
irrelevant, but would take up the question when 
the matter became ' ripe for solution', which was 
when their troops had physically occupied the 
area in dispute. At that point they would demand 
settlement based on ' the actualities of the 
situation'. (Hindustan Times, Nov. 7, 1962.)Likea 
supernova the new China of Mao arched north 
and west through Asia, swallowing Mongolia, 
Turkistan, Tibet and nearly 60 nationalities. 

In Nepal the issue of where the unmarked, age 
old border really lay was symbolized by the 
highest mountain in the world. Because early 
(20 's and 30's) Everest climbers were granted 
pem1ission to climb the north side of the 
mountain by Tibet, and later (S0's) climbers 
received permission for the south side from 
Nepal, most readers of mountaineering literature 
would assume Everest must always have stood on 
the border, half in and halfoutofboth countries. 
But the geography had never been questioned by 
such a collision before, which is why in March 
1960 China claimed not only all of Everest but 
also a 5 mile area that extended south to Namche 
Bazar. The Nepalese Prime Minister B. P. Koirala 
in turn pointed out that all of Everest belonged to 
Nepal and always had, a counter claim that 
meandered northwards to the 17,000 foot edge of 
the Rongbuk Glacier in Tibet. (Statesman, April 
30, 1960.) 

A symbol is a rare treasure, vulnerable to time 
and the moods of circumstance, but often more 
precious than gold or nuclearweaponrybecausea 
symbol has the ability to penetrate time and 
circumstance. Everest signified all the 
complexities of the 1000 mile border problem and 
a raw, new Asia in one clean, crystalline object. 
The forces of The North were trying to acquire a 
jewel of The South, and for a nation at the time 
more than 80% illiterate, how better to illustrate 
the voracity of China than with a mountain. 

The average Nepali did not understand the 
issues that Chou En-lai was trying to persuade 
Prime Minister Koirala of, but he could certainly 
understand the theft of a mountain. On April 27, 
1960 Chinese Premier Chou En-lai was dourly 
received at Tribhuvan Airport in Kathmandu. On 
the final 2 miles of his ride into Kathmandu 
Gurkha soldiers had been posted every 6 feet, 
their bayonets fixed. The precaution was effective. 
There was no violence as the cavalcade entered the 
mud and concrete city of temples. Crude but 
mutely expressive, a single large painting of 
Everest arched over the street that Chou En-lai 's 
procession had to drive beneath. ( Hindustan 
Times, April 28, J 960.) Thousands of miles away, 
in Honolulu, the Nepalese King Mahendra 
declared just one sentiment to international 
pressmen: Everest belongs to us. (The Indian 



Express, April 28, 1960.) Koirala was under 
considerable pressure that week to force Chou En
lai to unequivocally admit in public that Everest 
belonged to Nepal. (Times of India, April 27, 
1960.) He couldn't, Chou En-lai wouldn't. The 
issue was to remain pending. 

Border talks are seldom swift. In the diplomatic 
eye our globe turns very cautiously, but never 
cautiously enough to avoid the occasional sleight 
of hand that alters the landscape and upsets the 
status quo. Borders and even mountains are, it 
would seem,just matters of perspective. A perfect 
example is an article I found embedded in the 
Ca/cul/a Dailyaboutamountain peak higher than 
Everest. Several Englishmen apparently 
encountered this mountain on separate occasions 
near the end of the last century. 

Major Waddel of the Calcutta Medical College, 
a distinguished Tibetologist, used to spend his 
vacations touring the lower skirt of the Himalayas. 
Duringoneofthese excursions to Faloot, a village 
near Darjeeling, a Sherpa pointed out Everest. He 
explained to Major Waddel that the Everest
cluster of peaks is called lower lap-chi Kang, and 
that Upper lap-chi Kangsi ts to the north ofEverest 
(Jomo-kang-kar) in Tibet. The major soon 
discovered in old Tibetan manuscripts which had 
been partially translated by the Bengali explorer 
Sarat Chandra Das that Upper lap-chi Kang is a 
very high mountain, higher in fact than Everest. 

The article went on to tell of Dr. Graham, a 
Himalayan explorer who climbed to the top of 
Kabru (some say only to the top of Kangsten) in 
theKangchenjungagrouponOctober8 , 1883. Dr 
Graham recognized Everest as he looked 

Above: The lamase1yofShekara116,000ji in Tibe1. This was also 1hebasefor 
1he Dzongpen (Military Governot) whose Dzong (fonress) is al 17,00Qfijust 
visible at lhe top of1he pho10. From 1he Dzong, Everesl can bee/early seen 90 
miles away. Pans of1his cons1ruc1ion dale back over 2,000 years. Berween 
them 1he D:::ongpen and I he Grand lama 111/ed 1hearea. In 1heforeground 1he 
1e111 ofNomads. Pho/0: Caplain Noel. 

northwest and indicated the highest mountain in 
the world to his companion Mr Boss. Boss took a 
careful look and pointed out that two mountains 
to the north of Everest were actually higher. Dr 
Graham looked a second and then a third timeand 
had to agree, the two Tibetan peaks really did seem 
higher. Everyone else in tneir climbing party 
verified this. "It is in Graham's account that from 
their point of observation all mountain peaks of 
known heights appeared in their correct 
proportions - not even one showed any 
aberration. But they could not get any clue as to 
the identity of these two peaks hitherto 
unknown." (Ca/cul/a Daily, August 28, 1953.) 

Most people will agree that Everest is the 
highest mountain on the planet, but to some 
ancient Buddhist scholars and to Dr Graham's 
group that October day and to occasional pilots 
flying the hump of the Himalayas during the 2nd 
World War, Everest was only the second highest 
mountain. Borders are vulnerable to the same 
sorcery. One lesson would seem to be that if 
you 're going to demarcate a border make sure it is 
the border, and if you'regoingtoclimb the highest 
mountain make sure it is the highest mountain. 

Less than a month after Chou En-lai's 
departure from Kathmandu, China pointedly 
proclaimed the conquest of"the highest peak in 
the fatherland". The story reads like a gutsy alpine 
hike. At 28, 700ft four climbers, Wang Fu-chou, 
Chu Hin-yua, Konbu, and Liu Lien-man, halted 
because Liu Lien-man could go no further. The 
others held "a brief Party discussion ... As their 
oxygen was used up, they dumped the apparatus" 
and continued, without their tired comrade. By 

14.30 Peking time on the 25th of May 1960 the 
intrepid trio had deposited a flag, a bust ofMao
Tse-tung and a document giving the names of the 
climbers on the summit. They faithfully collected 
nine geological specimens as a gift to Chairman 
Mao and descended. 

No mention was made of fatalities on the 
expedition until the eulogies in August 1962. As if 
recalling a commonly accepted tragedy, Radio 
Peking praised these last two climbers of the 
expedition, two brave workers who had "adhered 
to Mao's thoughts on· strategy: to disregard 
difficulties slralegically but to give them careful 
consideration 1ac1ica/ly". By the time of the 
heroe's closed casket display in the Tien An Men 
Square in Peking, Prime Minister Koirala had 
been made a political prisoner in Kathmandu at 
the King's pleasure, the border had been officially 
balanced on Everest's crest, and a single bad 
photograph had been smuggledoutand printed in 
the Hindus/an Gazelle. The caption reads "At the 
summit of the highest mountain in the world", 
thoughjust beneath a climber's waving arm, miles 
distant on the horizon, stands the North Face of 
Mt. Everest. 

And when the Chinese climber's father finally 
limped up to his son's graveside after the long ride 
from Canton and opened the cage of his beautiful 
peacock to flood the sky with glorious colour, the 
bird was dead. 
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A LUNATIC ENTERPRISE 
A collection gathered from the files of the 
Mount Everest Foundation and the Alpine 
Club. 

Oxygen 
"There are in particular two problems which 

must be solved; the construction of an oxygen 
helmet to enrich the attenuated air and thus 
minimise the distress hitherto produced by 
physical exertion at altitudes above 23,000ft; and 
the discovery of a diet which will guard against the 
usual loss of appetite at these altitudes ... " 
Sir Francis Younghusband to the Secretary of State 
for India proposing that the exploration and ascent 
of Mount Everest is desirable (MEF Box 1). 

* * * * 
"Strictly speaking, I do not think that oxygen is 

any more of an artificial aid than food. The human 
frame is attuned to a certain supply of oxygen. All 
we have endeavoured to do is to make up the 
supply to the normal quantity ... " 
Capt. Farrar, 28.4.22 (MEF Box 12, File 2). 

* * * 
"This afternoon we go to see a gas drill. They 

have contrived a most wonderful apparatus which 
will make you die of laughing. Pray see that a 
picture ofFinch in his patent climbing outfit with 
the gas apparatus is taken by the official 
photographer." 
Mr. Hinks, Secretary Mt. Everest Committee, 
23.2.22 (MEF Box 18). 

* * * 
To Scientific & Industrial Research Dept, in 

the hope of obtaining money. 
" . . . In arranging devices which may be of aid in 
overcoming the difficulties that arise from high 
altitudes, the Mount Everest Committee have 
placed themselves entirely under the guidance of 
the Air Ministry and of Professor Dreyer and 
Leonard Hill. They have sent out 10 sets self
contained oxygen breathing apparatus . . . ·"120 
Light Aero cylinders, ready charged, for use with 
same, 16ofProfessorLeonardHill'soxylithebags 
and 200 lbs of oxylith. They have also provided 
supplies of chlorodyne, morphine tabloids, bicar
bonateof soda tabloids, and essenceofgar/ic - a/1 of 
which have been suggested as possible remedies/or 
mountain sickness . .. " 
MEFBox38 

* * * 
12.3.22 - A Mr. L. Wallace writes to Hinks at the 
MEF:- "I feel that some of the difficulties 
involved in the last 5000ft of the Everest climb 
might be overcome by 'shooting' up oxygen in 
advance of the climbers - I am of course quite 
ignorant to what detailed objections there may be 
to that proposal, but the only very obvious one is 
the likelihood that the shells may bury themselves 
too deeply in the snow (or ice). 

This however would appear to be avoidable by 
the use of some of the expanding devices or by 
firing linked shells from a pair of guns. In view of 
the short life required of the guns they could 
probably be made of thin steel bound with rope, or 
hide, if the latter does not become t<;>o brittle at the 
low temperature, and perhaps carried on wooden 
mandrils to avoid possible damage in transit. 

For various reasons it would seem that 
numerous small containers would be peferable to 
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one large one." 
Hinks replied that these suggestions were too 

late for this year ... "I do not know if you have 
calculated the probable rate of diffusion of the 
oxygen fired from shells in the way you pro
pose ... " 

An irate Wallace replies on 14.3.22: 
"I fear I must trouble you with an answer to your 

letter of yesterday since I can only suppose you 
accuse me of suggesting the oxygenation of the 
Himalayan atmosphere at large, sufficient to right 
the conditions in the alveoli! 

I had gathered that the final difficulty was in 
essence one of transport and whether you shoot 
up oxygen or a ham sandwich is all the same . . . " 

16.3.22 Hinks to Wallace: 
"I confess I had misunderstood your proposal, 

imagining the gas shells were to be exploded in 
advance of the party as a beneficence instead of a 
poison gas attack. I should fearthatgas shells fired 
up several thousand feet would explode on impact 
with the rocks, or would at any rate be so much 
damaged that they could not be attached to the 
oxygen apparatus. 

However, we will see what happens with the 
less sensational methods employed this year." 
MEFBox38 

* * * 
7.6.21 Andrew Danks of Niven and Mitchel, 
Johannesburg writes with ideas for a pressure 
suit: "I suggest to you that it is now practicable to 
enclose the climber in a suit somewhat of the form 
of a Diver's dress, but of course made light and 
without any of the heavy fittings needed for water 
work. That every party of say, two climbers carry 
between them a very small air compressor and 
petrol engine combined with which to pump air 
into the climber's dress. A valve on the dress 
would allow the air to escape when a pressure was 
reached somewhat near the normal sea-level 
pressure. 

The dress needncitweighmoreormuch than an 
ordinary suit of clothes and as itcould befitted and 
adapted to the work no discomfort need be felt 
from its use . .. " 

Mr. Danks enlarges on this, and then 
continues: 

"When first discussing this with friendly critics I 
suggested using a head-body dress only leaving 
the limbs free, but I am afraid that, whilst giving 
greater freedom, itmighthavethe result of forcing 
too much blood to the extremities and disarrange 
the organic functions of the body." The RGS 
cautiously thanked him for his letter and asked if 
he had taken any consideration of the necessary 
strength of a suit to stand a pressure of about 8 lbs 
per sq. inch. On 27.7.21, Mr. Danks replied:-

"! had very carefully considered the effect of the 
pressure on theairtightsuitandam convinced that 
material to withstand this, or a heavier pressure, 
without being unduly heavy, can be reinforced 
with a light steel meshing. The legs and arms 
being of less diameter will not require the same 
weight of material. 

Owing to the balloonin_g effect I would 
apprehend more trouble in designing the dress so 

as to give the wearer a minimum of discomfort 
The effect of heating of the air on compression 

will also have to be considered but in practice, the 
heating may be more of an advantage than other
wise in the temperatures met with at high 
altitudes. 

If troublesome, a coil of thin pipe through 
which theairwould pass before entering the dress, 
would cool air sufficiently." 
The mind boggles! 
MEFBox38 

* * * 
3.9.32 Report in the Daily Telegraph about the 
development of canned oxygen briquettes (Box 
41, equipment & medical). 

* * * 
From General Bruce: 
" ... I twas lucky the oxygen equipment was sentto 
Lightfoot's for overhauling as 11 bottles were 
empty and another 11 half-full. As the G.O.S. 
Rawalpindi Division remarked, when the mule 
kicked him in the stomach: "This must not occur 
again ... " 25.3.24 (Box 33). 

Climbing Aids 
Letter from a Mr. A F. Yarrow of Hindhead 

sent to 1924 expedition recommending the bodies 
of the explorers be rubbed with oi/:"Oil is certainly a 
much lighter means of retaining the heat than 
putting on extra clothes." He had made experi
ments, he said, leading to army regulations being 
issued that men in trenches should have their feet 
and legs rubbed in animal oil (or fish oil, or 
vaseline). His paper on the subject was enclosed : 
"The effect of oiling the legs and feet is so remark
able" that Mr. Yarrow suggests that anyone 
interested should try the experiment for himself. 
MEFBox22 

* * * 
"Grapenuts help saliva and should be nourishing 
as they profess to be malted", and stimulant 
similar to caffeine and kola but much better and 
absolutely innocuous. I'll get in touch with him." 
Both recommendations are from G. L. Mallory, 
MEFBox22. 

* * * 
Japanese Pocket Ovens 

A gentleman from Prague wrote to the Everest 
Committee advising the use of a Scandinavian 
Windjacket with horizontal pockets with vertical 
openings, into which, when it is cold, little 
Japanese pocket ovens can be inserted. 

The ovens were a copper sheet, covered in 
velvet, filled with cartouches of glowing coal 
powder, which lasted for 2 hours. 
MEFBox38. 

* * * 
Letter and photo from an American aviator 

Roscoe Turner, offering to land on Everest from a 
plane - describes himself as having 5 years 
experience in aviation work of all kinds including 
wing-walking, plane changing, spherical balloon 
pilot etc. 
Box 16. 

* * * 



Secret Patent Hydro-Aerocar 
A long letter dated 3.2.21 from G. Sutherland 

Dodman who adds "Faith Rewards Gods 
Servants": "I notice you have not sufficient 
confidence in aerials at present in use to justify the 
adoption of any one type of these erratic and 
dangerous machines, and any man with a spark of 
humanity left would applaud your decision when 
they consider during its brief existence disasters 
have been many and continuous, from statistics 
lately compiled it would appear more lives have 
been lost since its (aeroplane's) innovation than 
by railway disasters in Great Britain during a 
period of 54 years." 

It turns out that Mr. Sutherland Dodman is 
trying to interest the committee in his own Hydro 
Airship - a Secret Patent called Hydro Aerocar. 
He extolls its advantages and potential. 
Box 38. 

* * * 
A rambling, quixotic Jetter from a man who 

claimed to have devised "what! honestly consider 
to be the kind of aircraft adapted for the conquest 
at super-normal altitudes of all mountains 
unscaled, through the air on them being too 
rarified or the slopes or abutments too steep . .. " 

This long letter also abuses the absurd unin
telligible 'European' mountain names . . . 
requests the MEC pay his bare expenses plus 
£6,000, and adds: 
"Incidentally, albeit ingloriously alone, I have 
studied the summits of Everest and Chumulhari 
from very close quarters, indeed considerably 
closer than any man living .. . "With this strange 
information he signs himself"A T. N. T. Ranuri 
(General)" and requests that replies be sent to 
"Narkhan, c/o David Hugh Jones, Merioneth". 
MEF Box 32 (Personnel Refused). 

* * * 
Lt. Col. Martin Martin of Sleat writes to the Mt. 
Everest Committee suggesting an "engine" to 
haul climbers up at 28 and 29,000ft. 
" ... such might possibly be found in a toy or 
miniature aeroplane, of such a size and power as 
to be able to be handled easily while towing a man 
up these inclines, and so save his breath and the 
power of his own combustion internal engine 
(lungs) while making the effort. .. " 

He expands with suggested details - the model 
aeroplane should be 6ft long, with no wheels, but 
with tripods for launching - and he appends some 
strange sketches. 

Coming down Mt. Everest. the aeroplane 
should be employed, suggests the good Lt. Col, 
with breeching under armpits and engine pulling 
vertically upwards - this should mean that he only 
justs counter-balances lift by his own weight. 
MEFBox29 

* * * 
Personal asides 

"Raebum has asked for an alarm watch to wake 
him up- the Presidentsuggests that something to 
rock him to sleep is more likely to be neces
sary ... " 
MEFBox38. 

* * * 
in 1921 the MECwrote to the War Office to ask 

if any Zeiss binoculars or lenses captured in the 
war could be made available to the Mt. Everest 
Expedition. The War Office replied drily that "no 
trophies of this nature are available for issue . .. " 
MEFBox38. 

* * * 
" . . . all silver coinage has been called in by the 

Tibetans and . . we are now provided with 5 
complete mule-loads of copper coins .. . " 
3.4.24 (Box 33). 

Despatch from General Bruce, Everest 4.4.22, 
requesting further funds and concluding: 
" .. . Please note that I am doing my best for this 
Expedition. I have interviewed the Viceroy, I have 
preached to Boy Scouts, and I have emptied the 
poes in a Dak Bungalow. This is the meaning of 
the term General. They are cheap at home, they 
are more expensive out here. Hurry up with that 
thousand please.!" 

* * * 
Samuel Turner (1869-1929) 

Wrote profusely to every expedition extolling 
his own prowess and the virtue of taking him with 
them to Everest. One of his voluminous letters 
1. 7 .24 expresses sympathy over the Joss of 
Mallory and Irvine: 

"It is the duty of mountaineers in England and 
the Colonies to search for and find these two men. 
It may be a bigger task than climbing Mt. Everest. 
Therefore I beg to offer you my services to go and 
search for the missing men." .. . he also offers his 
services as a porter, and says: "If you had accepted 
my offer in that capacity on the last expedition, the 
porters would have been trained by me so 
thoroughly that they would have been able to 
establish a 27 ,000ft camp . .. " 

He is by this time well over 50, but considers 
himself eminently fit - he goes on about his 
accomplishments: "lifelong teetotaler and non
smoker", "expert in load carrying and step 
cutting" . . . "I am in the pink of condition; only 3 
months ago / skipped 1,000 skips in 4 minutes 35 
secs. to show our champion NZgolferhowto train 
for golf." . . . "I am willing to enter into a bond and 
deposit £500 to obey the orders of the leader. I 
know that my numerous applications during the 
last5 years have not met with success but now that 
the porters have failed you, it proves that my offer 
to train and lead them with a heavy swag was a 
good suggestion." ... "You need not be afraid of 
my not being able to get on with the porters. My 
acts of equilibrium, that is all acts of balancing, 
would put me on a good footing with the natives 
immediately .. . " 

"I would endeavour to establish night climbing 
and adopt . . . tactics .. . for climbing ... in one 
stretch of24-26 hours with out camp or sleep. The 
extra oxygen in night air may prove a very 
important factor." 
MEFBox34. 

* * * 
Yorkshire Evening Post 14.1.22 did an article 

on Samuel Turner and his skipping prowess - in 
those days he could do 10,610 skips in 1 hr. 5 
minutes; additionally he tore off a strip of news
paper, applied a match to it and balanced it on the 
end of his nose.!! Really - that's what it says. 
(AC) 

* * * 
The MEC seems to have marked him as a loony 

early on - at their first meeting they specifically 
minuted that neither Orde-Lees (another 
constant pesterer) nor Samuel Turner should be 
included in party - no reasons were given. 
(MEC Minute Book 12.1.21. 

* * * 

" .. . British Hill School is not the best nursery for 
Everest. . . " 3.7.35, and 
" .. . I am coming more and more to the opinion 
that we must beware of the North British School of 
rock-climbers if we are to succeed on Everest. 
Individually they are probably good men, but they 
area very close corporation, with, it seems to me, a 
contempt for everyone outside theirown clan . . . " 
17.7.35. 
Rutt/edge (MEF Box 42). 

* * * 

" ... in some ways British climbing has got into a 
rotten vein .. . we must eradicate it from the next 
show. " 31.7.35. 
Smythe (MEF Box 42). 

* * * 
" .. . Varsity people are too slipshod and 'un
disciplined .. . " 21.8.35. 
Rutt/edge (MEF Box 42). 

* * * 
Smythe, commenting on two contemporaries: 
" . . . intellectual climbing clique - horribly stand
offish. British reserve at its worst" ... "No 
intellectuals and we'll get up. Why because you've 
been to Oxford or Cambridge you should go 
about with a bad smell under your nose I don't 
know". 21.8.35. 
Smythe (MEF Box 42). 

* * * 
"It is a mistaken idea to suppose being cold and 
uncomfortable hardens one for Everest 
Tradition dies hard. I would like to kick this one of 
he-mannishness into perdition ... Good food and 
a comfortable bed are needed . .. No more British 
bulldog spirit and Everest will be climbed." 

This same letter from F. S. Smythe 
recommends for 1936: 
a one piece windsuit, preserved eggs "And would it 
not be possible to take Jots and Jots of preserved 
eggs. I can eat eggs anytime, anywhere and in any 
condition - the best and most easily assimilated 
meat food there is. Should like to see thousands of 
eggs . .. "), antiseptic chewing gum. 
31. 7.35 MEC 4211. 

* * * 
What did the World think? 

Not everyone considered an ascent of Everest a 
good thing. 

10.8.20 Evening News 
. .. They will climb to the peak of Everest and be 
warm with happiness for a moment at 29,002ft 
above the sea. Some instrument in their chilled 
fingers may prove that the odd two feet should be 
three feet, and then the explorer shall glow again 
for thinking of what they have wrought for 
science. But when they shall be safe back at the 
mountain foot, they will not be so happy; they will 
know that they have done a very foolish thing" ... 
"Some of the last mysteries of the world will pass 
when the last secret place in it, the naked peak of 
Everest, shall be trodden by those trespassers. A 
rack and pinion railway takes excursionists up to 
the top of Snowdon; cheap trips up Everest by 
aeroplane may even be before the explorers. Sir 
Martin and the Sub-Committee will find there 
broken bottles and torn paper. .. " 
(AC - Cutting File.) 

3.6.20 Daily News 
"It will be a proud moment for the man who first 
stands on top of the earth, but he will have the 
painful thought that he had queered the pitch for 
posterity ... " 
(AC) 

Bolton Evening News 24. 6.24 
asks what in the name of fortune is the good of 
climbing Mt. Everest. 
The paper calls for the RGS and the Society of 
Antiquities as well as the Historical Manuscript 
Commission, Queen Anne's Bounty, Bridge 
House Estates Trustees and every other public body 
which spends money to have their activities 
suspended until the Income Tax is back at 6d in the 
£. 
(AC archives.) 
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PEOPLE 
Edited by Audrey Salkeld 

ANDREW IRVINE 1902-24 
GEORGE LEIGH-MALLORY 1886-1924 

Mallory and Irvine died near the summit of 
Everest on the 1924 British Expedition. Their 
names have come to be intimately connected with 
the mountain. The story of how they came to die 
has become part of the myth of Everest. The 
bravery imputed to them in pushing beyond the 
limits has coloured the notion ofwhata climber is. 
especially <l Himalayan or Everest climber. Before 
discussing that myth, the facts. 

The first summit assault team on the 1924 
Expedition. Norton and Somervell , had 
established a height record of 28, 150ft when 
Norton. climbing on alone, had reached that 
height at the edge of the Great Couloir on the 
North Face. often now called after him - Norton's 
Couloir. Neither Norton nor Somervell, who got 
within a few hundred feet of the height. had used 
oxygen . Clad only in what we know now to be 
primitive equipment - woollens, tweeds and 
nailed boots-theiroxygenless height record was 
not surpassed until May 8th 1978. 

Mallory and Irvine constituted the second 
assault team. Mallory was an experienced climber 
who had made an impressive reputation for 
himself with rock climbs in Britain, Alpine ascents 
and previous Everest experience. Andrew Irvine, 
the younger man, had shown great strength and 
·ability on Expeditions. notably to Spitzbergen. and 
was a very strong, but junior, partner. By the 
standards of the day, and even of today, both men 
were technically capable of the climb they were 
attempting; to find the I ine of least resistance up a 
ridge which even then was known to be nowhere 
near the limits of human possibility. 

Norman Dyhrenfurth recounts the facts from 
this point :- · 

"On June 6th Mallory and Irvine led eight 
Sherpas up to Camp 5, sending four of them down 
again . They moved on to Camp 6 the next day and 
sent the other four men back from there. The same 
day Odell wandered effortlessly up to Camp 5, 
where he spent the night. 

On June 8th Mallory and Irvine. wearing oxygen 
equipment. started off by the ridge route on the 
assault from which they were notto return . On that 

very day Odell, who took to the altitude far better 
than anyone else, wandered al most leisurely, all by 
himself. to Camp 6. He did not use oxygen, yet 
climbed at a very good pace and was able to carry 
out geological research on the way. There were 
occasional patches of mist moving across the 
Face, but it remained quite calm, not particularly 
cold, and the sky overhead was clear. At about ten 
minutes to one, though a gap in the clouds, he 
thought hesawtwosmall dots moving upwards on 
a patch of snow just below a step in the ridge. Odell 
could not be certain whether this was the First or 
Second Step, for almost immediately the curtain 
closed again. Odell continued along his way, 
reached Camp 6 just as a storm came up, waited 
there until the weather improved before climbing 
a bit higher. Just in case the summit team should 
have been within hearing distance, he whistled 
and called out to them for quite a while, but there 
was no answer. Later. when the sun pierced the 
clouds and the summit region became visible, 
there was no sign of the two men. " 

The news of their death was treated with such 
coverage that there is now doubt as to whether 
they were the victims of Everest or the media. 
British newspapers devoted.pages to their fate 
and then more pages to their memorial service. 
Feeling was deep enough for telegrams of , 
condolence to be sent by the King. The Great 
Empire Exhibition at Wembley contained a relief 
model of Mount Everest; each day that summer a 
fresh wreath of bay leaves was placed on it. A 
hero's reception . 

Their story fitted the age. In 1924 the world was 
not as well known as it is now. The Poles of the 
earth had only recently been visited and the 
Himalaya was regarded with that awe expressed 
by medieval map makers when they wrote 'here be 
dragons' on the blank areas of the map. This is 
hardly surprising when you consider that this was 
also the period when the last unexplored parts of 
the U.S.A., California's Imperial Valley, were being 
colonized . It was only the beginning of the age of 
the aeroplane. Alcock and Brown crashed at the 
end of their first Atlantic crossing , so the public 
had little enthusiasm for air travel yet which made 
the rest of the world that much more remote. 
Public admiration for explorers was an obvious 

Above: The last picture of Mallory and Irvine, 
leaving Camp 4. Photo: Noel Odell. 

response to men who were apprently braving the 
terror of the unknown. This admiration was to 
show itself again when Lindberg flew the Atlantic. 

The atmosphere which heroized Mallory and 
Irvine is no longer available to us. It is futile to try 
and recreate the uncertainty, the element of the 
unknown, which made their death an electric 
shock at the time. To try and glorify them now by 
'proving' - using anachronistically gained 
knowledge of climb rates and the difficulty of the 
route -that they could have climbed the mountain 
is as demeaning to them as much of the public 
adulation of the time was. To 'prove' that they 
couldn 't have done it because they were either 
unfit or their oxygen equipment was inadequate is 
similarly demeaning. 

Whoever they were and whatever state of mind 
they were in at the time, Mallory and Irvine both 
obviously possessed the urge to climb, summed 
up by Mallory as 'because it's there'. That urge is 
not a suicidal urge, it's joyful. They did what they 
did because they wanted to. What makes them 
heroic figures is that they went too far. 

In the world of the 1920's there was more 
unknown to be frightened of and when Polar 
explorers such as Scott and Nobile went too far 
they became heroic; if they went so far as not to 
come back, truly heroic. In the late 20th century 
the fear of tackling the unknown, which makes 
heroes. is so much less. Even the men of Apollo 13, 
truly facing an unknown and hostile environment 
and surviving one of man's epic journeys were 
greeted with the bored indifference of, 'had a busy 
day at the office dear'. 

Perhaps we are right to de-heroize. But there is 
stil I a reason for us to hold their actions in awe. 
However foolish the reasons, they did it. They 
should be admired in the same way that one 
admire·s the skills of a dolphin or any other animal 
doing well what its best at; 'a species capable of 
that ... " is to be respected . 
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SIR GEORGE EVEREST 
Surveyor General of India 1830-1843 

Sir George Everest conceived a 'gridiron' 
system of triangulation which formed a rigid 
framework for detailed survey. His most notable 
achievement was the measurement of the great 
arc of meridian from the Himalaya to Cape 
Comorin. from which was deduced the lengths of 
the earth's axes. He initiated much of the work of 
the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India which 
led to Peak XV being recognised as the world's 
highest mountain. Unable to find a local name for 
the mountain. SirGeorge's successor, Mr.Andrew 
Waugh, proposed the name Everest in his honour. 
This was finally adopted in 1865 when attempts to 
find a local name had proved inconclusive. 

Everest remains the name by which the 
mountain is most popularly known today, 
although its Tibetan name is now known to be 
Chomolungma, Goddess Mother of the Snows/ 
Land. The Chinese call itOomolangma Feng and in 
Nepal, the mountain is known as Sagarmatha. 

GENERAL C. G. BRUCE 1866-1939 
Was Everest climbable? That was the question 

exercising the minds of alpinists towards the end 
of the last century. In 1893 on the polo-ground in 
Chitral Bruce discussed the problem with Francis 
Younghusband and proposed an opportunity be 
taken to explore the route to Everest with a view to 
climbing it. There followed a long delay whilst 
Bruce, a distinguished soldier. was engaged in 
bloody skirmishes on the North-east Frontier; 
Young husband undertook his celebrated Mission 
to Lhasa (1903-4) and it was 1907 before the 
Everest plans were revived. There were however 
political difficulties inside Britain and it was 1920 
before official sanction was received. (Douglas 
Freshfield commented that the would-be 
conquerors of the highest Himalaya had either to 
avoide avalanches or get round Lord Morley, and 
he didn't know which was the more awkward 
obstacle). 

Bruce - whose Himalayan excursions had 
included trips to the Karakoram, Kulu, Kumaon, 
with reconnaissances of Nanga Parbat. Nun Kun 
and Kamet - was beloved by Gurkhas, Sherpas 
and Tibetans alike. His booming laugh was said to 
be a tonic the length and breadth of the Himalayas. 
He was the obvious choice of leaderfor Everest. He 
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couldn't get away in 1921, but was selected as 
leader in 1922 and 1924 (dicky heart and various 
scars and bullet wounds notwithstanding). A 
malarial attack forced his withdrawal in 1924 
before reaching the mountain and Colonel E. F. 
Norton took over the leadership. 
GEORGE INGLE FINCH 1888-1970 

Finch ranked with Mallory as one of the best 
climbers of his generation. Born in Australia, he 
came to Europe to study, both in Paris and Zurich. 
which was at the time the hub of European 
climbing. With his younger brother, Max. Finch 
made many fine Alpine ascents. He was a tall 
young man. self-assured and intelligent, even if
by all accounts - somewhat hot-tempered 
and individualistic. A contemporary described 
how he wore his hair long and went hatless-quite 
against the fashion of the day-which gave him an 
exotic air. 

He was a lecturer in Chemistry at the Imperial 
College in London when plans for the Everest 
Reconnaissance got under way and quickly bent 
his mind to the various scientific problems the 
project" posed, in particular the design of oxygen 
apparatus and a way of improving the perform
ance of primus stoves in the rarefied air of 
altitude. In 1921 - at the last minute. however
somewhat inexplicably, George Finch failed his 
medical for Everest (even though he went on to 
make one of his finest climbs that summer, the 
North Face of the Dent d'Herens, the 'plum' of the 
season. He couldn't have been that unfit.) The 
following year there was no mistake and Finch 
went to Everest - as Oxygen Officer. Despite the 
chancy performance of the equipment, and the 
fact that he set off for his oxygen summit bid with 
two novices - Geoffrey Bruce and Tezbir, rather 
than anotherclimberof similarabil ity, he achieved 
a height record. Tezbir dropped out at 26,000ft 
and the other two continued in the threat of a 
storm to 27,315ft. They returned down the North 
Col the same day, collecting Tezbir en route, and 
back to Camp Ill. arriving at 5.30 having been on 
the go for 11 hours. "Dead, dead beat" recorded 
Finch in his diary. 

Finch didn't return to Everest. but continued to 
advise subsequent expeditions on practical 
matters. He had designed and worn a down-filled, 
balloon-cloth suit on his trip, which was probably 
the first duvet worn in the Himalaya. 

LT. COL. E. F. NORTON 1884-1954 
Colonel Norton was a leading member of the 

expeditions of 1 922 and 1924; in 1924 he very 
capably assumed the leadership after General 
Bruce was taken ill. Unlike Mallory who favoured 
following the crest of the North-east Ridge, 
Norton was of the opinion that the route should 
traverse out across the North Face, diagonally up 
across the whole breadth of the yellow band of 
sandstone, which is some 1000ft deep, and tilts 
uphill from East to West, then hug the top of the 
Yellow Band until one of the snow couloirs gives 
access to the summit pyramid. (This would avoid 
the obstacle of the Second Step, a prominent 
feature of the ridge route). Following such a line. 
Norton climbed to 28.126ft without oxygen in 
1924. an altitude which remained a record for 
'gasless' climbing until 1978. 

PROFESSOR NOEL ODELL Born 1891 
Geologist. Member of Everest expeditions of 

1924 and 1938. In 1924 he spent 11 days above 
23,000ft, twice climbing to above 27,000ft with
out oxygen. He was the last to see Mallory and 
Irvine alive, glimpsing them through a gap in the 
mist as they made their way along the final ridge. 

Odell subsequently had a very distinguished 
career in academic geology at Clare College. 
Cambridge. His advice has helped under
graduates and climbers. He remains alive and 
active. 
L. R. WAGER 1904-1965 
P. WYN-HARRIS 1903-1979 

Wager (left) and Wyn-Harris were both 
members of Cambridge University M.C. in the 
mid-twenties when it was undergoing a revival, 
and they came to Everest in 1933 with consider
able alpine experience. Wager had visited Green
land and Wyn-Harris had climbed both summits of 
Mt. Kenya with Shipton. They were selected to 
make a summit bid on May 30, and attempted first 
the North-east Ridge Route favoured by Mallory. 
60ft below the crest of the ridge and some 250 
yards east of the First Step, Wyn-Harris, who was 
leading, found an ice axe lying on the "smooth, 
brown, boiler-plate slabs, inclined at an easy 
angle, but steepening considerably just below." 
This was the now-famous "Mallory axe" and could 
only have been dropped by either Mallory or Irvine 
in 1924. 



Photos left to right: Geoffrey Bruce (left) and George Ingle Finch before the second summit attempt 
1922. Finch wears his prototype duvet. E. F. Norton, Photo : Noel. L. R. Wager (left) and P. Wyn-Harris. 
Frank Smythe (left) and Eric Shipton. Sir George Everest. Below: Noel Odell in 1924 taken by the other 
expedition member still alive Captain Noel. 

Climbing to the foot of the First Step (two towers 
on the ridge). Wager and Wyn-Harris could see no 
way that the second Step might be climbed, as it 
reared, seemingly impregnable, like the bows of a 
great ship ahead of them - and they consequently 
opted for Norton's traverse. Here too they were 
rebuffed, getting nofurtherthanthe Great Couloir, 
which was packed with loose snow. On the way 
back, Wyn-Harris retrieved the Mallory-axe, 
whilst Wager took the opportunity of dragging 
himself to the top of the ridge, east of the First 
Step, from where he was able to peer down the 
alarmingly steep South-east Face. 

Wyn-Harris went again to Everest in 1936, an 
expedition that was dogged with continuous bad 
weather, when the only new development was to 
make an attempt to reach the North Col from the 
west, from the main Rongbuk Glacier, which 
seemed feasible . 

F. S. SMYTHE 1900-1949 
E. E. SHIPTON 1907-1977 

In 1931 Frank Smythe (on left), who had also 
been to Kangchenjunga with Dyhrenfurth, led an 
expedition which successfully climbed Kamet 
(25,446ft) the highest summit yet attained. 
Smythe, Shipton, Greene and Birnie, members of 
the Kamet expedition were, therefore, known to 
acclimatise well and were included in the team for 
Everest 1933. Smythe and Shipton were two of 
the fittest that year and there were high hopes for 
success. However, a delay in establishing Camp V 
high enough at the first attempt, resulted in 
missing a period of fine weather. When Smythe 
and Shipton finally made their (the second) 
summit attempt, traversing below the ridge 
towards the Great Couloir as Wyn-Harris and 
Wager had done two days before, conditions were 
not good. Shipton had to retun to camp plagued 

with stomach cramps before getting very far, but 
Smythe continued until eventually, having spent 
more than an hour grovelling in the loose granular 
snow without gaining more than 50ft, he too had 
to give up. He had reached the same height as 
Norton in 1924, and the first summit party two 
days previously. 

Smythe was a member of the 1936 and 1938 
expeditions, neither of which got as high as 1933. 
He was taken ill in India in 1949and died suddenly 
soon afterwards. 

More perhaps than anyone else, Eric Shipton's 
name will remain linked with the long struggle for 
Everest. He was a member of the expeditions of 
1933, 1935 (leader). 1936 and 1938, and in 1951 
when the southern approaches suddenly became 
accessible, led an exploratory expedition through 
Nepal. They climbed to the top of the Khumbu 
lcefall and were only halted from stepping into the 
Western Cwm by the large transverse crevasse 
which splits the valley from side to side at the lip of 
the basin. 

The following year permission for an attempt on 
Everest went to the Swiss, and, failing to agree 
terms for a joint expedition, Shipton instead took a 
team to C_ho Oyu by way of 'trials'. Though failing 
to climb Cho Oyu, a wealth of physiological data 
was amassed to assist the 1953 expedition . 
However, by this time the Himalayan Committee 
(which had replaced the old Mt. Everest 
Committee) felt that continued failure was 
unacceptable, especially in view of the near
success of the Swiss party in the spring, and such 
was the strength of this feeling that by dint of 
lobbying and shuffling - 'backdoor diplomacy' 
Shipton later called it - Shipton was rejected as 
leader for 1953 in favour of ~ohn Hunt, a military 
administrator, more dedicated, it was thought, to 
the concept of success. 



H. W. TILMAN 1898-1978? 
As a friend of Shipton·s. Tilman was invited to 

join the 1935 Reconnaissance Expedition but 
didn't acclimatise very well. He was passed over 
for 1936, instead. with Odell, another reject. he 
climbed Nanda Devi (25,643ft) a world altitude 
record. whilst the Everest team met with no I uckat 
all! 

By this time people were getting disillusioned by 
the amount of money that had been spent on big 
expeditions to Everest for so little reward, and 
Tilman advanced a plan for a much smaller, 
cheaper one. In 1938 he led a team of seven men, 
with an average age of 36, back to the northern 
slopes of Everest. Though it became bogged down 
in deep snow above 27,200ft at the base of the 
Yellow Band, the expedition had done better than 
that of 1936, and what was more important. had 
cost only £2,300 (£200 less than Tilman's 
estimate) against the £10,000 spent in 1936. 

After the War. the political situation in Central 
Asia changed dramatically. As it became more 
difficultto penetrate Tibet, Nepal at last opened her 
boundaries to Westerners. As one would expect, 
Tilman was one of the first on the scene. In 1949 he 
trekked through the Langtang and the Annapurna 
Himal, and in 1950, joined forces with an 
American group who explored the southern route 
to Everest. Tilman with Charles Houston trudged 
up the Khumbu Glacier then climbed high on 
Pumoritogeta viewintotheWestern Cwm. Tilman 
was by this time into his fifties and it was not long 
afterwards that he developed his passion for 
ocean sailing. It occupied his latter years until he 
was lost at sea in 1978. 

RAYMOND LAMBERT 
Whereas Tibet had traditionally only permitted 

British expeditions. Nepal had no such scruples. 
and its first Everest permit went to a Swiss 
expedition in 1952. The Swiss made two 
attempts. in the Spring and in the Autumn. and 
Raymond Lambert was a member of both. The 
Spring party, under Dr. E. Wyss-Dunant. 
succeeded in crossing the huge transverse 
crevasse which had stopped Shipton the year 
before, and made its way into the Western Cwm -
or the Valley of Silence as they more aptly called it. 
A route was forced up the Geneva Spur. which 
offers the shortest, but steepest, access to the 
South Col. A small tent was established at 
27 ,OOOft on the South-east Ridge and from there, 
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Lambert and Tenzing made a bid for the summit. 
They carried oxygen sets, but these were 
practically useless. In poor conditions they made 
very slow progress until, they were forced to 
give up. They had reached some 28,000ft. much 
the same altitude that Norton, Wager, Wyn-Harris 
and Smythe had reached on the North Face. 

Lambert was the climbing leader when a new 
group returned to the attack in the Autumn. He 
elected againtotryand reach th ecol by the Geneva 
Spur. but it was sheathed in treacherous blue
green ice, and one of the best Sherpas was killed 
there by falling ice. The expedition. shaken, turned 
its attention to the longer, safer Lhotse Face 
approach. but was unable to get higher than the 
South Col. 

TENZING NORGA Y 
ED HILLARY 

When Sherpa Tenzing joined the 1953 Everest 
expedition as its Sirdar, it was his seventh Everest 
expedition. He had gone first with Shipton in 
1935, with the British again in 1936 and 1938. 
and in 1949 he and Ang Dawa had accompanied 
the lone Canadian. Earl Danman. on his un
sanctioned attempt which got to just above the 
North Col. He was with both Swiss expeditions· 
(reaching the highest point with Lambert) and 
was, in fact, a very experienced Himalayan 
traveller and climber. He had been several times to 
the Garwhal, had climbed Bandar Punch and 
Kedernath, and spent the war years with the 
Chitral Scouts. 

Ed Hillary, a bee-keeper, had learned his 
climbing in his native New Zealand's Southern 
Alps. He came to the Himalaya in 1951 and after 
visiting Mukut Parbat, joined Shipton for the 
Everest Reconnaissance Expedition. He made a 
very satisfactory impression and was invited to go 
the following year to Cho Oyu, and then to be a 
member of the 1953 team. 

In 1953, Tenzing was expected to be a full 
member of the climbing team, and it soon became 
obvious that he and Hillary, both in tip-top 
condition. formed a formidable partnership. 
Hillary and Ten zing made their historic climb May 
29, 1953. reaching the top at 11.30 a.m. and 
using open-circuit oxygen apparatus. 

By the time they got back to the base of the 
mountain. the world had changed. For Tenzing 
perhaps more than anybody. He was showered 
with attention and honours, offers of money and 
careers. Resisting the more bizarre temptations, 

he settled for the founding of an Indian school of 
mountaineering, the Himalayan Mountain 
Institute, where he was Director of Field Training 
until his retirement in 1977. Hillary became Sir 
Edmund. and matured from a sheepish country 
boy to a dignified public figure. a social reformer, 
one might say, and spent much of his time helping 
the Sherpa communities. There was not a single 
member of the expedition, from John Hunt down
wards. whose life was not affected by the Everest 
success, whilst back in Britain, Coronation Day 
had the added spice of the Everest achievement 
.. it was, they said. the start of the new 

Elizabethan Age. 

THOMAS HORNBEIN 
WILLI UNSOELD 1926-1978 

Now that it had been climbed, Everest had lost 
some of its mystique. It had apparently lost 
nothing of its attraction. Mountaineers from all 
over the world wanted their chance to stand on its 
airy summit: Swiss, Chinese, Indians.Japanese. In 
1963 it was the turn of the Americans, and they 
came under the leadership of the Swiss-American 
Norman G. Dyhrenfurth (son of the Himalayan 
pioneer and historian. G. 0. Dyhrenfurth, and a 
member of the 1952 post-monsoon Swiss 
Expedition). Besides making only the 3rd climb of 
the South Col/South East Ridge, this expedition 
also climbed the West Ridge from the West 
Shoulder. Tom Hornbein, a Doctor and Professor 
at the University of Washington, Seattle, with first 
ascents in Colorado and Alaska, and a member of 
the 1960 US Masherbrum Expedition. with Wil Ii 
Unsoeld, Philosophy Professor and Teton guide 
with considerable Himalaya experience 
(including 1st ascent of Masherbrum). set off from 
a high camp (27,230ft) on May 22. The route was 
harder than expected; they were following the 
Hornbein Couloir. which runs parallel to the 
classic Great Couloir of the North Face. and 
narrows to a difficult crack. It was 6.15 p.m. when 
coming over the last snow slope, they saw the 
American flag on the summit. 'stiff and streaming 
in the winds of space'. Their friends Jerstad and 
Bishop, who had reached the top by the South
east Ridge earlier that day, were waiting for them 
above the South Summit and the four, after a free 
bivouac. struggled down the South Col Route. 
This had been the first ascent of the West Ridge, 
and the first (and to date, only) traverse of the 
mountain. Unsoeld subsequently lost his toes as a 



result of frostbite, Hornbein suffered no 
permanent damage. 

DOUGAL HASTON 1940-1977 
DOUG SCOTT 

Back in 1953, Sir John Hunt (as he then was) had 
speculated that one day other routes may be 
climbed on Everest and the prospect of traversing 
the summit, climbing up one ridge and 
descending by another 'may no longer be a 
fantasy'. True but what Sir John had not 
speculated upon was that in less than a couple of 
decades, climbers would turntheirattention to the 
huge faces of Everest, to the Southwest Face 
initially 

This was first attempted by Japanese climbers 
in 1969. There were five more unsuccessful 
sorties before it was finally climbed by a strong 
British expedition in 1975. led by Chris Bonington. 
First on top were Doug Scott and Dougal Haston, 
both of whom had earlier been high on the Face on 
international expeditions and with the earlier 
British attempt of 1972. It had been the prominent 
Rock Band that had halted the earlier teams at 
around 27,230ft. 

Scott and Haston reached the summit on 
September 24 and subsequently had to bivouac 
on the South Summit on the way down. 

Haston was later killed in a skiing accident in 
Switzerland. Scott has since added The Ogre. 
Kangchenjunga and Nuptse to his summit-tally. 

JUNKOTABEI 
PHANTOG 

Women came late to Everest. One 'brazen 
mamselle', Anne Bernard, had the temerity to 
apply to the Mt. Everest Committee inthetwenties 
and was told very firmly that, "it is impossible to 
contemplate the application of a lady whatever 
nationality, the difficulties would be too great'. 
There had of course been some redoubtable lady 
Himalayan travellers (one has only to think of the 
awesome Fanny Bullock-Workman) and 
occasionally women did join Himalayan 
expeditions (Hettie Dyhrenfurth used to 
accompany her husband; Claude Kogan climbed 
Nun and Ganesh and got very high on Cho Oyu), 
but the first women as full climbing members on 
Everest were presumably Chinese in 1960. In 
1970 Miss Watanabe of Japan set up a women's 
altitude record byclimbingtothe South Col. and in 
1975 another Japanese. Junko Tabei, a 

Photos from left to right: Tensing Norgay, Raymond Lambert. Photos: Dyhrenfurth. Hornbein and 
Unsoeld during the 1963 Expedition. Doug Scott, Dougal Haston, Junko Tabe( Ang Phu. 

diminutive music teacher, became the first 
woman to stand on the summit of the world; she 
was a member of a Ladies' expedition led by Eiko 
Hisana. Mrs. Tabei had previously climbed 
Annapurna Ill. 

During the time this expedition was on the 
South Col SE Ridge Route a huge Chinese/Tibetan 
expedition was laying siege to the North Col/ 
Northeast Ridge. Nine of its members reached the 
top on May 27. including Phantog, a strong lady 
climber whose previous ascents had included 
Mustagh Ata and KongurTjube Tagh. 

More recently, Wanda Rutkiewicz of Poland has 
climbed the South Col Route (1978), as has West 
German Hannelore Schmatz (1979). Mrs. 
Schmatz died of exhaustion and exposure during 
the descent. 

PETER HABELER b. 1 942 
REINHOLD MESSNER 
b.1944 

Like Messner, Habeler began climbing in his 
native mountains as a small boy. They both came 
under the influence of the Tyrolean climber, Sepp 
Mayerl, who was somewhat older than they were. 
Perhaps the first time the Messner/Habeler 
partnership was noted internationally was after a 
speedy ascent of Yerupaja in 1969. Habeler spent 
some years living and climbing inthe U.S.A. but on 
his return to Europe, the two got together again. 
After achieving very fast times on the Matterhorn 
and Eiger in 1974, they decided to transpose their 
alpine techniques to the Himalaya. In 1975 came 
their swift 2-man climb of Hidden Peak; 
Dhaulagiri's South Face proved too tough a nut a 
couple of years later, but in 1978 there was the 
much-publicised Everest Unmasked climb. It is 
easy, now that it has been done, to underrate the 
business of climbing Everest without oxygen. 
Several people have done it since, and both K2 and 
Kangchenjunga have since been climbed 
without oxygen. The fact remains, however, that 

ever since Norton climbed to 28, 126ft in 1924, 
this altitude had proved to be the apparent 
terminus for more than 50years. People had come 
down from higher without oxygen, but never up. 
The barrier no longer exists. 

Messner is something of a phenomenon - as 
prolific in his theories and writings as in his 
climbs. He is committed to reducing all forms of 
artificial assistance and the process has included 
the progressive rejection of hardware, oxygen. 
companions ... He seems to be bewitched by the 
highest mountains of all and, one suspects, wants 
a crack at all fourteen eight-thousanders. To date 
his 'bag' is: Nanga Parbat (1970), Manaslu 
(1972), Hidden (1975), Everest (1978), Nanga 
Parbat - solo (1978), K2 (1979) - six! He is 
currently on Everest, this time attempting to solo a 
northern route. 

Habeler returned home after Everest a local 
hero, but sadly his successful partnership with 
Reinhold appeared to be irrevocably shattered. It 
remains to be seen if he can ever form another 
such productive alliance. 

ANG PHU 
Ang Phu was one of the new breed of Sherpas -

bi-lingual, a first-rate organiser, but a climber 
above all, and with a ready rapport with other 
climbers. He went with several of the Southwest 
Face expeditions from 1971 onwards. and in 
1975, aged 26. was DeputySirdaron Bonington's 
successful expedition. He returned to Everest with 
the Austrians in 1978 reaching the summit via the 
South Col with the first group, ahead of Messner 
and Habeler. The following year he stood on top 
again, this time having climbed the West Ridge 
with a Yugoslav expedition. He was the first man to 
have climbed Everest by two separate routes. 
(Nawang Gombu had climbed the South Col route 
twice, and much more recently, Japanese climber 
Kato has added the North-east ridge route to his 
earlier South East Ridge ascent as has Reinhold 
Messner) & 
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Ascent 
Edited by Allen Steck and 
Steve Roper 
USA: Sierra Club Books 
$14.95. UK: Diadem Books 
£8.50 
On one hand I hate the Sierra 
Club: as I hate all ·ecological" 
organisations with headquarters 
in city centre tower blocks. even 
San Francisco. That smacks of 
excess. But then again they have 
over 5 million members, which in 
most other countries would 
entitle them to a say in the 
represe'ntative assembly. So 
maybe they need a big staff and 
they're certainly entitled to the 
benefit of the doubt if they 
continue to produce value as 
good as the latest Ascent. 
Not that it's perfect. For openers, 
why on earth did they keep every
one waiting for 4 years since the 
last 'annual'? Sierra Club Books 
are undoubtedly the finest 
publishers in their field. Surely 
they could produce a volume a 
year as of old. The quality of the 
present 272 page book is 
undoubted. The use of gloss 
paper at the front and back for 
fine photo reproduction and matt 
paper in the centre for the 
'reading part' combine to give a 
feeling of thoughtful production. 
The photos, certainly the colour, 
are reproduced well, even though 
this time they have not used the 
more complex duotone process of 
printing . Some of the black and 
whites; now I look again, most of 
them; are reproduced too grey, or 
in Tom Higgins' case too black. A 
brilliant study of snow by Leigh 
Ortenburger and Robert 
Zipperer's photos of building 
climbing, which make excellent 
use of the architectural forms, 
redeem the book. Ed Cooper also 
continues to progress towards 
Wasburndom to good effect. For 
the first time there is colour, 
better than that, Sierra Club 
Books colour: strong, crisp and · 
accurate. Of the two colour 
sections there is little to pick 
between Ed Webster painting the 
desert red and Alan Long/Mike 
Graber conjuring rainbow colours 
from the snows of Kichatna: great 
photos well served in the 
printing and layout. So they 
should be; they were four years in 
preparation and with the pick of 
the world they wisely chose to 
have them printed in Japan. 
Doing that undoubtedly saved the 
book from being an expensive 
grandiose production and let it be 
what it is: grandiose but cheap in 
price. 
I feared all sorts of things when 
the Sierra Club stopped 
producing Ascent. Chiefly that 
they had moved away from the 
close connection with climbers 
they had and lost sight of the 
important role Ascent had for 
climbers. But also that the non
profit making club with the 
downtown headquarters had 
succumbed to corporate 
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accountants disease' and was 
taking decisions for money alone. 
This book is good enough to 
dispel those fears: so good in fact 
that I now feel that they should 
sack one pen pusher and bring it 
out every two years! 
Much of the reason for this is tied 
back to the 5 million members. 
That large a membership creates 
a broader perspective than other 
mountaineering organisations. 
The wider view leads them to 
publish material such as the 
centrepiece of this issue, a 
40,000 word novel, safe in the 
knowledge that the bulk of their 
members will have the 
intelligence to read and 
appreciate a complex work of 
mountaineering fiction. David 
Roberts' Like Water and Like Wind 
is simply the best piece of 
mountain fiction yet written. 
Worthy to be published on its 
own, this alone makes Ascent 
worth the money and the Sierra 
Club its salt. 
In a quote used in the front as a 
dedication Geoffrey Winthrop 
Young advises climbing writers, 
"Let him take courage, and write 
himself into the story" . Roberts 
has truly written himself into the 
story; not as a character but by 
using his character. David 
Roberts has taken part in several 
'stiff climbs' (Old English for 
"epics"). notably the ascent of 
Mount Huntington recounted in 
Mountain of My Fear. He has 
transferred his experience to 
create fully the central character; 
a mountaineer whose claim to 
have climbed a much sought after 
peak is doubted but cannot be 
disputed because it took place in 
a storm and his partner died on 
the descent. From this starting 
point Roberts chronicles the 
psycho-logic which makes the 
man first give up climbing, then 
start again and finally return to 
the same mountain. For once a 
climber has brought his 'outside 
life intelligence' (Roberts is a 
college English professor/writer) 
into climbing. Too often climbers 
do not correlate their experience 
as a whole, isolating the climbing. 
This is especially true of 
organised bodies like clubs and 
committees where they mostly 
seem to hang their brains at the 
door - but I digress. Roberts has 
done more than just use his 
intelligence, he has used the 
climbing experience, intelligently 
analysed and re-presented to 
make larger philosophical points. 
The story does falter a little when 
the main character is involved 
with a phase of rock climbing. But 
that is only an apparent falter 
·brought on by the necessity of a 
fair amount of 'nuts and bolts' 
description of climbs. As Geoffrey 
Winthrop Young said, again from 
the dedication, a good story will 
"die of dry detail". But the 
character is soon stronger than 
the details and all in all builds up 
to the most convincing portrait of 
a hard climber yet written. 
Other writers in this issue tend to 

conform to the standard of 'the 
most expert have the most to tell'. 
Who else could recount the 
history of the Kichatna area better 
than Mike Graber? He's been 
there more often than anyone 
else. Harnessing the imaginative 
Jeff Long to the subject of 
building climbing and climbers 
produces the first sensible 
comment on a sport that ranges 
from undergraduate silliness to 
political publicity stunting. Ron 
Matous makes a nice point about 
repeat climbs in his tale of the 
Eiger 1938 Route, Man meets 
Myth. Tom Higgins again 
manages to bring rock climbing 
alive, this time through the eyes 
of Captain George Vancouver 
studying the use made of the land 
he surveyed in California. Dick 
Shockley handles the on the wall 
'of the wall-isms' of Yosemite 
well, and there's a man called 
Mark Twain who seems to be able 
to write a bit. Even the obscure 
story by John Daniel manages to 
produce a sardonic twist to punch 
home its point. 
Enough. I started out prejudiced 
against the work. Unforunately I 
made the mistake of reading it 
and that changed my mind. Now I 
like it so much I want another one 
next year - how about it Sierra 
Club? 

Tim Lewis 

American Alpine Journal 
1980 
available from American 
Alpine Club, New York/ 
Diadem Books 
Contains the same high standard 
of articles as previous years, plus 
6 excellent colour photos and a 
map supplement, in all 725 
pages. 
The pick of the reading are James 
Bridwell (sic) on Free Climbing, 
Renato Casarotto on his solo of 
Fitzroy, John Roskelley on Uli 
Bia ho and John Thackray on 
Thelay Sagar. 
The real meat of the edition is the 
150 page plus Climbs and 
Expedition section. As a final court 
of reference for climbing in the 
Americas this remains the best. 
No-one planning climbs in North 
or South America should leave it 
unconsulted. 

Tim Lewis 

Topo Guide to Tahquitz & 
Suicide 
by Randy Vogel 
Bonehead Publishing $7.50 
On the heels of the 'official' 
American Alpine Club guide to 
Tahquitz & Suicide Rocks comes 
this new publication. The Wilts/ 
AAC guide was little more than a 
reprint of previous editions with is 
many errors and omissions, and 
very overpriced at circa $12. In 
the years since the previous guide• 
it would seem tbat a better, more 
useful, work could have been 
evolved. This was not the case 

and happily, though in a different 
format, a useful guide has now 
been produced. 
Climbers are now familiar with 
the topo format, since Meyer's 
Yosemite guide has been the 
main source of information for 
climbs in The Valley for many 
years now, and this guide is laid 
out along similar lines. The topos, 
used with the photographic 
plates, help in fast and accurate 
orientation of the routes on what 
are fairly complex crags. It should 
make route finding much easier, 
especially on lower grade but 
popular climbs like the Larks and 
Sahara Terror, where it is easy to 
stray on to much more difficult 
ground. 
There are mistakes, including the 
omission of the usual pitch 3 of 
Mechanics Route, (Tahquitz Plate 
19), and the mix up of the 
captions on routes C, D and E 
(Tahquitz Plate 20) all transposed, 
and plates 26 and 27 Suicide, are 
missing in the copy I received. 
However as the format is of the 
loose-leaf bind system, these 
errors can be easily corrected by 
the publishers without waiting for 
a second printing. 

No mention is made of the 
excellent winter climbing possi
bilities especially on Tahquitz, 
which is the only place in 
Southern California where good 
conditions can be found most 
years. 

A few historical notes would 
have added interest, but overall a 
useful publication that should fil I 
the needs of local and visiting 
climbers alike for some time. 

Jeff Morgan 

Mountain Sickness 
Prevention, Recognition 
and Treatment 
Peter Hackett M.D. 
American Alpine Climber's 
Guide (Cordee £2. 50) 
Only a generation ago deaths and 
illness from forms of mountain 
sickness were frequently 
diagnosed as 'pneumonia'. The 
large numbers of visitors to high 
altitude regions in recent years 
have provided the sources for 
considerable increases in 
empirical knowledge about the 
various forms of 'mountain 
sickness', as has work done over a 
longer period in the United 
States. Dr. Hackett's book 
attempts to provide a common
sense guide for use by non
specialists in self-monitoring. 
Acute mountain sickness is des
cribed as a complex of symptoms. 
Even now there is I ittle agreement 
among medical practitioners as to 
its varied forms. Thus it is not 
surprising to find marked 
resistance even among informed 
people to the suggestion that they 
may be suffereing from a form of 
such sickness, particularly when 
they are customarily fit at lower 
altitude. What is more surprising 
is the relative simplicity of the 
recommendations, which really 



go back to the stress upon very 
gradual ascent and, in cases of 
sickness, descent. As always 
prevention is the real key, while 
drugs can help, but only a little, 
and with care. They can also 
confuse the issue and lead to a 
false sense of security - nor is the 
old rule of carrying high and 
sleeping low forgotten. The book 
is written by an expert, but he 
pretends to only limited 
knowledge for that is all there is . 

Paul Nunn 

'The spirit of mountaineering': members of the 1951 Everest reconnaissance crossing the A run River. RGS photo. 

High Drama 
H. Macinnes 
Hodder and Stoughton £7. 95 

The gory side of mountaineering 
has its own appeal, and the 
rescuer an aura often denied to 
the climber, who at best is a 
patient or victim . Yet it is 
climbers, stalwart hillmen and 
helicopter professionals who bear 
the brunt of rescues. Hamish 
Macinnes knows as much about 
this as anyone, and has lived in 

the firing line for more than two 
decades in treacherous Glencoe. 
After covering the more technical 
aspects in his International 
Rescue Handbook he has gone·for 
the drama. 
A good number of the stories bear 
resurrection or have not been 
easily available. Though the death 
of Tony Kurz on the Eiger is well 
known, how many people knew 
that the great climbers of Munich 
had their own troubleshooting 
rescue squad in the 193Osl Other 

tales range from the Tatras to 
Scotland, The Grand Teton and 
New Zealand to the high wastes 
of the Himalayas. If there is a 
message it is probably hidden in 
'Self-help on the Ogre'; for what
ever the expertise of the rescuers 
ultimately it is individual judge
ment which counts, before the 
potential accident. 

Paul Nunn 
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LETTERS 
A stern rebuke 
from Galen Rowell 

I would like you to publish this 
letter, which you won't like, as 
either an editorial or in your 
letters column in full. 
This may be my final contribution 
to Mountain. I have watched what 
was once the most authoritative 
voice in world mountaineering 
dwindle to a gossip pamphlet. 
Some of the fault is my own, and 
that of a contemporary fad in 
mountain journalism. I fanned 
this fire with my book, In the 
Throne Room of the Mountain 
Gods, in which I made candid 
display of all the petty 
happenings surrounding a non
event on K2. Articles, books, and 
letters to the editor about 
expedition conflicts have become 
commonplace now. Some, like my 
book, represent accounts by eye 
witnesses which are backed up by 
tapes, diaries, and the like. 
Others. like all too much of 
Mountain's recent journalism, are 
second- or third-hand accounts 
of personal condemnations that 
crush the human spirit. For all too 
many, mountaineering has 
become a shortcut to fame. A new 
route means your name in the 
guidebook and a letter to 
Mountain puts your personal bias 
in front of the world. The printed 
media starts this process, and it is 
the duty of responsible media to 
correct it. 
Shipton saw the same thing after 
Everest in 1933 when he wrote, "I 
knew a man with a strong claim 
for a place on the expedition who 
said that he wanted to climb 
Everest so as to make a big name 
for himself, which would enable 
him to use his influence in the 
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cause of world peace. A worthy 
ambition, no doubt, but surely it 
would have been more profitable 
to devote his energies to the 
study of political economy rather 
than proving himself a 
mountaineer with an 
exceptionally large lung capacity, 
or whatever it is that enables a 
man to climb to great altitudes. 
This is one example among many 
of an extraordianry distortion of 
values which has its roots in the 
opening of a short cut to fame." 
The last year of Mountain is a 
living testament to the fact that 
mountaineers have no corner on 
the truth. I believe that climbing is 
a method of seeking personal 
truths. A person knows what he or 
she can or cannot do after putting 
it on the line on a peak. But there 
is no shortcut to the other truths 
in life. A person who returns from 
a Himalayan summit is likely to 
know less about Nepal than one 
who spends equal time in the 
Kathmandu Valley. Yet the public 
looks to the climber as an expert, 
because of his totally unrelated 
accomplishment, on the nation's 
history, culture, environment, and 
foreign affairs. 

I hesitated writing at all, for I am 
doing here some of what I am 
indicating: publishing a signed, 
unsolicited critique. My first 
inclination came when Mountain 
requested a letter on the Alaska 
controversy. What controversy} I 
had just been climbing in Alaska 
on my eighth expedition, and 
there is less problem obtaining 
permission than at any time 
climbing areas have been under 
park service control. No other 
area on earth allows the ascent of 
a 20,000ft peak with fewer 

restrictions. The "problem" is 
entirely the creation of individuals 
who like to see their words in 
print - regardless of truth - and 
of the magazines who publish this 
rot without checking facts. 
Everest distortions reached a new 
low in Mountain 71, with the 
report of the West German 
expedition on which my friend 
Ray Genet died after reaching the 
summit. It was at odds with the 
firsthand reports I heard from 
individuals who were in the 
Khumbu at the time, but I 
hesitated writing because I could 
not know the whole truth. It took 
Jimmy Roberts, a man connected 
with more Everest expeditions 
than anyone in history, to correct 
what he considered an irrespon
sible personal attack on the 
leader and the expedition's 
conduct. If I was Dr. Schmatz, the 
expedition leader, I would 
probably quit the sport I loved if a 
magazine printed such distortions 
about a trip that has already cost 
the lives of his wife and a team 
member. In America we had a 
similar situation forty years ago in 
which Fritz Weissner's character 
was lastingly slandered after a 
team member died on the 
expedition he led to K2. 
What triggered me to write this 
letter - and to stop writing for 
Mountain until it changes - was a 
book review. I consider it a breach 
of unwritten ethics to write critici
zing a review of one's own work, 
yet the more I thought about it, 
Tony Riley's strange "Review of 
the Photographs" (from my book, 
High and Wild) fit more into the 
realm of Mountain's recent 
scandal-mongering than into that 
of any book-review format. A 

magazine that prints harsh 
criticism of a frequent contributor 
does so at the risk of losing that 
contributor. When 
misinformation is involved, with 
no attempt to check the facts, the 
risk nears certainty. 
Riley spends half of his review 
discrediting my photography on 
the basis of a single-page note at 
the end of my book (which, by the 
way, was cut by the editors to a 
third of its original length). He 
says that I am wrong to state that 
colour films over "1 00ASA tend 
to produce harsh-looking slides 
that end up in my wastebasket". 
Well, Mr. Riley, it was my waste 
basket. And your statement about 
faster films having less inherent 
contrast fails completely to 
explain why, when given a choice, 
the publishing industry always 
opts to print colour photographs 
with the fuller tonal range, 
especially in high Ii ghts, of slow 
transparency films. Similarly, my 
simple statement about the reality 
of capturing a candid moment is 
taken out of context and dispelled 
with righteous indignation. I 
wrote, "The photos in this book 
have, for me, a stamp of reality 
that I find missing in images I 
sometimes 'create' on editorial or 
advertising assignments". Riley 
deleted "for me," and countered, 
"I don't think they have that 
stamp, I think they are the sort of 
highly professional, commercial 
shot you would produce on an 
assignment". I have merely stated 
my opinion; Riley twists it to make 
me wrong, yet it is he himself who 
is distorting the truth. The thrust 
of the paragraph is about the 
difference between setting up a 
photograph and finding a 
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moment in nature, and his 
statement is incredibly irrelevant 
- except to hi s personal quest to 
discredit me. 
Riley does hit two bullseyes. The 
first was the sloppy popular 
jargon used on the one page he 
has singled out, where editors 
grossly oversimplified my original 
technical terms and added a 
misplaced parenthetical 
definition that he rightly 
challenged . The second was dead 
centre into Mountain 's new style 
of invidious journalism, where the 
rocks in the writer's shoes 
become more important than the 
mountain. 

I know that there are many ways 
that my book and my 
photography could have been 
improved, but I know even more 
clearly that Riley, like so many 
Mountain writers and correspon
ents, has lost touch with the 
whole because of a jaundiced 
view of its parts. There is a reason 
why the book sold out within 
weeks of a-large first printing. It 

· captured the overall spirit of 
mountain adventure through 
careful editorial selection by 
Sierra Club Books of just 1 00 out 
of my 150,000 wilderness 
photographs. 
In my opinion, and please 
remember that this is just my 
opinion, Mountain has been all 
too quick to judge human 
endeavour and human beings by 
third-hand reports or taintings of 
the Deadly Sins of Competitive 
ness, Fame, Profit, and Intl uence. 
We must remember that when it 
is disastrous to climb exclusively 
to pursue any one of these ends, 
most of the outstanding 
mountaineers in history have 
been competitive, famous, profit
seeking , or power-hungry at some 
time in their lives. Their spiritual 
satisfaction from the mountaints 
has been great enough to override 
the other drives in all but a few 
cases. 

Please Mountain, lift your field 
of view to make the enjoyment 
and spirit of human endeavour 
the dominant theme of your 
pages. You now project exactly 
that which you so vehemently 

decry. 

Galen Rowell, 
Albany, Ca . 

We accept the rebuke from Mr. 
Rowell. It is not our policy to distort 
the truth. All our reports are 
supplied by climbers and printed 
unaltered. The contents of 
Mountain are also s upplied by 
climbers and are not the result of 
any over-riding editorial policy. As 
a result we may knowingly print 
conflicting opinions within the 
same issue in order to reflect the 
spread of climbing thought. As in 
this case, and that of the Swabian 
Everest expedition (see Letters, 
Mountain 73, 74), the columns of 
the magazine are open to 
intelligent debate. Ed. 

What is truth? 
from Ed Cleasby 
The initial part of your editorial 
(Mountain 75) headed, "Tell the 
Truth" , contains a letter from a 
Mr. Prentice in which he makes 
some very strange claims 
regarding Hodge Close Quarry 
routes. So outrageous are some 
of these claims that I feel they · 
cannot pass without comment. 
Firstly I know of no-one who has 
claimed to have "discovered" 
Hodge Close, certainly none of 
the most recent activists, who 
claim no more than to have 
realised more fully its potential. 
So Mr. Prentice came upon the 
quarry in 1974, this of course 
would make him something of a 
late comer, so late in fact that he 
in fact missed out on the actual 
first ascent of the now absent 
flake. The first ascent is some
what obscure but my own ascent 
took place in December 197 3 
(photo provided, Ed) and it was not 
by an means the first. Aside from 
this now non-existent ro1Jte, 
several others were climbed by 
various people during past 
decades, they were not recorded 
simply because they were 
considered of little importance 
and were either heavily aided or 
of poor quality (of the recent 19 
routes, only two, - the easiest, 
would seem to have been 

possibly done before). 
Now to the claims of having done, 
" for the most part ," a line similar 
to "The Main Event" ; this 
suggestion is simply laughable. 
Further to quote grades of 4b/ c 
and VS/ H.V.S. for even the easiest 
line up this wall shows a 
complete ignorance of the 
standards demanded by this 
formidable shield of rock. The 
fact that none of the four recent 
routes tackling this feature has a 
grade lower than E3 5c should tell 
Mr. Prentice that climbers have 
caused to doubt the validity of his 
claims. The bolt he claims to have 
placed in 1977 was to my know 
ledge present in 1974 (it's 
actually a piece of steel plate 
approximately 4" x 1 ½ " and 
fastened to the rock with a large 
rawl bolt - I believe it belon·ged to 
an early aid route which tackled 
this wall). 
Finally, if Mr. Prentice, "being a 
V.S. climber" did create such a 
superb route as he claims, and 
"wanting other V.S. climbers to 
enjoy the route" it prompts me to 
ask why he waited over three 
years to make us aware of its 
existence. I should also be 
interested to learn where his 
"later cleaned routes" are to be 
found especially as they should 
be checked for inclusion in the 
next Scafell / Dow Crag guide. 

Ed Cleasby, 
Dalton - In-Furness, Cumbria 

Candadian Everest Team? 
from Anders Ourom 
I have noticed with some interest 
the recent appearance of posters, 
etc., promoting a Canadian 
Everest expedition to occur in 
1982, apparently via the South 
Col route. While this isa worthy 
and laudable objective in terms of 
Canadian Himalayan 
mountaineering , it must be 
pointed out that of 15 climbers on 
the trip only 7 are of Canadian 
origins. The remainder are foreign 
climbers who have emigrated to 
Canada, although in fairness it 
must be admitted that many of 
them have since become 
naturalized citizens and all 
apparently intend doing so before 

1982. However, it nevertheless 
seems to me that on the basis of 
its composition it is a mis
representation to call this group a 
Canadian expedition . This is 
doubly so in view of the 
regionalism which it exhibits. All 
of the expedition's members are 
residents of British Columbia and 
Alberta; most of them live in the 
small area containing Golden, 
Banff and Calgary. Other parts of 
the country possessing capable 
and experienced mountaineers, 
such as Quebec, have been 
completely ignored. This hardly 
seems representative, especially 
for a group which, by its title, lays 
claim to being a national 
expedition. 

Anders Ourom, 
Vancouver.Canada 

Longhaven Coastal 
Alliance 
from George Allan 
I am writing to keep you informed 
of recent developments regarding 
the sea cliffs. Following the bank
ruptcy of "Long haven Quarries", 
the Receiver has put the area up 
for sale as a going concern . The 
likelihood of selling it is unknown 
and the future is very uncertain. 
Because of this our efforts to gain 
protected status for the area wil I 
continue and the campaign may 
prove to be a lengthy one. 
The bankruptcy of "Long haven 
Quarries" is now common 
knowledge and because of this 
people may not sign, or return 
signed copies, of the petition . The 
Petition remains vital to our 
efforts and we would want to 
encourage people to return 
signed copies as soon as 
possible. The closing date of 15th 
September is arbitrary and 
petitions returned after that date 
will certainly be used . With 
thanks for your support. 

George Allan, Aberdeen 
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SNOWDON MOULDINGS' new tent THE LIMPET was 
. chosen by CHRIS BONINGTONthis year for his 
expedition to Mount Kongur in China. He was so 
impressed by the tent llvhic:h he used to .a height of 
18,500', that he has ordered them for the main 
expedition next year. Hesaidofthe 'LIMPET'-"lt 
was excellent; of the six different tents we took, it 
proved to be the best." • ~ 

THE 'LIMPET' was also used on expeditions this ' l ~•~~ 
year to ANNAPURNA, THALA Y SAGAR.SICKLE •~ i .._"' 

MOON, DHAULAGIRI, P..HABRANG, BALTORO • • fri 
KANGRI and KINY-6.NG K~H as well as 1. I ' 
PERU, ALASKA ana EC\!ADOR. Comments from .,.,, l 

·these expeditions incluae: 
"Ideal in every way; easy to pitch, completely 
weatherprORlf anddepenileble.,, i 
"Perfect for restrit:teftsites .... you coultf 
literally pitch it anywhere. " { ' 
"Apart from being a great tent>8t over "" 
20,000: 'we found it an ideal valley tent with 
excellent insect protectio,n. " 
"It was reassuring to knowthat you could . ,. 
leave it pitched for a week and it would still 
be in the same place on your return." 
"Even when totally covered in snow there 
was no sign of dampness. ,, 

The 'LIMPET' was designed with the needs of both the mountaineer and valley 
camper in mind - it is just as at home in a wet Scottish glen or perched on a 
windswept Himalayan Ridge. The materials used are the best available; 

C!ore,Tex dome, Neoprene groundsheet with taped seams and guaranteed 
unbreakable fibreglass poles. 
Other 'LIMPET' features include; 

■ MAXIMUM TENT VOLUME FOR MINIMUM GROUND COVERAGE. 
■ ALL ROUND SNOW/ROCK VALANCE AND ICE AXE ANCHORAGE 

LOOPS FOR SNOW. 
■ NO GUY ROPES NEEDED IN ALL BUT THE SEVEREST OF WEATHER. 
■ UNIQUE OVER HANGING DOOR WITH LOCKABLE ZIP. 
■ CAN BE TURNED TO SUIT PREVAILING WIND IN SECONDS. 
■ PITCHED EASILY IN A COUPLE OF MINUTES, PACKED IN LESS. 
■ NON FLAP 'GIVE WITH THE WIND' CONSTRUCTION. 
■ SOLID, PULTRUDED FIBREGLASS POLES IN EPOXY RESIN. 
■ Available in 2, 3 and 4 man sizes; weight of 2 man version 81bs 12 ozs. Colours: 

blue dome/olive groundsheet or olive dome/blue groundsheet. 

S1t:11..c:>Wd.C>~ LLANBERIS 
_ GWYNEDD 

1VIe>-.iid.:..::w..gs N WALES 



Please note that from Mountain 77 the 
cover price will increase to 80p/$2.50. 
This price increase is due solely to 
inflationary pressure and is required to 
maintain the quality of the publication. 

Subscriptions commencing with issue 
77 will cost:-

Britain £5.50 
Overseas £6. 00 

U.S.A. & Canada $17.50 

STU BAI 

Manaslu with G 
or Metal Shaft 

Stu a1 quality climbing gear - proving the best 
doesn't always cost the most. 

FIELD&TREK 
MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS 

SPECIAL OFFER 
F&T KERNMANTEL ROPE 

45x11mm 45x9mm 
£31·74+£1·50 p+p £25·39+£1·50 p+p 

UIAA APPROVED 

We stock one of the largest ranges of quality climbing gear 
available in Britain at permanently discounted prices. 

CONTRACTANDEXPORT 
Our contract department specialises in club, expedition and 
educational orders and direct and personal export. 

Director: PETE BOARDMA N. Photos: PAT LITTLEJOHN , LS.M. 1980. 

----------FILL IN COUPON TICK □ Ma,lordercatalogue 
~ (Please enclose 25p postage) I 

FOR YOUR BOX □ Backpack1nggeargu1de 150p enc1oseo, 

NAME I 
ADDRESS--------

CATALOGUE &=c,~,.,~~ .. ,, M12L I --- _( ______ _ 
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SUPPLIERS 
OF MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT 

AUSTRALIA 
A.C. T. : Canberra 
Bushgear Australia P/ L 
Shop 6 Caga Centre, ' 
38 Akuna Street, 2601 
Tel. (062) 47 - 7153 (M)(S) 
A.C. T. : Canberra 
Paddy Pallin Pty., Ltd ., 
46 Northbourne Avenue 
Civic. Tel. 47 .8949. (C)(S). 
N.S.W.: Hornsby 
Southern Cross Mountaineering 
Equipment Pty ., ltd., 
222 Pacific Highway, 2077 . 
Tel. 476.3242. (C) . 

. . . . 
Christchurch 
Alp Sports Ltd., 
200 Madras Street, 
Tel. 67 .148 
Christchurch 
Mountain Equipment ltd. 
384 Montreal Street 
Tel. 793-747 (C) (M) 
Christchurch 
Oscar a Coberger 
15 Cranmer Square 
Tel. 795 174 

Dunedin 
The Wilderness Shop, 
101 Stuart St ., 
Tel. 773.679 

CANADA 

N.S.W.: Milsons Point 
Caving Equipment, 
P.O. Box 230, 2061 
Tel. 02.929.0432. 
"i<N"S~W~S~d:-=--:=.:__ ____ Alberta : Calgary 
... : y ney 

Paddy Pallin Pty ., Ltd. , The Hostel Shop, 
69 Liverpool Street, 2000. 1414 Kensington Rd ., N.W.41 . 
Tel. 26.2685. (C) (S) . Tel. 403.283.5551 . (Cl (M) (S) . 

N.S.W. : Sydney 
Mountain Designs 
334 Kent Street, 
Tel. 291231 
N.S.W. Sydney 
Mountain Equipment Pty., Ltd ., 
17 Falcon Street, Crows Nest. 
Tel. 02.439.2454. 
Queensland: Brisbane 
Jim The Backpacker 
Shop A21 , Queen's Arcade 
77 Queen St., 4000 
Tel. (07) 2296609 
Queensland: Brisbane 
Mountain Experience, 
224 Barry Parade, 
Fortitude Valley , 4006. 
Tel. 07 .52.8804 or 52 .8894. 
South Australia : Adelaide 
Thor Climbing Equipment, 
98 Fullarton Road, 
Norwood 5067 
Ti!I. 08.332.7793 (C) (Ml (S). 
Tasmania : Hobart 
Outdoor Equipment, 
212 Liverpool Street, 7000. 
Tel. 002.346213 (Cl (M) (S) . 
Victoria : Kew 
Bush and Mountain Sports 
146 High Street, 3101 
Tel. 862:1801 
Victoria: Melbourne 
Bushgear Australia P/ L 
377 little Bourke Stre~t, 3000 
Tel. (03) 67 - 3354 (M)(S) 

(03) 67 - 7966 
Victoria: Melbourne 
Paddy Pallin Pty ., Ltd. , 
55 Hardware Street, 3000. 
Tel. 67.4845 

NEW ZEALAND 
Auckland 
Alp Sports (Auckland) Ltd., 
2nd Floor, Corner Victoria & 
Kitchener Streets, 
Tel. 374764 
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GERMANY 
Munich 33, 
Sport - Scheck, 
Sendl inger Str. 85 
P.O. Box 880 
Tel. (089) 21 66 - 1 
Telex. 524 742 spsch d 

HONGKONG 
Hong Kong 
Hong Kong Mountain Services, 
(Mountaineering Division of 
'The Act ion Corporation ' ), 
402 Li Po Chun Chamber 
Des Vouex Road Centra l ' 
Tel. 5-435063 . 
Mail. Tsat Tsz Mui 
Post Office, Box No.73 

INDIA 
Delhi 
M/S West Coast Manufacturers 
& Traders (Regd .) 
92 U B. Jawahar Nagar, 110007 
Tel. 223900 & 229539 

UNITED KINGDOM 
Aberdeen 
Bill Marshall 
302 George Street. (C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 0224.636952 
Aberdeen 
Rad sports, 
30 Market Street. (S) 
Tel. 0224.572504 
Ambleside 
Frank Davies, Climber 's Shop, 
Compston Corner, 
Tel. 09663.2297 . 
Aviemore 
Speyside Sports. (S) . 
Tel. Aviemore 629 . 

Belfast 
Jackson Sports, 
The Outdoor Centre, 
70 High Street, 
Tel. 0232.38572. 

Birmingham 
The Mountain Shop, 
18/19 Snowhill Queensway.4 . 
Tel. 021 .236.6816. (S). 

Birmingham 
Y.H.A. Shop. (S) . 
35 Cannon Street, 2. 
Tel. 021 .643.5180. 
Birmingham 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, (C), 
34 Edgbaston Shopping Centre, 
Hagley Road . 
Tel. 021.454.8771 . 

Blackburn 
A.B .C. Gear Ltd ., 
39 Darwen Street, 
Tel. 0254 .663235. 
Blackpool 
The Alpine Centre, 
193 Church Street. 
Tel. 0253.24307 . 
Bolton 
Alpine Sports, 
117 Bradshawgate. (S) . 
Tel. 0204.25087 . 
Bradford 
Allan Austin Mountain Sports, 
4 Jacob Street, 
Manchester Rd . 5. 
Tel. 0274.28674 
Brentwood, Essex 
Field & Trek (Equipment) Ltd., 
25 Kings Road . 
Tel. 0277.221259. 
Brighton 
Alpine Sports 
138 Western Road . (S) 
Tel. 0273.26874. 

Bristol 
Ellis Brigham, 
162 Whiteladies Road . 
Tel. 0272.311157 . 
Bristol 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, 
41a Colston Street. (S) (C). 
Tel. 0272.23166. 
Burnley 
Sportak, . 
25 Hammerton Street. 
Tel. 0282.36816. 
Buxton 
Jo Royle, 
High Peak Outdoor Centre. (C). 
22 High Street. Tel. 0298.5824. 
Cambridge 
The Outdoor Centre, 
7 Bridge Street. 
Tel. 0223.53956. 
Capel Curig 
Joe Brown, 
The Climbing Shop, 
~I. 06904.205. 
Capel Curig 
Ellis Brigham, 
Mountain Centre. (M) (S) . 
Tel. 06904.232. 
Cardiff 
Y.H.A . Shop, 
131 Woodville Road 2 
Tel. 0222.31370. , . 
Cardiff 
Outdoor Action, 
12 Wyeverne Road, Cathays, 
Tel. 0222.28892. 

Cardiff 
Up and Under Outdoor Gear 
148 Ninian Park Road 
Tel. 0222.390531 . ' 
Carlisle 
Dennis English, 
141 Lowther Street. 
Tel. 0228.30239. 
Chester 
Ellis Brigham, 
7 Northgate Street. 
Tel. 0244.318311 . 
Chesterfield 
The Adventure Centre 
7 Shepleys Yard , Salte'rgate , 
Tel. 0246.38660. 
Coventry 
Mountain Sports (Coventry) 
61 Empress Buildings 
Binley Road 
Tel. 0203.441241 

Derbyshire/Hope 
Magic Mountain, 
93 Castleton Road. 
Tel. 0433.20516. 
Derby 
Derby Mountain Centre Ltd ., 
85 King Street. 
Tel. 0332.365650. 
Derby 
Powers Sports, 
Green Lane. 
Tel. 0332.48311 . 
Derby 
Prestidge, 
350 Normanton Road. (S) . 
Tel. 0332.42245. 
Derby 
Outdoor Shop, 
201 Normanton Rd ., DE3 6US 
Tel. 0332.45204. 
Doncaster 
Smith , Beyer Ltd ., 
38 Kingsgate, 
Waterdale Centre, (C) (M) . 
Tel. 0302.21297 . 
Dundee 
David Low Sports Co . ltd., 
21 Commercial Street . (M) (S) . 
Tel. 0382.24501/2. 
Dundee 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, 
93-117 Princes Street. (C) . 
Tel. 0382.43766. 
Edinburgh 
Blues/ Alpine Sports, 
1 Wemyss Place, 
West End of Queen Street . (S) 
Tel. 031.225.5640 
Edinburgh 
Spindrift Mountain Gear 
46 Dairy Road . ' 
Tel. 031 .337 .2332 . 
Elgin 
Bill Marshall, 
11 Commerce Street. 
Tel. 0343.44073. 
Exeter 
Blacks Camping & Leisure . 
181 /182 Sidwell Street. 
Tel. 0392.76423. (C) (S). 
Fort William 
Nevi sport 
131 High Street . 
Tel. 0397 .4921/4922 

Glasgow 
Alpine Sports, 
450 Sauchiehall Street. (S) 
Tel. 041 .333.0809 



Glasgow 
Greaves, 
23 Gordon Street. (S). 
Tel. 041 .221.4531/2 . 
Glasgow 
Highrange Sports, 
99 Great Western Road . 
Tel. 041 .332.5533. 
Glasgow 
Nevisport, 
261 Sauchiehall Street, (M), 
Tel. 041 .332.4814. 
Glasgow 

London 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, 
146 Holborn. E.C.1. 
Tel. 01.405.4426. 
London 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, 
53-54 Rathbone Place, W.1. 
Tel. 01 .636.6645. (C) . 
London 
Y.H.A. Shop, 
14 Southampton Street, 
WC2E 7HY. 
Tel. 01 .836.8541 /7 . 

Blacks Camping & Leisure, Luton 
132 St. Vincent Street. (S) . Out & About, 
Tel. 041.221.4007 • 20 Stuart Street , 
Grantown-on-Spey Tel. 0582.38952. 
Speyside Sports, Macclesfield 
47 High Street. (S) . The Pennine Centre, 
Tel. Grantown 246. (Camping & Caravan 

Distributors Ltd.), 
Halesowen, W. Midlands Elizabeth Street. 
Casac Equipment, Tel. 0625.20167. 
3 Hagley Road . Manchester 
Tel. 021 .550.9748. Ell,·s Br,·gham 
-,--,...,.....--,-,-,-,,-------- . 

Huddersfield 6/14 Cathedral Street, 4 . 
Smith, Beyer Ltd., Tel. 061.834.0161 . (C) (M) (S) 
28 John William Street. 

(C) ( ) Manchester, Altrincham 
Tel. 0484-23165· M · Nick Estcourt Outdoor Sports, 
Inverness 84 Stamford New Road, 
Clive Rowland, Tel. 061.928.6613. 
60 Academy Street, 
Tel. 0463.38746. 

Keswick: Cumbria 
Mountain World 
28 Lake Road 
Tel. 0596.73524 . 

Lancaster 
H. Robinson , 
Mountain Craft Shop. (C). 
5 New Road. Tel. 0524.66610. 
Leeds 
Centresport/ Alpine Sports, 
Merrion Centre, (S) 
Woodhouse Lane, LS2 8LX. 
Tel. 0532.452917 

Leeds 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, 
21 /22 Grand Arcade . (C). 
Tel . 0532.458634. 

Leeds/Bradford 
Guiseley Mountain Sports 
Towngate, 
Guiseley, LS20 9JA. 
Tel. 0943 75846 · 
Leicester 
Roger Turner , Mountain Sports, 
105 London Road (S) . 
Tel. 0533.551952 
Liverpool 
Ellis Brigham, 
73 Bold Street , 1. (C) (Ml (S) . 
Tel. 051 .709.6912. 
Liverpool 
Smith Beyer Ltd. 
43 Harrington St., 2 
Tel. 051.236.0525 
Uanberis 
Joe Brown, 
Menai Hall, High Street. 
Tel. 028682.327 . 
London 
Robert Lawrie Ltd ., 
54 Seymour Street, W .1. 
Tel. 01 .723.5252. 
London 
Alpine Sports 
10-12 Holborn, E.C.1. (S) 
Tel. 01 .404.5681. 

Manchester . 
Y.H.A. Shop 
166 Deansgate, 3. (S) . 
Tel. 061.834.7119. 
Manchester 
Blacks Camping & Leisure, 
202-204 Deansgate. 
Tel. 061.833.0340. 

Matlock Bath 
The Bivouac, 
56 North Parade. 
Tel. 0629.3750. 
Middlesbrough : Teesside 
Cleveland Mountain Sports, 
98 Newport Road . 
Tel. 0642.248916. 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
L.D. Mountain Centre Ltd. , 
34 Dean Street . (C) (S) . 
Tel. 0632.23561 . 
Newcastle-upon· Tyne 
Montane Ltd., 
12 Grey Street. 
Tel. 0632.24941. 

Nottingham 
Roger Turner, 
Mountain Sports, 
120 Derby, Road . (S) . 
Tel. 0602.47230. 
Oldham 
Paul Braithwaite, 
128-130 Yorkshire Street, 
Rhodes Bank . 
Tel. 061 .620.3900. 
Oxford 
Camping and Outdoor Centre , 
17 T url Street. 
Tel. 0865.47110. 
Penrith 
Mountain Craft, 
4 Castlegate. 
Tel. 0768.64513. 
Penzance 
Ellis Brigham . 
Market Jew Street . 
Tel. 0736.5828. 
Perth 
Radsport 
21, George Street. 

Portmadoc 
Madoc Sport 
118 High Street 
Tel. 0766.3617 
Portsmouth 
Safar i, The Tricorn. 
Tel. 0705.29410. 
Preston 
Glacier Sport Ltd ., 
40-41 Lune Street. 
Tel. 0772.21903. 
Rochdale 
Paul Braithwaite Outdoor 
Sports, 
99 Yorkshire Street. 
Tel. 0706.525196. 
Rotherham 
The Adventure Centre, 
The Guardian Centre, 
Tel. 0709 68660. 
Sheffield 
Bryan G. Stokes, 
9 Charles Street . 
Tel. 0742.27525. 
Sheffield 
Don Morrison , 
343 London Road. 
Tel. 0742.56018. 

Sheffield 
Thomas & Taylor Ltd. , 
24 Fitzwilliam Gate. (M) . 
Tel. 0742.25631 . 
Shipley 
P & S Outdoor Shop, 
73 Leeds Road . 
Tel. 0274.592422. 
Skipton 
The Dales Outdoor Centre, 
Coach Street. 
Tel. 0756.4305. 
Stockport 
Alpenstock 
2 Port Street. 
Tel. 061.480.3660 
Stockport 
Base Camp, 
89 Lower Hillgate. 
Tel. 061.480.2945 . 

Stoke-on-Trent 
Jo Royle, 
25 Brunswick St. , Hanley. 
Tel. 0782 .266137 . 
Tremadog 
The Bespoke Cobbler, 
Llanfrothen, Penrhyndendraeth 
Tel. 0766.770673 
Wasdale Head 
The Barndoor Climbers Shop 
Tel. 09406.229 
WindP.rmere: Cumbria 
The Fellsman, 
2 Victoria Street. 
Tel. 09662.4876. 

York 
Camping and Outdoor Centre , 
14 Goodramgate . 
Tel. 0904 .53567 . 

NORWAY 
Hemsedal 
Scandinavian Mountaineering 
Equipment, 
N 3560 Hemsedal. 
Tel. Hemsedal 117 . 

Oslo 
Sport Co . A/S , 
Mountain and Ski Equipment, 
Roald Amundsens Gt .6. 
Tel. (2) 110363.447381 . 

DENMARK 
Aalborg 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Borgergade 5, 9000. 
Tel. (08) 13.87 .33 

Arhus 
Spedjer Sport (Scout Shop) 
Aboulevarden 54-58, 8000 C. 
Tel. (06) 13.36.13 

Copenhagen 
Dolfi sport, 
Snemandsvej la , 2730 Herlev. 
Tel. 02.94.87 .94. 

Copenhagen 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Nr . Farmagsgade 39, 1364 K. 
Tel. (01) 12.55.22 

Lyngby 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Hovedgaden 57, 2800 
Tel. (02) 87 .04.67 

Odense 
Spejder Sport (Scout Shop) 
Kongensgade 55, 5000 C. 
Tel. (09) 11 .24.18 

UNITED STATES 
Alaska: Anchorage 
Alaska Mountaineering 
and Hiking 
2633 Spenard Road, 99503. 
Tel. 907 .272.1811. (C) (M) (S) . 

California: Berkeley 
The North Face, 
2804 Telegraph Ave., 94705. 
Tel. 415.548.1371 . (C) (S) . 
California: Berkeley 
Marmot Mountain Works, 
3049 Adeline. 94703. 
Tel. 415.849.0735. 
California: Campbell 
The North Face, 
349 E. Campbell Ave., 95008 
Tel. 408.374.5205 (C) (M) (S). 

California: La Canada 
Sport Chalet, 
951 Foothill Boulevard, 91011 
Tel : 213.790.2717. (C) (S) . 
California: La Habra 
Sports and Trails, 
1491 W. Whittier Blvd., 90631 . 
Tel. 213.694.2164. (Cl (MHS) . 
California : Palo Alto 
The North Face 
383, University Ave., 94301 
Tel. 415.327 .1563 (C)(M)(S). 

California: San Diego 
Stanley Andrews, Sporting Gds .• 
443 12th Street, 92101. 
Tel. 714.232.2167 . (C)(M)(S) . 
California: San Diego 
Adventure 16 Inc., 
4620 Alvardo Canyon Road , 
92120. Tel. 714.283.2374. 

California: San Luis Obispo 
.Granite Stairway Mountaineering 
871 Santa Rosa Ave ., 93401 . 
Tel. 805.541 .1533. (C)(M)(S). 

California : Santa Barbara 
Granite Stairway Mtneering, 
3040 State Street, 93105 
Tel. 805.682.1083 

California: Sonora 
Sonora Mountaineering, 
3251 Mono Way, 95370 
Tel. 209.532.5621 (C) (S) 
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California: Upland N.H.: North Conway 
Pack and Piton, International Mountain 
1252 W. Foothill Blvd., 91786. Equipment 
Tel. 714.982.7408. (C) (M) (S). Main Street, 03860. 
California: Ventura T ti. 603 .356.5287. 
The Great Pacific Ironworks, New York : Ithaca 
235 W. Santa Clara, 93001. Nippenose Equipment, 
Tel. 805.643.8616. 215 N. Cayuga, Dewitt Mall, 
Colorado: Boulder Tel. 607.272 .6868 . (C)(M)(S) . 
The Boulder Mountaineer, 
1329 Broadway, 80302. New York: New Paltz 
Tel. 303.442.8355. (C) (M) (S). Rock and Snow, 
Colorado: Boulder -14 Main Street, 12561. 
Neptune Mountaineering Tel. 914.255 .1311 · (S). 
2020 30th Street, 80301 New York: Syracuse 
Tel. 303.442.3551. (C) (M) (S). Nippenose Equipment, 

3006 Erie Blvd. East, 
Colorado: Colorado Springs Tel. 315.446.3838. (C)(M)(S) . 
The Cobbler, 
1 o South 25th Street, 80904. Pennsylvania: Bryn Mawr 

J D Sachs, Wilderness 
Tel. 303.475. 7626. Outfitters, 
Colorado: Denver 880 W' Lancaster Ave., 19010 
Forrest Mountaineering Ltd., Tel. 215.527 .3616. 
1517 Platte Street, 80202. 
Tel. 303.433.6419 (C)(M)(S). Pennsylvania: Yardley 
Colorado: Durango J D Sachs, Wilderness 

Outfitters, 
Pineneedle Mountaineering 10 Penn Valley Drive, 19067. 
835 Main Ave., Suite 211, 
81301. (C) (M) (S). Tel. 215.493.4536. 
T __ el_. _30_3_._2_4_7_.8_7_2_8_. _____ Utah: Salt Lake City 
Colorado: Estes Park Timberline Sports Inc., 
Steve Komito, 3155 So. Highland Drive, 84106 
Davis Hill (Box 2106) 80517 Tel. 801.466.2101 . (C)(M)(S) . 
Tel. 303.586.5391. Washington: Leavenworth 
Colorado: Fort Collins Der Sportsmann, 
The Mountain Shop, 837 Front Street, 98826. 
126 W. Laurel, 80521. Tel. 509 .548 .5623. (M)(S). 
_T_el_. _30_3,.....'--4..:..9..:..3:..;:..5_7_2_0_. (.:....M-')'-. ___ Washington: Seattle 
Colorado: Lafayette Recreational Equipment Inc., 

Climbing Ropes 
You can stake your life on 
MOAC ropes quality 
and performance 
- you may have to. 

Lowe Alpine Systems, 1525 11th Avenue, 98122. 
802 South Public, 80026. Tel. 206.323.8333 . (C)(M) (S). 
Tel. 303.665.9220. (C)(M) (S) . Washington : Seattle 
Connecticut: West Hartford Swallow's Nest, 
Clapp and Treat, 3320 Meridan Ave ., N., 98103. 

c!JYf 
~ . --

672 Farmington Ave ., 06119. Tel. 206 .633.0408 . (M)(S). 
Tel. 203.236.0878. (C) (S) . Washington : Seattle 
Idaho: Moscow North Face, 
Northwestern Mountain Sports, 4560 University Way N. E., 
410 W. 3rd Street, 83843. 98105. 
Tel. 208.882 .0133.(C)(M)(S). Tel. 206.633.4431. 
Illinois: Chicago 
Erewhon Mountain Supply, 
1252 West Devon, 60626. 
Tel. 312.262.3832.(C)(M)(S). 
Massachusetts: Boston 
Eastern Mountain Sports 
1041, Commonwealth Avenue, 
Tel. 617 .254.4250. (C)(M) (S) . 

Washington: Spokane 
Selk irk Bergsport, I 
W .30 International Way, 99220. 
Tel. 509 .328 .5020. (C)(M)(S). 1 Wisconsin: Madison 
Erewhon Mountain Supply , 
State and Gorham, 53703 . I 
Tel. 608 .251 .9059. (C)(M)(S) . 

From as little as £7 .50 p.a. the BMC Insurance Scheme 
provides UK · residents with world wide security . 
Cover is provided for rescue , medical , repatriation , 
personal accident, baggage and equipment , loss of 
deposits and public liability. Get the security of a 
proven . specialised insurance scheme . It could make 
your landing a little softer . 

J~ 
~~~ British 
Mountaineering 
Council Services Ltd 
Name 

Crawford House Please send me details 
Precinct Cenlre of BMC Insurance 
Booth Street East Schemes (or telephone 
Manchester M 13 9RZ 061 -273 58391 

Add ~re=ss~-------------- ----

I 
I 
I 

Minnesota: Minneapolis 
Midwest Mountaineering, 
309 Cedar Ave. South, 55454. 
Tel. 612.339.3433. (C)(M)(S) . 

Wisconsin: Madison 
Petrie Sports, 
644 State Street 53703. 
Tel. 608.257.1347 

L ___________ J 
Michigan: East Lansing 
Great Lakes Mountain Supply, 
541 East Grand River Ave., 
48823. 
Tel. 517.351 .2060. 

Montana: Hamilton 
Expeditions International 
215 Main St., (Box 1040), 
59840. 
Tel. 406.363.3440. (C)(S) . 

Wisconsin: Milwaukee 
Petrie Sports, 
95 N. Moorland 53005. 
Tel. 414.786.9000 
Wyoming: Jackson 
Teton Mountaineering, 
Main Square, 
(P .O. Box 1533), 83001 . 
Tel. 307.733 .3595. (C)(M)(S). 
Wyoming : Laramie 
Rocky Mountaineering, 
211 Second Street, 82070. 
Tel. 307 .742 .3191. (S)(C) . 

DON' T THROW THEM AWAY 
Your back issues of Mountain are wanted . Will pay premium price. 
Also will swap or sell some extras, as available. Fo~merly B . Beck . 

Now· Dave Willson, 3 Harlesden Road, St. Albans, AL 1 4LE, England. 
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Nuts! 
Big ones, small ones, some as big as your ... 

Get your favourite chock on wire, any shape 
bought or home made. Smal I sizes on 3mm 
wire (0.6 ton B.S.), the rest on 4mm wire 
( 1 ton 8.S.), with talurit alloy swage and 
plastic sleeve to keep wires parallel. Overall 
length: 8 inches. 
Price includes return postage. 
Per chock U.K. £1.00 overseas £1.25 
The Bivouac 56 North Parade, Matlock Bath, Derbys. 
Tel. Mat. 3750.Open M.T.W.T.F.S. 9.30-5.30. 
Sun 9.30-2.00. 
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Alpine Technology 
L The SALEWA quick-fit crampon binding with safety 

band. This binding is fitted in seconds, has no straps 
to restrict blood supply and can be used with welted 
boots. 

2. The Salewa hollow karabmer is unique and is lighter 
by approximately one-third than 01her karabiners of 
comparable strength. 

3. 

is the world leader in crampons. This 
position is assured by design, quality and technology. Salewa's 
technical managaging director is Hermann Huber, author of 
"Bergsteiger Haute", a leading publication on modem climbing 

techniques. 

10-VEAR GUARANTEE 
Salewa technology and quality control is so well advanced that a 
IO-year unconditional guarantee that any broken part will be 
replaced free of charge. Every part is individually tested and 
automatically stamped ONLY if the hardness is within the set 
parameters. 

* The Chouinard Rigid Model is NOT covered by this guarantee. 

This year KARRIMOR-SAIEWA introduce a new NO-RNET 
crampon strap - quickly fitted and removable it has visible 
security and a spare piece can be fitted in moments even on the 

mountain. 

Also new on some models is the new SALEWA coated finish- tough 
and durable it adds to the usual Salewa quality appearance. 

Contact KARRIMOR for a free copy of "Alpine 
Technology" - the KARRIMOR-SAIEWA Technical 

Guide to equipment. 

1'71 karrimor ... leaders in U technical excellence 

4. The crampon range is from instep to tungsten-tipped 
expedition crampons. AU except the Chouinard rigid 
model carrying the SA1£WA IO-year guarantee 
against breakage. The "Everest' ' model is rapidly 
achieving a top market position because of its total 
adJustability making it a true 1 size model. 

5 . Salewa rock and ice hammers are also precision 
tools made for the highest standards of performance. 

Salewa and Chouinard ULTRA ice screws are the 
standard equipment for serious mountaineers. 

The sticht plate is the most widely used belay device 
in the world. 

DEPT. MS1 karrimor International limited, AVENUE PARADE, ACCRINGTON, LANCASHIRE. Tel: (0254) 385911. 
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CUSTOM-MADE ADVENTURES 
FOR VERY SMALL GROUPS 

Glacier Bay 
& Admiralty Island 

Jun 6-Jun 19 
Jul 11 -J«l 23 
Aug 8-Aug 21 

A week-long canoe crossing of Admiralty 
lsland wilderness plus a week of kayaking 

in the deep green fjords of Glacier Bay 
National Monument. 

McKinley Climbing Seminar 
Jun 14-Jun 27 

In-depth mountaineering course plus 
asce nts of several peaks in McKinley 

Nat ional Park. 

Mt. McKinley Expeditions 
Mav 22-Jun 15 
Ju~ 19-Jul 12 

Ascent of Mt. McKinley (20,320') by 
either West Buttress o r summit traverse. 

Wilds of Alaska 
Jul 19-Aug 1 

Aug 16-Aug 29 
Experience wilderness Alaska by 

backpack ing rugged Baranof Island and 
kayaking the waterways of C hichagof 

lsland. 

Noatak River Kayaking 
Aug !-Aug 21 

16-day Klepper kayak trip on a gentle arc
tic wilderness ri ver (no previous kayak ex

perience needed). 

The Arrigetch Wilderness 
Jul 18-Jul 31 

Jul 30-Aug 12 
5-day hike through the granite towers of 
the Arrigetch plus 5-day float trip on t he 

Alatna River. 

Alaska Wildlife Safari 
Jun 25-Jul 10 
Jul 16-Jul 31 

Aug 6-Aug 21 
4 days camping in Arctic National 

Wildlife Range, 4 days in McKinley Na
tio nal Park, plus visit to the ver y isolated 

Pribilof Islands. 

100 expeditions & ou tings on 5 con
tinents for hikers, wildlife enthusiasts and 
adventurers. Write for 56-page Interna
tional Catalog and/or 24-page North 

American Catalog. (Include $1 for 
postage for each.) 

MOUNTAIN TRAVEL 
I 1398-M Solano Avenue I 

Albany, CA 94706 I (415) 527.s100 I 
I Name _____ I 
I St reet ____________ l 
I City _____ Statc ___ Zip -- r 
I Please send D International Catalog I 
L _ - D North American Caralou 

See your Travel Agent 
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HUMMINGBIRD 

MODULAR ICE AXE 
Following the success of the Humming

bird Hammer. Lowe introduces the 
Hummingbird Axe: one tool for all 
mountaineering . The original Tubular 
Pick is famous for stability in hard ice. 
For mixed climbing you may prefer the 
Alpine Pick. With the Tubular Adze you 
can chop steps or bollards quickly from 
any angle. Free Catalog. 

LASI• Dept M7• Spollanstown• T ullamore• Co Offaly• Rep Ireland 

LAS Box 189. M7 CME Ltd Dept M7 

Lafayene r;:~~~:::::::;;i 4508 10th St NE 
CO 80026 Calgary. ALTA 

(303) 665-9220 T2E 6K3 

OFF BELAY 
THE MOUNTAIN MAGAZINE 

A Journal of Communication 
for Active Mountaineers, 
Rock, and Ice Climbers 

"It's great to read articles of such 
variety and educational interest, .. 
rather than the typical, 'our trip ' 
accounts." -Va ncouver , B.C. 

"You seem to have broken the 
glory trend which is so prevalent 
in climbing publications today." 

- Salt Lake City, Utah 

Subscription Rates - United Sta te s & Ca nada 

1 Year - $12.00 ($12.62) 
2 Years - $23.00 ($24.22) 
3 Years - $34. 00 ($35.80) 

Foreign -$ 14.00 per vear 

Washington StatP. 
subscriptions muu 
include the 5.3% 
sales tax as noted 
in th e parer,theses. 

/ -~OFF ■ILAY 
--~ ,.,- _ 1M30S.E .1 24th STREET 

... ::;.,- ,,.,;. _ RENTON. WASHINGTON . 98055 

BACK Nos. 
IS YOUR COLLECTION OF MOUNTAIN INCOMPLETE? 

The following back issues of Mountain are still available:
lssues 53, 55, 61 through to 7 4 (except 65 & 68) 
All back issues must be prepaid and cost : 

£0.85 UK 
£0.95 Overseas 
$3.00 U.S.A. & Canada 

All the above prices include postage and packing. Overseas postage by sea 
mail. 

Also available are: 
INDICES 
Full indices for Mountain nos. 1 -12, 13-24 (photo-copy only), 24-40, 41-52 
and 53-64 are available at £0. 75 ($2.00) for each part . This price includes 
postage and packing. As above all indices must be prepaid and overseas 
postage is by sea mail. 

BINDERS 
Binders for Mountain are available from : 

Easibind Limited, 
Eardley House, 
4 Uxbridge Street, 
Kensington, 
London, W8 7SZ 

Each binder will hold twelve issues of the magazine and comes complete with 
a prepared sheet of Letraset for identification. They are priced at £4.50 
($11.50) each inclusive of postage, packing and V.A.T. 

Mountain Magazine Limited, P.O. Box 184, Sheffield 511 9DL, 
S. Yorks, England. Tel: (0742) 586553 

Printed in England by Loxley Brothers Limited, Sheffield and London 
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